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Mrs. Johnson
v!.7=-Reratei
Renovation
By DEBBIE N. LEE
lawn. The coffee tree is the Kentucky
Staff Writer
state tree.
Lady Bird Johnson, wife of the late
Mrs Mills, who was acting goverPresident Lyndon B. Johnson, in- nor of the state on Saturday,
augurated Murray's downtown presented Mrs. Johnson with a prorenovation project this morning with clamation declaring today as "Lady
tree plantings, sign unveilings, and a Bird Johnson Beautification Day in
walking tow of -the downtown Kentucky."
business area.
"It is a feeling in the hearts of
Mrs. Johnson, who spearheaded a everyone," Mrs. Johnson said in
nationwide beautification effort dur- speaking of community beautificaing the time her husband was in of- tion. "Everyone loves their hometown
fice, said that the signs she unveiled in.
front of the Bank of Murray and the individuals can do something to imPeoples Bank added "style and grace prove the environment."
and express a sense of pride of the
Mrs.Johnson expressed delight that
town." She noted that the beautification has "become more a
thoroughbred stylized logo on the part of the public consciousness" and
signs "speaLs of the region."
is no longer "just a ladies' project."
Mrs. Johnson began the morning
The art work for the signs unveiled
with an informal coffee at the Murray today was conceived and drawn by
Woman's Club House. Prior to the Joe Rigsby and painted by Bruce Ottcourt square tour, she planted a way. The construction and iron work
dogwood tree on the club house yard. was done by Jim White.
Mrs: Johnson's visit was sponsored by
The sign post, frame and supports
the-club.
are made of mild steel and hand forgWhen the former first lady arrived
See LADY BIRD,
on the court square, she cut a ribbon
Page 18, Column 6
on the vacant lot on the south side of
the square. The ribbon cutting
denotes the desire of the city to
establish a mini-park for the people of
Murray arid Calloway County if the
property can be purchased for a
April 14, visit from Lady Bird
reasonable price.
Johnson.
As Mrs. Johnson crossed the street
8:15 p.m., brass choir concert,
to the courthouse lawn, she was
Recital
Hall Annex, 1-U, Price
warmly greeted by fifth graders of
Doyle Fine Arts Center, open to
Murray Middle School.. •
•
the general public, no admission
"You're going to have to educate
charge.
me about the coffee tree," Mrs.
Special features on the Gallery
Johnson said as Calloway County
of Arts celebration appear on
Judge/Executive Robert 0. Miller,
pages 14 and 15 of today's edition.
Kentucky Secretary of State Frances
Additional features will be
Jones Mills, and Dave Forenson of the
published
in this Thursday's ediKentucky Division of Forestry Sertion of The Murray Ledger &
vice assisted her in planting the tree
Times.
on the east side of the courthouse

Gallery Of
The Arts

'FIRSTS' AROUND SQUARE — Lady Bird Johnson,former first lady, is
shown during her tour of the downtown business area this morning.
Above left, Mrs. Johnson, assisted by Harold Doran of the Peoples
Bank, unveils the bank's new sign; above right, A. w:Simmons Jr.,
executive vice-president of the Bank of Murray and one of the
leaders of the civic beautification project, helps Mrs. Johnson unveil
the Bank of Murray's sign; below right, Calloway County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller, left, Dave Forenson of the Kentucky
Division of Forestry Service, center, and Mayor Melvin B. Henley,
right, assist Mrs. Johnson in planting a coffee tree on the courthouse
lawn; and below, Mrs. Johnson cuts a ribbon on the vacant lot of the
south side of the square. The ribbon cutting denotes the desire to
establish a mini-park for the city and county at this location.
Photos By Jennie Gordon

Rainey Apperson Named
To State Arts Commission
Rainey Apperson of Murray was
named Monday by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. to the Kentucky Arts Cornmission.
Mary Shands, Louisville, was appointed by Brown to head the commission. Mrs. Shands, board chairman of
Orion Broadcasting Inc. in Louisville,
heads the Kentucky Crafts Foundation and is a member of the Greater
Louisville Fund for the Arts and the
American Council for the Arts in New
York.
Carolyn Kenton of Lexington, who
was named commission vicechairperson, has been a member of
the commission's executive committee since 1973. She works with the
general government section of the

Council of State Governments in Lexington.
Others appointed to the commission
in addition to Mrs. Apperson include:
Sen. David Karem, D-Louisville;
Barry Bingham Sr., chairman of the
board of the Courier-Jdurnal and
Louisville Times Co.; Mrs. Lucy
Prichard, Versailles; Paul F. Knue,
editor of the Kentucky Post in Covington; Priscilla Cooper, Louisville,
Robert R. Fitch. Bowling Green; and
Dennis Newberry,Owensboro.
Present board members whose
terms have-not expired are: Marjorie
Asher, Pineville; Mrs. Elijah M.
Hogge, Morehead; Mrs. E. N. Ventors, Pikeville; Marilyn Moosnick,
Lexington; and Lois Howard Gray,
Glasgow.

Columbia And Her Two Pilots Return Safely
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE,
Calif. (AP) — America's rocketship
Columbia and her two pilots swooped
safely back to Earth today, surviving
a blazing plunge from orbit and a
heart-stopping landing on a hard-sand
runway in the Mojave Desert.

Astronauts John Young and Robert
Crippen guided the 80-ton spaceship to
a flaps-up, wheels-down landing at
about 1:21 p.m. EST on runway 23 on
expansive Rogers Dry Lake, climaxing a brilliant and historic 2'4-day
flight that could set this nation's

side today'
today's index
Two Sections — 38 Pages
2
Aces
12
Building Page
16,17
Classifieds
16
Comics
Criissw.ord.
.16_
..
Dear Abby
3
18
Deaths &Funerals
4
Dr. Lamb
5
Garrott's Galley
3
Horoscope
2,3,4
LocalScene
5
Opinion Page
10,11
Sports
Charity Horse Show... 20 Pages

partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and continued
unseasonably warm tonight with
scattered thunderstorms, low in
the low 60s. Thunderstorms likely
Tuesday,high in the ley/ to mid 70s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Wednesday through Friday: Little or no Precipitation expected.
Highs Mostly mid 60s to mid 70s
and lows mostly low 40s to low 50s.
Lake Levels
358.22
Lake Barkley .
358.32
Kentucky Lake

course as a spacefaring nation.
approach from outer space.
"What a way to come to Califor''The burn was on time and
nia," said Crippen as Columbia• nominal," radioed Crippen.
soared over the Golden State
Touchdown was set for 1:22 p.m. on
coastline. Two sonic booms exploded a rock-hard sand runway at Rogers
over the landing area.
Dry Lake at Edwards Air Force Base.
Columbia came home like a giganYoung and Crippen were flying
tic glider, starting its descent an hour, backwards, in position for the rockets
before'touchdown with a 2't-minute in the spacecraft tail to brake their
burst of two engines that broke its or- speed.
bital speed 172 miles above the Indian
Four minutes later they turned ColOcean.
umbia nose forward and began to feel
The spaceship slowed from 17,400 the buildup of gravity pressure on the
miles an hour to about 16,000 mph in vehicle.
minutes and dipped into the upper
After 54 hours the astronauts were
edge of the atmosphere, where gravi- leaving the weightless world in which
ty gripped the vehicle and protective they and their ship had performed
tiles began to glow with reentry heat. almost flawlessly on the maiden flight
"Hello Houston, Columbia here," of the world's first .
reflyable
_ Commander,Young reported,whaathe -spaceship.
—
ship•escaped its blackout. "Columbia,
Shuttle Control told the astronauts
you've gok_urrfect energy, perfect that four jet chase planes had taken
ground traat,'said Shuttle Control. off from Edwards Air Force Base to
The tiles held.
provide an escort for final approach.
The two rockets ignited with a "Tell 'em we'll see them in about 45
thump at 12:21 p.m. EST, 172 miles minutes," Young responded.
above the Indian Ocean, slowing ColColumbia, diving closer to Earth,
umbia's 17,400-mile-an-hour orbital its speed declining and heat building
speed by nearly 300 miles an hour and up, passed north of Australia and
starting the craft on an hour-long des- headed out over the Pacific.
cent toward man's first wheel's-down
As Columbia sped high over the

Pacific, Young told Shuttle Control
through the tracking station at Guam,
"We're moving right along;
everything looks normal."
The eapsule communicator, Joe
Allen, replied, "It looks good going

over the hill. Nice and easy does it.
John, we're all riding with you."
At 12:51 p.m., northwest.of Hawaii,
at an altitude of about 50 miles, the
heat became fierce — nearly 2,700
degress.

LAST TIMES AROUND — Mr. Kandu;with his owner, Talmadge Tutt,
aboard, makes a triumphant trip around the ring after winning a roadster Pony class at an area horse show. One of the most popular peerformers in local shows, the little, 41-inch-high Shetland will be formally retired Saturday night at the Kentucky Charity Horse Show at
the West Kentucky Exposition Center. For more,see GarroWs Galley,
page 5.
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Coming Community Events Are Listed
Tuesday,April 14
Tuesday, April 14
Murray State -University,
Second Tuesday program
will not be held at the Mur- Choir will present afree conceet at 8:15 p.m. in the
ray Art Guild.
Ifecital Hall Annex, Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
Group III 'of First ChrisBridget Ann Gregg, Hoctian Church ('WI" will meet
at 7:36 p.m. at the-frtntie of nsburg;Hi., will present her
Marshall. 11,t1 laapi•t_riu/WA4'451:itill at 7 p.m.
OLIN
Audubon Drive, with pro- at the Farrell Reeital Hall,
grain by Sheila Shaw.
Murray State University.

Home Department—

Plans Meet; Fashion Show
Held At March Luncheon

Thursday, April 18
Men's Stag Night will be at
5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club with Bill Thurman, Pete Purdom, James
M. Lassiter, and Eddie Clees
The Home Department of and Mrs. Eleanor DeAngelo, chairman, presided in the
in charge.
the Murray Woman's Club a member of the Harris absence of the chairman,
Mrs. Zitelle Goheen, who is
will meet Thursday, Aprff 16, Grove Homemakers Club.
Murray Business and Pro- at 2 p.m. at the club house.
A covered dish luncheon ill. A lengthy discussion was
fessional Women's Club will
Mrs. Mary Hamilton will was served prior to the sew- held on the banking armeet at 6:30 p.m. at the explain "Home Flower Ar- ing contest with Mrs. rangements best for
the
Triangle Inn.
ranging," and Mrs. Betty Juanita Lee giving the bless- department.
The program diairman,
Boston will give the devo- ing. Hostesses were Mrs. IrInternational Film tion.
ma La Follette, Mrs. Laura Mrs. June Crider, led a proExhibit of graphic design • Group's of First Baptist
Festival presentation, "The
Hostesses will be Mrs. Jennings, Mrs. Margaret gram on "Getting To Know
Garden of Finzi-Continis" James -Stahler, Mrs. 0. H. Taylor, and Mrs. Madge You."
by Russell t,:rimes of Church Women will meet as
Twenty-three
will be shown at 2 and 7 p.m. Holland,and Mrs. Earl Lee. Woodard.
Louisville and a sculpture follows: -1 with Mrs. Charles
Thursday, April 18
members responded with
Alcoholics
Anonymous
will
Wyatt
.
of
Malinda
the
University
Center
show by
Twin Lakes Antique Car in
fashions
Mercer at, 9 am,: 11 with
Mrs. LaRue Redden, vice tid-bits of their lives.
Spring
Louisville will open today Mrs. E. C. Jones at 2 p.m.: meet at 8 p.m. at the 'west Club will meet at 7 p.m. at Theatre, Murray State highlighted the March 19th
and continue through April Bea Walker with Mrs. end of the Livestock and Ex- the Gateway StealLHouse, University. There is no ad- meeting of the Home Departposition Center.
mission charge.
Draffenville.
-26 at the Eagle Gallery, Fin& Wayne Bennett at 7:30 p.m.
ment as four high school
•
Arts Center, Murray State
and two women
students
Parents Anonymous will
Home Department of MurColloquium entitled "Ef- modeled the garments they
University
meet
at
6:30
p.m.
For
inforEvents ar Lady Bird
ray W
n's Club will meet fects of Television on had entered in the club's anJohn..on will be a coffee from mation call 753-5995 or 435- at 2 p .at the club house.
Children" will begin at 7 nual sewing contest held at
Mrs. Joanne Bankston,State Specialist in Management,
930 to 10:15 a.m. at the Mur- 43&ti.
p.m. in the Barkley Lecture the club house.
from Kentucky State University will conduct a workshop ,
ray Woman's Club House; at
Temple Hill Chapter No. Room of the University
The fashion show was nar- on "Simple Home Electrical Repairs," on Thursday,
Murray Star 'Chapter No. 511 Order of the Eastern Star Center.
urrav court house squafe
MusraY _Stge
N,at 9:30 a.m.,at the,County
trof04
artiliotree
ilyebrP
its;en
•••••i•POffibe,2119-ti-e
-4••
lirir, Aiteat,00r..4_,.4960ar of the Eastern Star
will meet át7:30 p.m. at the University. interested
is
person
invited
to attend.
Calloway Public Library- will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hal14.
Jean Cloar, County Extension Agent for Home
Cindy
Montgomery
was
lodge
hall. fromm 11:30 to 12 noon: at
Joint recital by Nathan
selected first in the student Econofftics, says that participants can get practical ex,M urrav-Calloway Park from
Middleton of
Murray Women of the Travis
division, Gina Shipley, se- perience of repairing a lamp during this session. Call 753Wednesday,April 15
Good Ca•re3.at4
12:15 to 12:45 p.m.; private
Moose will meet at It p.m. at Paducah and Phyllis Ann
cond,
Paulette Kelly, third, 1452 for a list of items to bring.
Wadesboro
Homemakers
Thru_ Thur. 4L23
luncheon at 1 p.m.; speaking
Love of Brandenburg will be
the lodge hall. and
Carol Beaman, runnerat University School Club will meet at 1 p.m. at
at 7 p.m. in the Farrell
up.
All girls are Murray
the
home
of
LaVerna HarAuditorium with public inHazel Woman's Club will Recital Hall, Fine Arts
High
School students.
die.
recepvited at 7 p.m.; public
meet at 7 pm. at the Hazel Center, Murray State.
In the adult division Mrs.
tion and receiving line in the
Community Center.
Fonda Grogan of the
The Private Moments
Overeaters Anonymous
lobby from 8 to,9 p.m..
Piano recital by Rebecca
The Public Triumphs
will-meet in the- baseMent of - Junior Babe Ruth baseball Ann Jones, Danville, Ill., will Creative Arts Department
Ruth Warren Group - of ,the new Baptist Student tryouts will be held at 4:30 be at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital was selected first place and
_Sinking Spring Baptist Center, ,Chestnut and p.m. in the new City-County Hall Annex, Fine Arts Mrs. Maudena Butterworth
Thru Thur. 4/23
of the Home Department, seChurch Women will meet at Waldrop Streets, at 12 noon. Park ballfield.
Center, Murray State.
cond.
is
'open
to
all
This
interested
30 pia. at the haw of
We're happy that LinCash awards were
Xt alpha Delta Chapter of
Murray State Racer
,presented by ,department
Beta Sigma Phi will nieet•at - baseball-team will play MId
c 1Cortwright, has
Birthday party for all 7:30 p.m. at the Ellis Center. dle Tennessee State Univer- treasurer', Mrs.'With M6T2'"
chosen her decorating acfett. Top contestants ap.,
County Band senior citizens having birCalloway
RCA LIBUR
sity at 3 p.m. at Reagan
cessories at:
peared at the district',
Boosters will meet at 7 p.m. thdays in April will be held
Lady tennis players of the Field, Murray.
meeting of the Kentucky
the band room of the high at the Tio
iiglas
Center
from
at
Murray Country Club will
Thru Thurs4/16
Federation of Women's
school.
10 a.m. to 2 pin. Lunch will hold an organizational
Ellis Center will be open
Clubs op Saturday, March
be at 12:101)11. .
meeting for the 1981 season from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acThe power
Fuhrman,
21, and Mrs. Grogan was
T.
Joseph
Dr.
of evil...
at 10:30 a.m. at the club tivities by the Senior Citizens
asked to represent the
assistant professor of
Hazel Center will be open house.
THE FINAL
with exercise at 10:30 a.m.,
Phi
district
at the state meeting.
tile
deliver
will
history,
from
to
-for
10
a.m.
2
p.m.
acCONFUCT
election of officers, lunch at
Judges were Mrs. Jean
Alpha Theta history honors tivities by the Senior Citizens
•
Southside Manor
Murray, Ky.
1E=
Workshop on Simple Home 12 noon, and fellowship at
Cloar, county extension
lecture at 7:30 p.m. in the with lunch at 11:45 ii.11/.
Electrical Repairs by 12:30 p.m.
.
4
:
1
•
•
/ _Or'
Barkley Lecture room,
agent in home economics,
Joanne Bankstbn, state
Thru Thur. 4 23
iversitv Center Murray
Ladies(101f Tee-Off Coffee specialist
Hazel and DouglasCenters
State.
will be held at 10 a..
m in the Economics and Manage- will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
Green Root n of the club with ment, will be at 9:30 a.m. at p.m. for the Senior Citizens
Diane Villariova, Pam Mavi- the County Extension Office, with lunch at Hazel at 11:45
for
the
Ticket sales drive
ty,
Dorthy Eike, and. 209 Maple Street. This is a.m, and at Douglas at 12
Charity Ball will start with
Euld
e
ne Robinson as open to the public.
noon.
volunteers to call Murray
hi•stesses.
homes to take ticket orders
Mothers Day Out will be at`
for the May 30th event.
.Janelle- Doyle Group of
1VIiirray-1 alroway_ County
First Baptist Church Women 9 a.m. at the First Baptist
Mental Health and. Meptal
will meet at 9:45 a.m. at the Church.
Retardation Board of Direcparlor.
church
-tors is scheduled to meet at 3
for
• Registration
n.m at the center.,
Ceramics class for Senior kindergarteif will be at 9
The Methodist Men will Citizens, taught by Ann a.m. and for first grade at
have a dinner meeting at Brooks, will be at 12 noon at 10:30 a.m. at Southwest
Elementary
6:36 p.m. at the Felliawship the St. John's Episcapal Calloway
School.
Hall of the First United Church.
Methodist Church with
Frank Beamer, new head
football coach. Christian
G. CORN,JR.
Men's Fellowship of First
RESTAURANT
Christian - --thurchtwitl -- he
Located By Haliclay Inn
special guests.
"Defeat never comes to
Opening lead: Club ace
U.S. 64] South, Murray, Ky.
any man until he admits it."
Kentucky Mountain Mis- - Josephus Daniels.
"Corn's Laws" sums up the
It was difficult to foresee
sions truck will be at the
situation: "When there is no
Live This
hope and you don't know
First United Methodist how declarer was to avoid
FILL SIT & BRIM;TO GENE & JO'S
defeat
in
his
play
of
today's
what
to
do,
give
a
defender
Wed.
From
Church to pick up clean.
UMAI
no-play game. In truth, he
the lead. He may not know
• usable clothes.
2:30 to 5:00
had no legitimate chance.
what to do either."
Nevertheless he refused to
Also Register
Dr. Joseph Lee Rose will concede, created an illusion
Bid with Corn
for
West
to
swallow,
and
in
speak at the United Campus
To Win A
Ministr& -luncheon at 12:36 the end, declarer made his South holds: 4-14-B
p.m. in the Ohio Room, ten tricks and his hopeless
*K 7 5 3
game.
•2
University Center, Murray
The hand was played in
•K 2
State University.
S. 415.- 753-4320
the 1980 World ChampionONLY
•A 101763
ship. France vs. Poland,
Murray State University with France's Paul Chemla
"'sr'
or.tvs.^o':•• •••••
North South
•464,̀,.e.7k.
,4.5 6,0--IP•
••••ra,3. a s•vd•44. •
Symphonic _Band will pre- declarer at four hearts.
'Per
1g •f•
norf....-4031•
Mier
,the
opening
one
no
sent a concert at 8:15 p.m. in
3+
trump bid, North used a
Lovett Auditorium. This is Jacoby Transfer Bid to
ANSWER: Five clubs. Four
free and open to the public.
make South declarer at a
heart contract and then clubs or three spades might
give North an opportunity to
pushed a bit as he jumped
Order To Go — 7S3-4488
participate further; howevdirectly
to
the
major suit er,
J. N. Williams Chapter of
with reasonable chances,
VS4
The United Daughters of the game.
South should bid the game
Breakfast 6-410:30
West
started
with
the
club
1%,•••
Cdhfederacy will meet- at
Open 7 Days
himself.
'
ace and a second club to
Lunch 11-2
IS;
--1:30 p.m. at the home orgr-s. declarer's king. There were
A Week
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
Geed Selection
Crenshaw
with
Dr.
Robert
two top spade losers and an P.O Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225,
Dinner 4-10
10% Off
IPAVI
Atee's Dress
William Parsons as speaker. unavoidable diamond loser with self-addressed, stamped envelope
Misses
k.
All
staring declarer in the face for reply
,
7
Shoes
1
2Sizes Ladies' Spring
&/
so the problem became not
tie,‘
%Grebe At$19.99
one of correct technique but
Dresses
one of laying a trap for a
•
5,4
•
.
nervous West. How could
'
.90"1
this be done?
Also Geed Selection •••••.•
10% Off
ZiOoL0/0/1//0
At trick three, without
Caviller Tesmis
Ladies' Spring
• •e
any pause, Chemla led a low
,
10-50% Off
Shoes
spade towards - dummy's
Coats
retired
dietary
Seventeen
°IP
Ms.'.Spring & Semler
queen. West took his king
sums a % Sizes
Ssuollsitst$3.99
•
.
and was not quite sure of -employees from the MurraySuits
•
how best to proceed, so he Calloway County Hospital
Good Selection Ladies'
4440
switched to the .diamond met for lunch at Joe's FamiSeveral Styles
king. Declarer ducked this ly Restaurant on Friday,
Pelyestir & Cotten
4,4
Ladies' Orassbepper Canvas
Geed Selection
smoothly, and West was March 20.
4,4,7
Misses 10-12
Girls Easter
now "sure" he had found his
Shoos
•..Noir
Mrs. Thelma .Parker
lisoN Sizes 12/
1
2-241
/
2
way. Another diamond rode represented the longest
fo•,6
Drosses
Illarilag Ats11•99
into declarer's A-J and after
env':
Dresses
Infants-Size 14
Sizes 5-10 In
4481
drawing trumps, dummy's working employee, having
started in 1944 and continuspade loser disappeared.
Med., Wide Widths
A neat swindle and one of ing for 24 years.
"irr•
Geed Selection Mon's & wanes a chadr..
food Selection
4-14-A
NORTH
Eight of the group witness\
•Q8
Ms.'.
Pony,
Converse
'4'1 111
•
Painter Pants
ed as employees the move of
VAJ7543
into
Pre-Ild
Hospital
Murray
Ales
hableenal, Wrangler, Maverlek. he Men sod Cavii
the old
•7 5
.
or
Wrangler and Mew loans forLI5'
•J 9 5
the new Murray-Calloway
.
101111•rs
EAST
WEST
County Hospial.
•A 10 6 2
•K 7 5 3
fee
Those attending were Rob20 to 75% iff for children he month sizes - 148.,gkls.
•
9
8
6
V2
;hsehollares
bie Blalock, Edna Parker,
these
•Q1056
reeks
ant
-- • votwolReelti
+42
•A1011763
Leveda
Nix,
Roy May
drosses, blows,looms, shorts, tops,
Fell end Smosser
IP
SOUTH
Phillips, Katy Adams,
•00
boys sults - moths slzos-3T
•J 94
•
Carry
Malcolm,
Rosine
K Q10
We Would Like To Get Something
Story, Opal Holland, Alice
•A J 9 4 3'
.
4op
4•K Q
On Every Lady Around
Steeley, Mavis McColl, Lucy
•
Vulnerable: East-West.
Williams, Connie Adams,
Some Men 8, Children's Clothing
Ingeray now hr leder - shop downtown Murray WI Soalo-Worinione aware Iran the Oak of *may
Dealer South. The bidding
Thelma Parker, Odie eT4 ahem
wit
yoneheehawloahungs approdsgml
$ad' We
Merl& Innet
-McrknighT, " Era 'slitter,' •
Pass
1 NT
24
Pass
Is,
•
Lorene Ellis, and Mrs. Joe \'1
Pass
4.
241
All
‘
111 7
t
.
42
,
,••••1411'
4.4. •
of • '
• d•N:44)
pass
3ar4....:P.itat,%- !er,:.‘•!.'s^e•
Fridy.
4r,o,
tr:;(.;•;
4
Wednesday, April 15
Tuesday,April 14
Rho Chapter of Alpha
Mary 'Hewlett -Group. of.
Kappa will meet at 7
Blood River Baptist Church delta
at the Community
pin.
Women will meet at7p.m.
Room of the North Branch of,
Peoples Bank.
Murray TOPS (take off the
pounds sensibly) Club will
Weekly Wednesday in
meet at 7 p.m: at the
April for Returning Students
Calloway -.County Health
United_ at Murray State,
Center.
University will be from 8 to
9:30 a.m. in Room 101, OrdSingles Class of Seventh
way Hall, Mat. This is open
andiPoplar Church of Christ
all interested returning
to
Will meet at 7 p.m. at the
students.
church.
•
•

Workshop Thursday

.•••
-•4',"

This Is
Elvis(PG)

THE TREASURE HOUSE

Hey Kids! Come See
Gene & Jo's
Easter Bunny

•.

WI

THE ACES®IR,A

Tuesday Lunch Special
*Fried Won Ton
*Egg Drop Corn Soup
*Sweet & Sour
Meat Ball
*Moo Goo Gai Pan

Free Easter
Scene

$295

Gene ilk Jo's
Flowers

Settle-Workman
Pre-Easter Stile

—We Also Serve American Food Everyday—

Retired Dietary
Hospital Group
Meets At Joe's

1,4
Zoe

1

DIS-C9TESS

OPEN
Thursday April 16, 1981
Ladies Apparel Of Famous
Name Brands At
DISCOUNT PRICEri°

J

I

Settle-Workman

ó13 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

1

V
•

TUeSda , 11')
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fIALIL GUIST —
tures ot Iran inhere ,.);•
'Hale! 1Vornan's Chit) ;H•
(tut) member ‘,4 as pc,
g.“t•
Nirs.
_sopper 00 April 18 vul-..k
t,,ken,.t.r. the sir
pro At tilt. Hazel t tt

•

...e.-.11011111Matke mcfrk — The Wculd Fdliatrshrp C,lub me! o )4
ikin on Wednesday morning, March 2.3. Games st,,

.1' •

1

-4,A ,
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Phi began making the sacks
and hand puppets more than
Now when children check a year ago, according' to
in at Murray-Calloway Coun- Joyce Thomas, service
ty Hospital, they-receive an chairman at the project's
admission kit provided just start. Much of the work- Is
for them, courtesy of twe done at group work sessions
with many members also
Murray sororities.
The kits are colorful cloth constructing sacks and pupsacks containing hand pup- pets at home.
The "Get Well Coloring
pets, a hospital coloring
book, crayons and a Book", crayons and
toothbrush are added to the
toothbrush. ,
The members of the Alpha kits by the Alpha'Mu
Mu Chapter of Epsilon Chapter of Epsilon Sigma
Sigma Alpha and the Xi Alpha.
Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Meinbers worked together
Sigma_ Phi are making the to purchase the books and
pediatric kits as a continuing brushes - and Jerry's
service project' to the,Restaurant donated the
NEW KITS - Pediatric admission kits are given to children who are patients at
children admitted to MCCH. crayons, according to Sandy
Murray-Calloway Cminty Hospital. The kits, containing a puppet, coloring book,
The members of Xi Alpha -Lucas, an Alpha Mu philancrayons and toothbrush, are made and donated to the hospital by two Murray _ Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma ,thropic committee member.
sororities.
By Debbie Franklin

FIRST PATIENT - Todd Brooks, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Brooks, Murray
Route 2, receives an admission kit from Sharon Ross, admitting cleric at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Todd was the first patient to receive one of the new
kits donated to the hospital by two Murray sororities. Standing, left to right, are
Sandy Lucas, philanthropic committee member of Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha;.Joyce Thomas, service chairman of Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi; and Lola James, business office manager at MCCH.

Avoid standing still

Murray

Study Indicates Professional
omemaker Is Happy Woman

By LOUISE COOK
views with a sample group of gi v en a list of 12
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D. Associated Press Writer
300 women, all of whom had characteristics and asked
Full-time—homemakers Children tthdiT8lTv1iig
— at. how well 6,36 Characteristic
Fm 26 - And because there IS an accu- them from getting so bad. say they are being pressured 'home and had not plans to go applies to homemakers and
1)E.Ali DR LAMB
mulation of pressure from These are explained in The
4%to
440
years old ,anti 44blood inside the veins.*
Health Letter number 5-8. by society to take paying to work for at least five to working women. The
rknow what
"
characteristics most freWhen you stand up, blood Varicose Veins, which I am jobs, but they also indicate years.
ose veins, My legs _ started
pools in your leg veins and
sending you. Others who want they do not feeLany sense of
getting like this when I was
to
The women were .asked .9 u_ently
applied
builds up the internal presthis issue can send 75 cents inferiority because of the whether they -thought there homemakers were: familyabout 21. What caused this
sure. Garters or anything that
with a long, stamped. selfand what can I do to prevent
was more pressure on oriented, busy, faithful to
constricts the normal flow of
addressed envelope for it to lack of a career.
_them from4ettinkany worse?
hn fin
'
• t
omygetiv facaosing
Dt
boamass —
, -cdTe ot Lhi.uw&,h.psr'
--if they—get-arty worse- 1- btuud
veins can increase the probP.O. Box 1551, Radio City dings -of a new study by the work or to stay at • home. and
(ouldn't stand it. I would nevintelligent. The
lem. Pregnancy obstructs the
Station, New York, NY 10019. advertising firm of Batten; More than two-thirds - 69 characteristics most often
er wear shorts ,or a bathing
flow and increases varicose
Avoid Standing still. Avoid
suit around people, including
veins.
sitting with pressure on the' Barton, Durstine & Osborne,- percent - said there was cited for working women
my husband, again. People
As
you
start
walking,
the
backs of your thighs. Do wear •Inc., which warns that more pressure on ;women to were: busy, fashion con
say I look pretty good in a bik-.
leg muscles contract and
support hose when you can marketers may be making a, work outside the home.
ini but I don't want to be
scious, 'self-confident,
veins
inside
squeeze the deep
and especially during pregashamed of my legs. I see a
they
assume
mistake
if
theteen
percent
energetic, materialistic and
said
there
was
your legs, milking them and
nancy. External -pressure
lot of women older than me
helping to pump blood uphill
helps to prevent -excessive non-working woman is- niore pressure to be a intelligent.
who still have real pretty legs,
to your heart. This also milks stretching of the veins.
,especially "Charlie's Angels"
unhappy with her lifestyle.
As might be expected, the
homemaker and 12 percent
the external veins that empty_
or Suzanne Somers. I'm probin one
DEAR DR, LAMB
long
cornFetninists
have
'gave
no
homemakers
had a different
answer.
into your deep'leg veins. The
ably not on my feet as much
of your columns a young "girl - plained that Vonwn---are--not-i---Two-thirds of those-inter- view of
internal pressure falls. That is
.LOAP.Y.g__011.nqc.i.
as they art asked about enlarging her
why walking is better. than
• DEAR READER - Yaribust. You mentioned her see- portrayed accurately in viewed said they thought than the one presented by
,•ose veins are veins that have' 4anding still.
ing a physician to check for an commercials. The feminists their husbands preferred • feminists. About one-third of
E'en if you inharit a -tend-. endocrine OF hormone }ROBtost-tiieir-naturai-elastieity
working women are ig- them to be homemakers. those interviewed.-- 34 perency to have varicose veins, lern. Just what would I ask say
ake an overstretched balloon.
nored;
they scoff at adver- Seven percent said they cent - said there was too
thetie are things you can do to
That happens in part because
my doctor about this? Is there
help prevent them or keep
whith show thought their husbands much emphasis on working
:he vein walls may be weak
a physical sign? I have read tisements
many articles about breast women who seem to be con-- would rather they had an women in advertisements.
development and they all-say cerned with nothing more- outside job; 18 percent said Eleven percent said there
it is hereditary but both my
shirt or a polish- their husbands didn't care or was too little emphasis, 48
mother _and younger sister than a clean
.
left it up to them; tnd 9 per- percent said the emphasis
wear a 36C. I don't even fill a ed floor.
34 A.(just had a checlerup and
Now,says Batten, Barton. cent had no answer:
was about right and 7 pera thyroid test and everything Durstine• & Osborne - The interviewees
cent had no answer.
is normal.
popularly knoWirtas BBDODEAR READER •- My
point Was that breasts do advertisers seem to be in
develop in response to female danger of going to the other
_ hormones. The enlargement extreme and the agency says
of breasts is one of Or earli- -that-companies- ihichr--:-'-set-Dever7-Teitit.t
estiins of puberty and the
NO
NEWBORN
A
DVIS•
E.. McCoy,,Rt. 7, Benton;
Mix N Match
increased production of up the working woman as the SIONS
Jean I. Green, 313 -South
female hormones.
prototype of the 1980s adDISMISSALS
13th, Murray; Mrs. Laura A.
Some women who do have a mired female will be offAlan Neal Danner, Rt. 5, Fuson, 905 North 18th, MurBeautiful Spring
hormone deficiency do not base."
Mayfield; Mary Sue Payne, ray.
. develop full-sized breasts.
Statistically. working _Fabrics - Easy Care
although Mere "'often breast-409 N. L. P. Miller, Murray:
Joseph 0. Jackson, Rt. 1,
size is inherited -'from both women today outnumber Mrs. De Anna F. Rose, 83
New Colors Tool
Hazel; Mrs. Mary F. Tamer,
- sides of the family. A woman full-time homemakers. The Soft Yellows
who wonders about this can Department of Labor says Shady Oaks, Murray; Mrs. 1205 Peggy Ann Drive, Mursimply ask her doctor if her
Gwenith Wyatt and baby ray; A. B. Rhea, 407 East
Luscious Orchids
breasts are small because she that 52 percent of all women boy, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
12th, genton; Mrs. Lovie L.
is low on estrogen, the female 16 and over were in the labor
Patricia Ann Coleman and Pritchett,- Rt. 1, Dexter;
hormone that has most to do force as of February 1981.
baby boy. Rt. 2,- Murray; Leonard H. Pritchett, Deswith breast development.
BBDO says its study "inThe doctor can get a pretty dicates the professional--_M,r,s Peggy Sue Greer -and ter;--Mrs. -Estella M. Ross,
_good idea from your physical
baby girl, Rt. 2, Murray. , Hardin.
examination and your history homemaker is a happy
Mrs. Hazel N. Peck, Rt. 5,
(such as menstrual history). woman.She feels good about._
but he can refine his judgment herself and her ability to Benton; 'Nichols R. Webb,
1213 Porter Court, Paris,
by having a laboratory examiher decision to renation of your hormone levels stick to
Tenn.;
Keys F. Keel, 1409
main at home..."
if he thinks it is indicated..
Sycamore,
Murray; .Mrs.
The agency based its- con_Ladies TenThe
--clusions on telephone inter- Geraldine Childs, Rt. 5, Mur- Group C of
ray; Mrs. Betty J. dowdy, nis of the Murray Country
('EMETERIES
Rt.6, Murray; Cindy R. Can- Club will play at 9 a.m. on
(.1r.
There are eight major
non,
1110 Sycamore, Mur- Thursday, April 16, at the
in.
cemeteries
1
World War.
tirrit
ks.
ray.
_ club.
Europe.
Ann Elizabeth Broach, 504 The lineup is as follows:

Tennis Group C
To Play Thursdar

R.
Ledger & Times

oeo

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

The First Christian Church
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With each Chipper you get

Reg. $4.88
2piecesof fish fillet
creamy Coleslaw
Save $1.89
crisp french fries
2Southern-style hushpuppies

Captain D's
BUY

COUPON

2 CHIPPERS

"
$2

One coupon per customer
Murray-Void after 4-19-81

'Oak Ridge Bovs
To Gire Concert
.-ft

A lot of people would have you think that God really is
dead. Don't you-belieVe
On this day, about 2,000 years ago, God Proved His
power over life, death, and the universe. On this day, He
resurrected His son, Jesus of Nazerath. Men of that time
thought that they had done away with an inconvenience,
but they had actually proven the reality of the Messiah.
Easter Sunday is a day for all of us to rejoice in what,
God has revealed to us about His power and the teachings
of Jesus.
Come and rejoice with us at-the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ). We believe that every individual
should show his or her love for God in their own way.
There is a good word with which to express the joy of
Faster.
• Hallelujah!
Let's shout it together this year-.-

Li
13

Nc
cloud"
lemon.
Americ
the Coll
and ear
the law
Space C

Clothes Closet

God is dead.

ED

\IAItTIN. Tenn. H The Moore, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. Air Uddberg, Leisa Faughn.
country-pop musical group Mary A. Gardner, Rt. - 2, and Carol Waller.
-Oak Ridge Boys- will appear in concert 'Sunday,
.- April 26, at The University of
Tennessee at Martin's
Physical Education and Con'Cfriter,- truras announced today.
Tickets for the 8 p.m. performance are $9 in advance
and $10 at the door the night
Of the performance. Advance tickets may be purchased from UTM's University Center .. Information.
Desk.
The • -Oak Ridge Boys"
(Ida rtct was founded in 1942
as the. Oak Ridge Quartet,-.
sot...tali/mg in southern style
LtoVt'i MUSIC. Me maws_ of _
EASTER'S ON ITS WAY AND
:;.roup
IT'S TIME TO VISIT GWEN'S
changed
AND SEE THE SEASON'S
t,•Hheally, but a group act
COMING LOOKS
huid together toil about '20
GWEN'S HAS THE LARGEST
c-ears ago the group began
SELECTION OF LARGE SIZE
billow itself as the ''Oak
DRESSES AND COORDINATED
Ridge Boys.SPORTSWEAR
IN WESTERN
Hill Golden joined the Oak
KENTUCKY.
!Wee Boys in 1964 and is the
present- day member with .
the longest tenure. Deane
Allen Was invited into the'
grunt) in 1966; Richard Sterban in 1972; and, Joe Bonsai!
in 1973. •
In May of 1977, the band
etteeht--eountry7fever and
launched their current
country-pop musical style.
The, concert; is presented'
by Barbara Runions of
Panacea ProdUctions and is
Co-sponsored by UTM.'s
2302.KENTUCKY AVENUE,PADUCAH
Department -of Campus
HWY. 1_48 SOUTH OF HERRIN,ILL.
- Recreation and Student
Government Association.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

Lady Bird Johnson
Beautification Day
Lady Bird Johnson, a
former first lady of the United
States, brought her dedication
to beautifying America to this
community today. In honor of
her visit, a proclamation was
issued by acting Governor of
the Commonwealth, Frances
Jones Mills,last Saturday.
The proclamation set today,
as Lady Bird Johnson
Beautification day in Kentucky and encouraged all
citizens of the Commonwealth
to commemorate this day by
planting a tree for the benefit
of future generations.
itsays,in part:
"Lady Bird Johnson has
served this nation with dignity

as a First Lady of the land;
and
"Lady Bird Johnson has
worked tirelessly over the last
decades to improve the quality of our environment through
the process of scenie
beautification; and
"Lady Bird Johnson has
served as an inspiration for
community improvement in
Kentucky and throughout the
nation."
We commend Mrs. Johnson
for her dedication to beautifying our great nation and think
it is appropriate to give
special recognition to this
outstanding woman for her
terest in preserving and improving our enviroment.

Columbia Catches
--Eyes,
. Ears Of World

Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

----Talmadge-Tutt's 'Mr.Kandu'To Make
Final Show Appearance On Saturday
They'll bid goodbye to "Mr.Kandu"
Sat104.Y Melt.
Talmadge Tutt's spirited and
little 20-year-oId 371eltand
pony will have the arena all to himself
when he prances around the show ring
at the Kentucky Charity Horse Show
at the West Kentucky Exposition
Center on College Farm Road for the
final show appearance of his career.
A few times around the ring, then
reversing himself and around a few
more times, then he'll pull his twowheel cart and his master to the
center of the arena to be formally
retired from horse show competition.
In such instances in horse show
circles,so I'm told, it is customary for
retiring horses to be unhitched and
gently led from the ring amid the
cheers of the crowd, but Tutt has no
such plans for his tiny and beloved
steed.
"He's going to leave that ring with
dignity," he said. "He won't be being
judged,and I'm going to drive him out
just like always."
++++++
For the past 12 years, Tutt and Mr.
Kandu have been familiar and keenly
competitive performers at horse
shows all across this area — at Union
City and Paris in Tennessee and in
Paducah,Princeton, Marion and Murray in Kentucky.

The,. Tutt home at 627 North 4th
Street is lined with,silver-trays, pitchers, casserole dishes and various
ether-troptdes and -ribbons the little;
500-pound, 41-inch tall pony has won
under the tight reins of his master and
driver.
Bought in 1969 by Tutt and his wife
of 41 years, the former Hazel Parker
of the Penny section of the county,
from Lonnie Puritt of Union City, Mr.
Kandu has been "like one of the family" from the day of his arrival at the
Tutt stable.
.
.
"He's strictly a show pony and a
great crowd pleaser," Mrs. Tutt said,
recalling some of the little performer's laurels in the show ring.
"There have been many times when
he didn't win, but he works so hard out
there the crowds, especially the
children,love him,"she said.
+++1-++
Althniigh'registered as a roan, Mr.
Kandu's glistening coat today is virtually white, turned with age, but the
years haven't slowed him dOwn. He is
still capable of formidable competition as a roadster pony in any man's
horse show.
"He's gentle and well mannered until you take hold of or hook up the
aver-check," Tutt laughed. "To him
that means speed, and you had better
have a good grip on him or he can take

Karen Spratt, daughter of Mrs.
Shirley Spratt of Murray, representing the Wranglers Riding Club, was
crowned queen of the West Kentucky
Horseman's Association at the annual
kick off supper held April 10.
Names of jurors for the May 1971
Term of Calloway Circuit Court with
Judge James M. Lassiter presiding
have been released by Calloway County Sheriff Clyde Steele.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Lions Club were Joe Pat Ward, Rex
Thompson, James Harmon, Kenneth
Winters, John Thompson, Tom
Shirley, David Lanier, and Adron McConnell.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry McReynolds. April 9,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Blane,
hoy to Mr.
inlTill, April 10, a
and Mrs. Jimmy Knight, April 10, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John M. Yates.
April 13, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John
Contreras, April 13, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Douglas, April 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Mason of Taylor,
Mich., have been the guests of her
inother, Mrs. Selma Stubblefield.
Duncan Hines cake mix is advertised at 35 cents per box in the ad for
Parker's Food Market this week.

20 Years Ago
Army Pvt. Jerry S. Bazzell',-_ion of
Mrs. Lucille Bazzell, recently completed eight weeks of military police
training at Fort Gordon,Ga.
Deaths reported include T. K
(Tom)Murdock,92.
Mrs. Jessie rage--OregewMtIffaTT—
eolapteryistrorgOuthern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company, was
tkniered-for 95 ycera of
',it, at a
dinner party held recently at the
Triangle Inn.
Max Hurt spoke on "Civil Defense"
at the meeting of the Kirksey ParentTeacher Association held April 12.
The Rev. Johnson Easley gave the
devotion.
- -The marriage of Miss Anita Carolyn
Brandon, daughter Of Mr. and Mrs.
James W. Brandon, to Elvin Crouse.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Z. B. Crouse, was
solemnized on April 7 at the Union
Grove Church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Like will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on April 16 with a reception
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
Like.

off with you."
Tull, 69 and.a 40,year. Ke-tora444
horse training and shows,says-his old
friend- -"is-going to-the pasture endgiven all he wants to eat" after SaturIt was called the "brick Robert Crippen settled into orday
night's final appearance as a
cloud" and "America's space bit. Mission control in
show pony. The Murray show is sponlemon." But not now. Houston, Texas said, "We
sored annually by the Murray Rotary
America's first space shuttle, have a super vehicle up
and Woman's Clubs and in only a few
- years has grown to become one of the
the Columbia, caught the eyes there."
most prestigeous in the state.
and ears of the world as it left
We agree. And add to that,
"He's not going to like it when we
the launching pad at Kennedy we have two super Americans
load the other horses to go to a show,"
Space Center on Sunday,
.at the controls from the super
he said, "because he loves to go to
greatest
nation
in
the
world.
shows
and heknows when we are goAfter ten years and $9
ing to one. All we've had to do has
When
the
Columbia
blazes
billion, NASA opens the door
been to open the trailer door and he'd
to more spectacular and across the sky during re-entry
jump right in — ready to go."
routine uses of space for the and its surfaces heat to 3,000
++++++
Tutt, who for years has trained and
1980s. The Columbia is design- degrees Fahrenheit, we will
shown horses for Oliver Cherry, Mured to take off like a rocket and be praying for safe return.
ray ladieswear merchant, has four
We
are
told
that
by
the
end
land like a glider after 36 orother show horses of his own, inof the decade,shuttle launches
bits in a 541
/
2hour flight.
cluding a new road pony, Astrobelle.
will generate only yawns. But
A 3-year-old filly, he bought her last
Charles Tolley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Our hearts pounded with for now we issue kudos for the
summer from Richard Mitchell of Bryan Tolley of Murray, is. serving
pride as John Young and NASA program.
Union City, Tenn., to take over as Mr. with the U. S. Navy at the Naval Air
Kandu's replacement.
School, Jacksonville, Fla.
"She won't be shown for a while yet,
Deaths reported include W. H.
By JOHN CUNNIFF
though," he said. "She's not ready, Oakley and C. H. Bradley.
but she would be in time for the an- _ Max H. Churchill was reelected as
nual Paducah charity show only a few secretary-treasurer of the West Kenweeks away."
tucky District Funeral Directors
Tutt also will be showing his 7-year- Association at the meeting held at the
old bay, Miss Muffett, four-time win- Irvin Cobb Hotel, Paducah. The Rev.
ner of the fine harness pony class, 50- George Bell of Murray was the
inches and under, in the Paducah speaker.
charity show, both Friday and SaturThe price of haircuts in Murray has
day nights in the Murray show. Rais- been changed from $1 to 75 cents, actere_st.
examNEW YORK (AP) — A good
ed from a foal on the Tutts' place, cording to an announcement 14 the
What these things do prove is that
ple of the unpredictability of
Miss Muffett will be shown in the four- local barbers.
••
economic matters is offered by the the future of interest rates is unwheel, harness class.
predictable,
and
that
given
Marriages announced include Nanthe
same
interest
rates.
about
latest opinions
Tutt started his many years of cy Wright to Charles M. Canis.
Take your pick: They're going to rise data two humans almost certainly
training
and showing horses by breakwill
will
arrive
at
different
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
concluor they're going to fall.
ing
the
first
horse
Tom
(Slick)
Banks
sions.
Mrs. Hubert Barnes and a boy to
and
somewhere
be
to
seems
split
The
ever owned.For years, he took Banks' Mr. and Mrs. Willie D. Brown, both on
For millions of people, one of the
near midfield, and those on either side
An AP News Analysis
The Democrats listened and they hroses to area shows, handling and April 9.
are convinced that the direction over most meaningful rates these days is
showing them,the same as he does for
By DONALD M.ROTHBERG
Showing at the 95 Drive In Theatre
waited for the specifics to emerge_
the next few months will be in their that for home mortgages. With rates
AP
stuck
Political
at
about
15.5
percent,
Writer
according
Reagan put his program out in Cherry today.
is "Black Bart" starring Yvonne
favor. They advise you to make plans
Of the horses with which he has DeCarlo and Dan Duryea.
to the Federal Home Loan Bank
stages. He told the nation on Feb. 5
accordingly.
WASHINGTON (AP) — After that the federal budget was out of con- worked or owned, two of his favorites
They are deadly serious, these Board, homebuyers are waiting for
forecasters, and they have spent declines before committing weeks of licking their political wounds trol, that the nation had "stalled the light up his eyes.
One is Hollywood, a 30-year-old bay
many millions of dollars and hours of themselves, homebuilders are cutting and agonizing over how best to com- judgment day" but now was "out of
which
Cherry gave to him after he had
back
starts,
and
homeowners
are bat a skilled salesman in the White time."
effort on research, on supplying data
By The Associated Pregs
worked
with and shown the animal for
biding
their
time
before
selling.
Those
House
on
were
and
and
a
strong
Republican
models,
resurgence
words, and
• to the econometric
In other words, the whole industry around the country, Democrats are on Reagan followed two weeks later with several years. "He's in Owensboro Today is Tuesday, April 14, the
writing learned papers.
a speech to Congress announcing now and still showing and winning," 104th day of 1981. There are 261 days
Their conclusions are offered in is sluggish, looking to the future for the offensive.
left in the year.
better
times.
That,
of
course,
makes
With
more than $40 billion in cuts from the he said proudly.
a
well-orchestrated
invest-year
campaign
advisories,
$250-a
stock
Another
is
Sun
Jewell,
a grand- Today's highlight in history:
• ment letters, Congressional forecasting the direction of interest designed to hold public attention budget submitted weeks earlier by
mother
of
Miss
Muffett's
and also On April 14th, 1865, President
rates
than
more
a
mere
throughout
Osstime.
the
Jimmy
week,
seminars,
the
columns,
Democrats
Carter.
testimony,
Abraham Lincoln was shot by actor
If you believe the people who lend, came up with their alternative budget The next day he correctly forecast owned at one time by Cherry.
academic papers, broker recommenJohn
Wilkes Booth at Ford's Theater
Now
22
years
old
and
stabled
at
such
the
as
the
U.S.
League of Savings on Monday,some political rhetoric on that the fight was more likely to
dations, and warnings or promises
n
Washington,
D.C. he died the next
Tutt
farm,
Sun
Jewell
has
one
seen
of
Associations,
or
the
people
center
who
Tuesday
help
on
his
and
tax-cut
a
inmajor
plan
taxcut
vested
bill
than
on
on the
from various parties with a
her colts bring $22,500 in the sale ring, norning.
sell, such as the National Association Thursday.
budget cuts.
On this date:
of Realtors, you'll expect rates to fall
The alternative budget being push- "but that was after I already had sold
The dearest theme that emerged
In 1775, Philadelphia(takers under
to 13 percent.
from all the activity was a portrayal ed by the Democratic majority in the him," Tutt laughed. Although he
The mortgage rate follows the of Ronald Reagan and the Republican House would restore some of the hopes Sun Jewell is in foal at the pre- Benjamin Franklin ,Irganized the first
abolition of slavery. prime, said one lender a couple of Party as the president and party of social program cuts proposed by sent time, Tutt has no recollection of society for
In 1890, delegates to the Washington
months ago. But the mortgage rate the wealthy.
Reagan and would be less generous to how many she has dropped.
Conference of American States
++++++.
hasn't followed the prime; it has dropIt's a political tactic Democrats the Pentagon.
But his eyes soften and moisten created what . became_ the. Pao.
ped barely at all since then, while the have used in the past with varying
On taxes, the Democrats have come
prime has fallen 2 points.
success. No one can predict whether it up with a one-year plan they say is when he speaks of Mr. Kandu, "the American Union.
In 1912, the ocean liner Titann•
You may turn then to some stock will work this time, but to a lot of tilted more toward lower-and middle- winningest pony" he ever had.
"In a way, it will be a sad thing to struck an ieeberg in the North Atlanmarket analysts with a tendency to Democrats,it beats doing nothing.
income Americans.
think that too much money is "tied
Since Nov. 4, the Democrats have It was left to Democratic National watch him retired," he said softly, tic, and more than 1,500lives were lost
up" in housing, and read their been staggering around like a badly Chairman Charles T. Manatt in a "but he deserves it. He has been a when the ship sank.
And in 1945, U.S. bombers pounded
forecasts of even higher mortgage defeated army, many of their troops speech Tuesday to sound the theme great one, and it has been great fun
Tokyo
and the Japanese Imperial
showing
him."
rates later this year.
looking shellshocked, others sounding underlying those a* lternative proPalace during World War II. .
Some of them are Fed watchers, like they were ready to surrender or posals.
Ten years ago: President Richard
Mirrnay Ledger & Times
.
meaning they study the behavior of desert.
M. Nixon eased the U.S. trade emUSPS 30197001
the Federal Reserve Board for clues
Given the results of the 1980 elecWalter L Apperson
Publisher
bargo on Chula, permitting the export
to the future. Often they miss clues, tions, that wasn't too surprising. Not
R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor
of
nonstrategic goods to that country.
but at any rate one of their latest only did the party lose the White
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
Five years ago: Patricia Hearst
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
readings is that the Fed is more con- House to Reagan, but it ended up as a
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thankispv7 agreed to testify against members
of
cerned than ever about inflation, and minority in the Senate for the first
big by Murray Newman,Inc., 193 N. 4th St.,
the Symbionese Liberation Army
By Ken Wolf
Murray,Ky.42171. Second Class Postage Paid at
that it will therefore adhere to a policy time in 26 years.
.aim
an apparent move to get judicial leThis Polish proverb bears the mark
of high interest rates to combat it.
Then Reagan hit town and started
PTION RATES: In area. mewed by
of
the
niency.
nineteenth
century.
Whatever
What few will say is that the future displaying the kind of skill that served
camera. $3.23 per month, payable in advance.
is always in the process of being him so well during the campaign. .its value-as humor, it tells us ntudr- By moil in Calloway County and to Banton, Her: • One year ago: Heti.Cross represen• Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
made, and so is all but unpredictable Although a political force in the coun- about popular conceptions of govern- Perin, Buchanan and Puryear, Th.. 934.54 per tatives,said they interviewed all the
I.
Teach me thy way, 0 Lard in the short term.
try for more than a decade, Reagan ment and society in various parts of year. By mall to other destinations, $39.30 per American hostages and they seemed
year
in "rather good shape" after nearly
Add
the
imponderables,
was an outsider to Washington, but he Europe:
such
as
and lead me in a plain Path.
Member of Aasociated Press. Kentucky Pram
five months in captivity in Iran.
Publishers
wars,
Newspaper
natural
Association
and
Southern
catastrophes
and
showed
quickly
other
he
had
of
a
sense
keen
In
Spain, the lawyer; in Italy,
because of mine enemies. factors
Amociation
Today's birthdays: Actress Julie
beyond the expertise of how to operate in the nation's capital.
the doctor; in France, the flirt;
The nasociated Press is exclusively entitled to
Psalm 27:11.
Christie
is 40 years old. Actor Rod
economic forecasters, and you realize
The new president stroked the
Murray
by
originated
The
news
republish local
In Germany, the artisan: In
Who are our enemies? Greed, that nobody knows much more than power centers,including those still ocSteiger is 46. And baseball player Pete
Ledger fe Times as well all other AP news
England, the merchant; in the
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Rose is 40.
avarice, prejudice, dishonesty, you know about the next few weeks.
cupied by Democrats, and he played
Balkans, the thief; In Turkey,
733-19111
Badness Office
Thought for today: Diligence is the
753-1916
ClaMBIsd Advertiming
loose tongues; bow the list It's an uncertain world we live in, skilfully on the general acceptance the soldier; in Poland, the
Advertising
733-1919
)
mother
of good fortune — Miguel de
,
(DU*
Retail
q4ickly grows. The Lord alone and to adapt to it means to assume that people wanted something done Treasury official; in Moscow,
753-1911
Circulation
Cervantes,
Spanish novelist f 1547more risk than usual, even in making about inflation and if that meant less
753-191s
the liar — can always make a
News and torts Dept
can protect us from all these. plans to buy a house.
1616)
government,so be it.
living.
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Opinions Are Varied On
Interest Rate Fluctuations,

30 Years Ago

Washington Today

Democrats On Offensive
After Licking Wounds
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LADY BIRD'S VISIT - Former
first lady Lady Bird Johnson
(second from left) visited
several spots in Murray today.
At the Bank of Murray (left
photo), Mrs. Johnson was
presented a proclamation from
Frances Jones Mills (second
from right), Kentucky secretary
of state. Looking on are Murray
Mayor Melvin B. Henley (left)
and Bernadine Czarcinski
(right), of Bernie Bonsai's.(Right
photo) Mrs. Johnson unveils a
sign which is part of the 4:101M41-.
town beautification program_
Photo By Jennie Gordon

Six Murray State
Students To-Present
Childhood Workshop

_

Susie McGinty, a junior
home economics and
elementary education majoi*
froth Mayfield and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard P.
McGinty.
tronna -Fay pewits, a senior elementary education
major and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred J. Desilets
•
of Fern Creek,and
Janice Rose, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Rose of
Murray and a senior elementary education major.
The title of they presentation before the international
group is -Students: Opportunities to Further Professional and Personal
Growth."
Dr.James V.Carlin,a prb-lessor in the Department of
Instruction and Learning, is
the faculty advisor for the
ACEI's Murray 'State
chapter, and currently is
-the
education major f.rom state-wide organization. He
Paducah and daughter of will be assisting the students
Mr. and Mrs. Willard B. at the Little Rock conference. Carneal.

Six Murray State University students will present the
leadershipkeynot.
workshop on behalf of all
university branches attending' the international conthe Association
_ fetence
for Childhood Education
April 12-16 in Little Rock,
Ark.
_ The students, chosen on
the basis of demonstrated
leadership, attendance and
their work in preparing
_ presentations for committee
f nctions,.are•
Cynthia Duncan, a junior
home economics major and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles R. Duncan,Cecilia.
Eva Sullivan, a junior
home economics major from
Princeton, and daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton F.
Sullivan of Fredo*. a
tarneal,
Jane

a

g

Central Shopping Center Free Prescription Delivery
Phone 7534025
Mon-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-7

(BFGLEY'S

Murray State University
music students Nathan
Travis Middleton of
--Paducah and Phyllis Ann
Love of Brandenburg will
per(orm in a joint recital at 7
p.m.Thursday,April 16.
Both- sophomores, Middleton is the son.of Travis
Middleton of Sarasota, Fla.,
and Mrs. Judy Baker of
Paducah-, and Miss Love is
the daughter-of Mr.and Mrs.
Thomas Love of Brandenburg.
Middleton, who is working
toward.a bachelor of music
degree, will be accompanied
by Vicki Ma 46n, a
sophomore from Louisville.
sHe will be singing "Du bist
wie eine Blume" and "Wind-

Seventh International
Film To Be Shown
Twice At University
professor in the department
Of English, will introduce the
film at the evening showing and will conduct a discussion
afterward.
, To help finance the festival
next year, voluntary donations will be accepted at the
door for both showings.

The seventh film of the
1980-81 International Film
Festival,"The Garden of the
Finzi-Continis," a 1971
Italian production, will be
Miown at 2 and 7 p.m.
Thursday, April 16, at Murray State University.
Directed by the renowned
Italian director Vittorio De
Sica, the color film won an
Academy Award for the Best
Foreign Film.
Starring are Dominique
LEXINGTON,Ky:(API Sanda, Lino Capolicchio and Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and
Helmut Berger.
three members of the opposiThe Garden" is set in Ita- tion Republican Party will
ly during the late 1.930s when answer phone-in questions
Mussolini's anti-Semitic over statewide television
edicts began to isolate Jews this week«
,
From tlivirtonurninities.
- Brown will- appear-tonight
The story centers. on the on a one-hour live call-in proJewish Continis fornitY- gram from WKYT-TV In
whose members are forced Lezingtoh which will also be
to acknowledge the reality of carried statewide by Kenthe world beyond their well- • tucky Educational Televiguarded estate.
sion. The program will be
A • Newsweek critic aired from 8 ta9 p.m.,EST.
Hosts for the program will
described the film as "a
hauntingly,beautiful movie,- be Ken Kurtz,'WKYT news
brilhantfr conceived anti— director, and Mike Lynch,
the state's Frankfort bureau
tendertfrealized."
Michael Cohen, associate. thief

Brown, GOP's To
Be On Call-In Show

do the necessary telephoneng to the

doctor

IT IS AS SIMPLE.AS THAT -Woke

may also phone 0111 nurnber ol

your p4scretion to IlegNy's: and ewes the Eleglerre pharmacist roll hendle MI the necessary details tor you

PLEASE TRY TQ CALL US DURING YOUR DOCT.OR'S OFFICE HOURS IF YOU NEED.THE MEDI
Certain preucriploona ‘111•01.••new W1111•11 Pre•al•l10(1esch tort.

CATION IN A HURRY

You, pharmacist

can determites thw When he contacts your physician

YOUR DISCOUNT DRUG CENTER

Easter Grass
Wsforted colors
cteet• your own Easter brains!

Mr. Et Mrs.
Bean Bag
Bunny

2_01
or,. nastier titled
enSer!,01,1

••••,t,

R. treats
,
riel

Plush bean

Paas

bag animaN

' Easter Egg Color Kit

• must tor
every child

Bendy
Rabbit

tP.. Easter

COLOR
pUT
3
I3

Music Students To
Perform In Joint Recital
At Murray State
by
murg,"
Robert
Schumann, "Ungeduld" and
"Der Juengling" by Franz
Schubert.
The recital, scheduled in
the Farrell Recital Hall, will
include two duet sections by
Middleton and Miss Love.
The first section will be "Let
Us Wander," "My Dearest,
My Fairest," and "Sound the
Trumpet," by Henry
Purcell. The second section
will include "La ci darem la
mano," from "Don Givi.nni," and II core vi dora"
from "Cosi Fan Tutte" by W.
A. Mozart:
Miss Love will be singing,
Donady's "Se tra lerba,"
"Peduta Lo la Speranza,"
aniL"Come l'allodtdetta," by
Puccini.

HOW TO TRANSFER YOUR PRESCRIPTION
Its *amyl You miereN bring your oid rabeto! bottle to Begley $ and out froindly_pharrnacrste WIN 4
4.1 It fligp_thefe
.

G.E.
Daddy
Bunny

Mr.
Rabbit

Pro 12
Hair Dryer

Limited Edition
Cologne

Conc

10 oz
hollow
chocolate
bunny

Atomizer 'tor

large nozzle for wide air coverage
1200 watts of drying power
concentrator helps spot ivy

Pastel Kisses

257

"hands-tree "

bag

9 oz

hat

stand

Quantity Rights Reserved

Head Et *
Shoulders
n•IPs to
control dandruff

7 or 'lotion bottle
4 0 tube

Begley's
Susan Leigh

Suntan
Lotion

DEEP TAN

butter 6

58

Oil of Olay *

Photo
Battery

FlipFlash

writ, cocoa

with regular use

Your
Choice

Union Carbide
G.E.

for • FAST

lanolin

II

or

Gillette

Foamy Your

Shoving Cream

Choice

I? or

Time-Zero
Supercolor
Time-Zero
Supercobr

Night Of 018V

2 ot

Kodak

SX 70
Land Cm.,
by P°WOO

Kodak

Instant
Color
Film
,o
color

Kodacolor II
color neglitiv•

Gaviscon

Ornex

C110 2/ Your

DeConge•Nint,AnoVorw

C128 20 Choice

09

52

colds wsralts& ho
no rehstarnew drowetness

OICOMESIONT ANALGOIC

24 capeules

COWS
SINUSITIS
&FUJ

Bottle of 100

Develop & Print Specials

NO ANTINISTANW*1Ve
CW20Si4S.5
cAryurris

395

Color Print Film

Color Print Film
OeyiN0conla

Dry skin lotion moisturizer
for dry, sensitive skin
8 fI 01

Nutraderm

UP TO 12

UP TO 24

EXPOSURES

EXPOSURES
COUPON

21 PRINTS

Aladdin ,.
Thermos

Dr. Scholl

COUPON

48 PRINTS

Exercise
Sandals
45'

7

handle

Color Print Film
Developing It
VP TO 38

UP TO 20

Water
Hose

Shavers

ia:
1P
,j

WITH

EXPOSURES

COUPON

72 PRINTS

EXPOSURES
40 PRINTS

Valid thru Apr

26, 19131

=MD

Valid thru Apr.

ze,

1981

4.50
2 ply vent',

Color Slide Film

for close rom fm rphi, shaves

7
.
2

Color MOWS Film

Color Slide Film

Proceessng / Reel

Processmg 6 Mounting

Money Saying

38 EXPOSURE

Si Pack

Picket
Fence

Reg 13 99

WITH
COUPON

Valid thru
Apr 213, 1961

_
Valhi thru

Apr

26. 19131

WITtl

COUPON

trig=
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Pre-Season
Super Saver
Sale
On Fedders
Air Conditioners

JOE SMITH'S
CARPET CENTER

Aknow.

WE INSTALL WHAT WE SELL

CARPETS

r_Tp.r(

r

Y3
140

VINYL

*Coronet
*World Carpets
*Trend
•Mohawk
*Cabin Craft
.Queen
•Columbus

•Armstrong
•GAF
•Congoleum
•Mannington
•Kentile
•Azrock

HO
BB
S
nniumm

11:11
We Have Free,
Fast Delivery
PLUS

Children's Shoes
Dress Et Casual

Ladles Name Brand FD's
Sample Et Factory Returns
(Connie, Dexter, Naturalizer) $6.99
Men's Name Brand FD's
and Factory Returns
(Dexter, Roblee)
,88-$14
Leather Pony
Low Tops
828.00

East Side Ct. Sq.
Downtown Murray 7531462

ra

Archway
Introduces
"Archways
$599

Club"
Fill out this entry form or
mail it in to loin.
:

STOP
um
FOOD
SHOPPE

s

Hwy. 641'N.
753-1673

Charles
Richardson,I
Owner
Resident of
Murray Over
35 yrs.

Archway's $599 Club

•
• Nee:
41
• Address:
Phone:
:Mus
k Preference:
•

Tapes'
Albums
Stereo Equipment

1

Jerry is our small offset
pressman at Creative Printers.
With four years of experience
behind him, he is ready to
give your next job his
professional attention. Give
him a call at 753-2285.
Jerry lives at 608 Pine Street,
Murray.

All items are first
quality
and
guaranteed service available.

Creative Printers Inc.
16/1 — 121 Bypass Murray. KY 42071

I

1

The NOW Account
LittleBig
Na
mefor
. ide
a a
Winner $25.
Merchant Certificate
L. M. Davis
Rt. 2 Box 19
Buchanan. Tenn.
901-232-8674

•

It's•ebesides occovot. Ws e savings OCC•1011. Th. NOW (IMgotieble
Order of WRIldrowol) meson is • totally
maw U beeking,
Mew* yes te unite decks Dad er. imermt(5% %)with see es•
seem. tea sitoodb you get•single statement simerisig yisor deposits,
ea itetehod list of dwells chermtd to yoor occeimit, end interest 'armed.

not

NO emesints may not be for evoryeee, diamb. There ere some other
fetters to emesider io does*,•NOW oceeeet — festers S.mistimes
Mince, savings Mimeos, possible minks demos, etc. We're geed
of imasespilattles, Mir, se it,, by sty of ma iseetions today end
eel sdie you the while NOW eters — plain sod sin*.

MOVING
SALE

Fertilizer 6-1242
$425 SO Lb. Bag

We are moving May 1st, to a much larger
and more convenient location on Highway
South 641 to serve you better.

Bulk Burpee Seed

Mes Cb

Winner Of
Trip To
Nashville
Carolyn Parks
Rt. 4
Murray, Ky.
753-6227

Bedding Plants
Vegetable
Locally Grown

Everything reduced for. quick sale to save
expenses on moving.

Seed Potatoes

SAVE 900's On

Tobacco Special

*Color TV's *Pianos
•Stereo's *Organs

25 Lb. Bud Worm Dust

$600

RBankof
Murray

We Had Rather
Sell It Than
Move It!

(No Dealers)

Buchanan's
Feed & Seed
Ph 753-5378

industrial Rd

Received New Shipment:
*Video Cassettes Movies
*Easy Play Mull Books

CLAYTON
(JAB Music)

751-7575

DIXIELAND CENTER
A

Reva Mil/er
Route 8 Box 79A
Murray Ky
OM
MN 1.1 11.

Winner 510.00 Merchant
Certificate

LI MN

GARDENING
SPECIAL

l=

JOrry Maupin
Employee of the Week

Call About Details.

Lowest prices on all brands of car
and home stereo equipment we
carry.
•Marantz •Kenwood •Pioneer
•Jensen •Sanyo •Sansui and
others.

IIIN MN IMO IBM
-

Archway
IntroducesT.V;Video
Movie Tapes,
Rental
& Sales.
Coming Soon!

ALL NAME BRAND

We guarantee lowest
prices on all -albums &
tapes including advertised specials by
other stores.

824.00

HOLLAND..11RAIC4

753-7205

5.

86.00

Men's Pro-Pacer
Leather Hi-Tops

Locally Owned it Operated
Bob Dunn RPH — Bill Hewlett RPH

Morris Refrigercition

UNDER
816.00

Spring Sandals

*Complete Insurance &I'ax
Records
* 1 5% Cash Discount On
Prescription
*Emergency Service Provided

SALE PRICED
NOW AT:

S. 4th

T,

NM NM

IIMI

CoasttoCoast
TOTAL HARDWARE

All Seasons
Motor Oil

Adlob
super
10W-40
1 Quart

74°

2Free
Movie
Per Qt.
Passes
Awarded
Weekly
While Supplies Last
Donated By
Murray
Theatres

Coast To Coast
Total Hardware
Central Shopping Center
Hwy.641 N.
;74111
/753-41604
Open:
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

•
.
.

•-•

a •••....••

mons•,alS

el I &MC.", &

uceury,amok' 1,S, &NU

Some'People
Storey's
Keep Good
FOOD
Re
cords
GIANT

Trip To
Noshviiie
ErariNonnv
1105 Foirlone
753-3881

t our
Murray Bucks
Today & Qualify
For The Big
Auction This
Saturday!

Bel Air Shopping Center

EARL LOVETT
Earl is our factory trained serviceman with over 15 years experience
in Tappan oppliances.

t1 RANtil ATE°

Use Our 24 Hr. Phones
753-5341
Days
354-6956
Nights
753-1766

LOS Wiwi

S LB.
BAG

WE SERVICE ALL TAPPAN PRODUCTS WHETHER
PURCHASED HIRE OR NOT!

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN

•
"Where Banking is a lot more
than just Money"

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.(X1A1713111ONAI. Mug,.
EXCLUDING TOBACCO& DAIRY PRODUCTS

753-5341

209 S. 3rd

Staab« IDIC

Spencer Balentine & Robert Overby,

0•1••••••••■••••*********•••••••••••••••••*******
•
•

•
Featuring Both Yamaha's From Town & a
•
•
••'
:Country Yamaha And Hondas From Overby •
••''
•
Hondo.
•
•
•
si••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••s

SPRING MOTORCYCLE
Sunday April 19th, 1981

TOWN & COUNTRY YAMAHA, LT

Honda 1981
A motorcycle fibr every road you ride.

GOLD WING'
INTERSTATE'

-41111C.

An increase in power and a new fully automatic
two-speed transmission Make this Express II

A fully dressed, full-sized touring bike with1.
shaft drive, a 1085 cc liquid-cooled enginef
and air suspension. We will hove oni
display the ultimate sound and corri-!
municotion system for a motorcycle
featuring the Honda Clarion AM/FM stereol
radio with builtin voice actuated intercom
'

At Competitive
Prices
As Always At
it carries two • rsons
124)ii•
es with electric starter,automatic clutch. •
lashguards,basket and luggage rack.

Overby Honda
ustom looks. low seat height, good
rfor mance and economical. Pliwered by a
444 cc twin with an electric starte

801 S. 4th
753-4092

ineveative.395cc bate featuring alarge
3.7 gallon tank. Electric stave!:CD!ignition,
dual counter-balancers and Power Chamber'
m.
xhaust s

Easter Special
All Baskets
25% off
Thurs., Fri., Et Sat. Only
Auril16,17&1Is
Model 2000

For cool cornk.olatce oulsue dir.
enpy Samsonite Furn.tures
Body-Glow with contoured .-.isa•s thrit
M yaw body likea Owe and spacious
*nag tabled aurae* haergiass slate
• Strong swirled hibular steel hones
• Ausuresrstars Samson Geer
sons Snot,
crow,
• Sayer TO • sags
COOOMMAY CONS

The Touch-Tronic*
Memory machine
with 25 stitch
patterns and the
"magic" buttonfitting buttonholer.
One of the world's
most advanced
sewing machines.

purchase
of
Model 2001

Was
52.00
Tote
52.00
Tote
70..00
Case
24 Pullman
98.00
29 Cartwheels 125.00

Now

31.20
31.20
42.00
58.80
75.00

in. Blue, Wine &---Cinnamon. Overmabls, Carry Ons, Garmet Bags, & 26
Cartwheels also available.

Dine out...at home

Model 1036
Creative Touch
Fashion Machine
featuring a selfwinding bobbin. a
1-step buttonholer
and a Flip & Sew'
panel.

SAVE $100
Free Fobnc w purchase of model 1036
OUR PRICES ON NEW S1NC;FR• MACHINES
Start As Low As $109.911/
1 ng Center
)
.
0
S
Murray

Catch The Early Bird Savings
Buy Now & Save
Seek and ye shall find
Dunn,'" Our special basket soles we
eratcF- with
fosonotpn
while
customers sort through Stocks of
basket. searching yeolously for
Prot an* needed -Iirgeo—portietdor
purpose Or for dm,to unique they
can put it on display more on or
that tfetsftet Part of the fun of

these
....messing
•mporting is
mewling
moments of diocovery
people who oppteciose.the notrsisi
crofts of Chine, Rang
West Indies— This year

Kong me.ro -

the
•

mountorn to
we've c`cilUcheT
eecosepe
so
through'
burrow
sod as..
boshots
-greet
sever&

Bel Air Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-5323
SINGER

Now At

Purdems Furniture
202 S. 5th

753-4172
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"FAMILY SUNFEST"
Vacations
for Two to
Ch
ec
k
Th
We
is
ek
's
ORLANDO

Advertisement
w
h
TlO See.
The Lucky
Winners Are!

•

The Home of

DISNEY
WORLD
•

(erby, Invite You To Murray's First

va•E SHOW

I
•
•
:
:
At
People
s
Bank
No.
Branch
, Parking Lot, .
.
•
•
:
..
1 2th & Chestnut
•
:
•
.
•
•
•
•
•
Free Refreshments
•
•
;•••••••*****.*******••••a•INWIlltE••••••••••••OOOOO E•Il

-EASTER
READINGS
from:

GOOD DEALS ON WHEELS

MX100
$599.00

Automatic
Champ
$459.00

Winner $15.00
-Merchant Certificate
Jessie Key
1669 Ryan
Murray. Ky.
753-8504

$1,199.00
_
_

20% Off Helmet Prices With Motorcycle Purchase

New 1980 Models
See You At The April 19 Showing

TOWN &COUNTRY
YAMAHA,LTD.

MX80
$469.00

Hwy.94 E.

Murray,Ky.

Automatic
Yama Hopper
$399.00
MasterCard

753-8078

••••.
Winner $100
Savings Account
Nancy McColure
Hazel, Ky.

y3

, ..

1

OFF

II

ALL DRESSES

I'I

and One
1-AI-

riZNITT

Pink, Green, Off White
Come by and see our

SPORTSWEAR
by
JANTZEN
Tops, Slacks,
Shorts, Skirts

TOWN & COUNTRY
DRESS SHOP

dal
•

At
Mx so

47'
'
7

11
c.•1

In a wide variety of colors

1304 CHESTNUT STREET
DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 8:30 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
PHONE 753-8365
tut.
MURRAY,KY. 42071
Oyer

II
II

Make That Special
Someone's Easter A
Memorable One With A
BEAUTIFUL SILK
FLOWER CORSAGE...

KENWOOD.
KD-1600 Belt-Drive, Semi-Automatic Turntable
Low Mass Straight Tonearm- Two Motors

.
a

An
Easter
Remembrance
That Will Last
A Lifetime!

xiekind Center

err

Winner of Trip
To Florida
Robbie Witherspoo
301 So. 6th
Murray, Ky

Reg.

$139.95

Shop early for Easter.Miss Laura Hamlet
knows we have a great
selection- to -t.-roose
from.
YOURS MINE
& OURS
1117 S. 4th

•
•

\

.•

Today's Fashion At Yesterdays Price

NOW $
99
95

gok

Sunset
Boulevard
Mush-

DIXIELAND 4NTER NO. 7 •- CHESTNOT STREET
MORRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 502-753-0113

• KENWOOD
YOUR KENWOOD HOME AUDIO DEALER

at

Sports
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Hargrove Shuts Off Threat

Lakers Return For 7-4
Win Over Fancy Farm

••••

411r-

Tigers Keep Bases Full
In Sweep Of Reidlarid

INN

410

•

Atter tak.ing a week off for
The onslaught picked up in ting his first game of the
its spring vacation. the. .the next two innings when season, had gone through the
Calloway- County baseball the Lakers scored two runs first five innings with a 7-0
team picked up its hitting .in each.
lead, he ran into some troufrom the moment of return
In the third, Don Hargrove. ble in the final two.
yesterday as it scored runs and Kirk Starks reached
In the seventh, Hargrove
in each of the first five inn- base on an error. Both run- relieved Markle and struck
ings to defeat Fam•y Farm, ners scored when Bill out the only three batters he
7-1. '
Berberich's grounder was faced. Markle had struck out
Bob Fry, who finished with bobbled and the throw to eight and walked three durtwo hits, including a double. first went wild.
ing the six innings he pitchand two runs batted in.
Hargrove struck the ed.
•MI I1 NoI.
started the Lakers
"Rick dill a real good job
'
118tifiros
- ailing blow in the
the first inning with a single fourth inning when his deep until the seventh inning,"
befor steal4 second base. single scored Key, who had
lloway _coach Joe
Ile 4.
On reached on a two-bale-env., '
Id: "Then he
add
Tim Brown's single.
just got tired.
and Fry, who had doubled.
In the second inning, MarThe Lakers added one last "We definitely looked like
THE STOPPER AND THE STARTER - Tony Herndon
ty -McCuiston walked and run in the fifth when Keith we had had a week off."
(18) pitched 1 1-3 innings in relief without allowing a
went to second on an error. Albritton walked, stole seFancy Farm .0 0 0 0 0 2 2 — 4 5 5
hit in the first game and then had six runs batted in the
After being sacrificed to cond base and scored on Calloway
Co. 1 1 2 2 1 0 a — 7 6 4
third by Jeff Garrison. Mc= Garrison's single.
D. Ellegood, B. Ellegood 14) and B.
first four innings of the second as Murray swept a
Toon; Rick Markle, Don Hargrove 171
Cuiston soured bit a fielder's
doubleheader from Reidland yesterday.
After Calloway. pitcher and
Cfaig Darnell, Roland Conoley
choice by Dan Key.
Rick Markle, who was star- ,
Staff Photo By Jennie Gordon
.:
,...:.a._

lit

V

-,

..
"....

efiftt.nin

4

Wray Ledger & Times

With Tony Herndon sup- error, two walks and a
plying the power and an ar- sacrifice, Taylor scored the
ray of Murray batters final run on an error by the
reaching base on nearly Reidland third baseman.
Herndon gave Murray
every opportunity, the
Tigers swept Reidland by another strong finish in
scores of 15-5 and 13-3 in relief of starting pitcher
games shortened by the 10- Ronnie Pace as he did not
allow a hit in an inning and a
run rule.
third.
.
In the first game when
In the second game, HeroMurray's 11 hits were all
singles, Mark Boggess don, Boggess, David
reached base three times on McMillen and Vic Marshall
singles in four appearances could not be kept off base as
and had three runs batted in; Darren Hooper pitched the
Herndon had two singles in. full six innings for the
-three at bats and three,P`' Tigers. v.y„
Bruce Taylor had two hits in
three appearances and two batted in with three hits;
RBI; and David McCuiston Boggess had three singles
drove in two runs on a single and a walk and scored three
runs in four appearances;
in two at bats.
McMillen reached base five
After the Tigers had scrat- times on a single and four
ched out four runs in the se- walks for four RBI,and Marcond inning on two singles, hall reached base three
three walks and an error and times on two walks and a
had come back with six in fielder's choice.
the third on five singles, one
Herndon drove in all six

runs-in the first four innings
with a two-run single in the
first, a run-scoring single in
the secod and a three-run
double in the fourth.
For the day, Marshall was
on base all six times while
Boggess reached six of seven
times.
"We are starting to play a
little more alert baseball,"
Murray coach Cary Miller
said. "We are starting to
contact with the bell
throughout the lineup."
For the day, the Tigers
Witirkillse 20. 44tes pp,.
had -only fiVe
strikeouts.
Reidland
200 3 0— 5 3 3
Murray
0 4 6 0 5 — 15 11 2
Earles, Martin (4), Puckett (5) and
Crowell; Ronnie Pace, Tony Herndon
(3) and Bruce Taylor. 2B — Puckett
(R).
Reidland
00 3 0 0 0 — 3 6 3
Murray
2 4 0 5 0 2 — 13 9 1
D. Crowell, Springer (3), Ramage
(5)'and Lovan; Darren Hooper and
Taylor, Wade. triith (5). 2B — Grimm
(RI, Mark Boggess (M). Herndon
(MI.3B — David McMillen ( M I.

The Sporting News Picks Erving
Top Player, Griffith Top Rookie
4111.

MAKING CERTAIN - Three Calloway County infielders go after a fly ball before Don Hargrove(obscured in
!he
- background)reaches outfor the catch.

ST. LOUIS( API - Darrell
Griffith, who joined the Utah
Jazz after playing with the
1980 NCAA Champion
Louisville Cardinals, has
been named rookie of the
year in the National Basketball Association 'by Sporting
News.

The weekly publication
also picked Julius Erring of
the Philadelphia 76ers as top
player in the NBA.
Griffith outpolled Joe
Barry Carroll > of Golden
State for the rookie salute,
receiving 82- votes to Carroll's 31.

In a poll of league players,
Erring received 88 of 166
votes cast. The Los Angeles
Lakers' Kareem AbdulJabber, the • only other
player to receive more than
six votes, was runnerup with
41.
Larry Bird of the ,Boston

Celtics and guards George
Gervin of the San Antonio
Spurs and Dennis Johnson of
the Phoenix Suns accompany Erring and AbdulJabber on the Sporting
News' 22nd NBA all-star
team.

Staff Photos By Matt Sanders
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Murray State Sports Roundup
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KEEPING THE LAKER ATTACK ALIVE - Dan Key(3)steps into a pitch in another big
inning.

Seven Errors Costly In 6-3 Loss To Martin
MARTIN, TN - UT- scored all three of their runs.
Martin combined a pair of
In the 'first, David Scheer
extra base hits and two Mur- followed Peck with a single
ra.y.State_ errors in the first_beharePeck was caught in a
inning for two runs and then rundown between second
came back in the second to and third on the hit. A wild
score two more on two throw in an attempt to nab
walks, a single, a sacrifice Scheer at second allowed
fly and a wild pitch by Jeff him to score the first MSU
Hale to score all it needed in its 6-3 win over the
Aker Peck had led off the
Thoroughbreds yesterday.
eighth with a double and
With Scott Peck leading off 'Carrell had-walked with one
the first and eight innings out, Gary Blaine cleared the
with a single and a double, bases with a double.
respectively. the Breds

Louis Will Always Be Remembered As
'The Champ'To Those Who Saw Him
By WILL GRLMSLEY
He may or may not have
A P Special Correspondent. been
the • greatest
To most people, he always heavyweight fighter' who
will be;'The Chanip.'
er jived
There were champions assessments are relative to
before him and champions the era and the fiber of the
who came after, but every competition - but middletime Joe Louis entered. a aged America will square off
crowded room there was an -and start slugging at-the
inevitable stir.
slightest suggestion that he
"There's The Champ," so- Wasn't. •
ineone would Whisp---er. -The
I first saw - the sleek,
Champ-just came
•
rapier-quick puncher_as__a
- Soon the room bustled with teenager eotehtig"'the
activity.
tional Golden Gloves tourna•,
- May I have your ment in Chicago in the early
autograph'!"
'30s, a veritable three-ring
• •one for the kid. Champ, circus.
'His name is Buddy.'"
-‘Watch that . kid from

Detroit," . word spread
around ringside."He's going
to be a good one."
---The-yel-r6efifire Toe Louishad lost his only amateur
fight to a Ngt,re Dame boxer
named Max Marek. Now he
was more mature, more confident. He was devastating
as he destroyed one opponent after. another_ The pros
were one jump away.
-.1t • was .the age-. of
viliCkriairfei. Fight iiriters
dubbed him "The Brown
Bomber," "The Dark
Destroyer" and "The Sepian
Slasher."
In a wayt they were racial

slurs meant to be colorful
and complimentary. Joe
never showed resentment.
He moved through his
private life with the same
grace and ease that !parked
his ring battles.
As a fighter, his technique
was swift and final. Ai little
shuffle. Maneuver his foe into the nearest corner._ Shoot
the sharp left to the head.
Then step back and give the
victim room to fall.
It was a pattern Louis
followed throughout his pro
career spanning 71 fights
over 17 years, 54 knockouts,
champion for 12 of those

years with 25 defenses.
He ducked nobody.
At the same time - in an
era which saw World War II
brewing and racial bigotry
rampant in the -Jim Crow"
South - boxing's second
bla-ck heavyweight king
handled himself with the
greatest dignity.
Tutored by a pair of black
handlers, Julian Black. and
John Roxborongh, he was
cautioned to avoid sparking.
any racial problems.
Now Joe Louis is dead at
age 66, to all who ever saw
him fight and millions who
didn't,still "The Chatty."

Murray was stopped on
nine hits by Martin pitcher
Terry Nuskey, who struck
out four batters. Hale's
record is now 0-3 after the
loss.
•
Martin was started by
Greg Hunter who led off the
first inning with a 'triple and
scored on a two-out triple by
Kevin Hubbard, v.tho then
came home when Donnie
Mitchell reached base on an
error.
The Pacers got their insurance runs in the second
when Mitchell's sacrifice fly
scored one run and Hale's
wild pitch brought in the
fourth of the game for Martin.
The Breds, now 22-15, will
be at Vanderbilt tomorrow
as they attempt to return the
favor for their 12-8 here
earlier.
Murray...1 00000020— 3 9 7
Martin
2 0 1 0 0 1 0 x — 6 10 2
Jeff Hale, Kevin Self t31, Mike Heninng .18( and Jeff Oakley; Terry
Nuskey and Mitch Davis. 2B — Scott
Peck7MS). Gary Blame I MS1, Jeff
Oakley tMS), Kevin Hubbard UT).
— Greg Hunter (UT), Donnie MitOwl! UT!. Hubbard!'LT!.

13-Match Win Streak Halted
CLARKSVILLE, TN - In
one sweeping match, the
Murray State tennis team
took its first loss in its last 14
and its first in the Ohio
Valley Conference as Austin
Peay avenged an earlier
defeat with a 6-3 win yesterday.
Murray was devastated
the most by lasing five of its
six single matches before
rallying to win two of three
double contests.
"I knew we would be in for
a tough match," MSU coach
Bennie Purcell said. "The
home court makes a big dif-

ference in tennis.
"I was surprised we lost
five of six singles matches."
The Racers will be at
home today for a 2:30 p.m.
match against Vanderbilt.
Austin Peay 6,MSU 3
Singles Resells — Mats Ljungman
lost to Hal Jolley, 6-1, 6-1; Ten..
Persson def. Brad Properjohn,74,7-5;
Finn Swatting lost to Don Carbone, 75, 6-2; Mike Costigan lost to Kurt
Williamson,5-7,6-3,6-3; Erik Tlsthammer lost to Paul Goff, 6-2, 4-6, 6-1;
Steve Witte lost to Hartmunt
Junp,hann,6-4,7 6.
Doubles Results — PerssonSwarting def. Williamson-Gaff, 74, 62,6-4; Ljungman-Costigan def. JolleyCarbone, 6-3, 6-4; Tistharnmer-Wille
lost to Properjohn-Junghann, 6-2, 4-6,
6-4.

*****************************
For all your Travel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
.„1'
1
4.

representing
*
*

American and International Traveltime

****************************

David Buckingham
For

District Judge

1910 Batting Championship Kept Intact

Cobb Fights Off Challenge In Records
By HAL BOCK
• AP Sports Writer

he wondered, to the reserve the base stealing record
clause.
book and last season a kid
' In the players' section,. named - Ricky Mendeabon
The news was greeted
quietly in baseball's Babe—Ruth --was'reading -swiped 100 bastiS,---erasing
Valhalla where things are about this young whip- Cobb's name from the AL
usually quiet, anyway. All of persnapper named Hank book,as well.
the game's greats gather Aaron who had the colossal
But the Georgia Peach
there and every now and nerve to hit 755 career home made a nice recovery over
rewriting
runs,
a
rather
imthen,they meet to ponder the
the weekend, fighting off a
progress of their sport. Ty portant line in the record surprise challenge and rebook.
was
Ruth
trying
still
to
Cobb was
• the only one exg, courtesy o
ofcited by the latest develop- - get osed to Roger Mans' 61 ficial Baseball Record's
homers-in a single season.
merit,
and
that's
Committee; his 1910 batting
understandable. Excitement P Across the way, Cobb was - uhaMpionship. •
Opt" to a celebrating 2-i1irenTe was
- -That was -no easy task
minimum there.
tua-the mostpc
riker
„
d
after
The Sporting News,
I h.
h
• Off iii the owners' corner, has
done little to mend baseball's bible, charged
Corrtili.• .Mack Was. still trying
that an error in computation
fences in theafterworld.
, to figure out the free-agent
had credited Cobb with two
sysion-whall Allows players ''fit -fact. he had been in more hits than he actually
in the pr 11* of their careers something of a slump lately.. had in, 1910 and resulted in
to walk away •from their A f,3* years ago, this fellow giving him- a batting chamWanis.'Whatever happened. named Lou Brock rewrote pionship that actually
A

belonged to Napoleon Lajoie.
We'd need a recount 70
years after the fact to
straighten - out this tangle,
but if we're going to have
one, let's start with Red Corriden, who in 1910 was a
rookie infielder with the St.
Louis Browns. Corriden was
assigned to third base for the
final game of the season
against Cleveland and was
instructed by Manager Jack
O'Connor' to play deep
--against La-juttc-a-111Pilacing
pull hitter, who was het on
Cobb's trail in the batting
race.
- O'Connor said play deep,
so Corriden played deep so deep, in fact, that Lajoie
beat out seven bunts in the
doubleheader.
Those eight hits in the final

day of the year helped Lajoie
finish with a .384 average.
There was some question
about the defensive strategy,
and there are indications
that Manager O'Connor was
one of the legion of Cobbhaters in the game at the
•
time.
The record books tell us
that Cobb 'batted .385 that
season, although there is
some question about how the
statisticians arrived at that
figure, since there appeared
to be an extra two hits
credited to his record in error.
Well, two phantom hits is
bad, but seven bunt.hits in
one day with the opposing
third baseman anchored in
short left field seems worse.
Rest easy,Ty.'

Experienced
Energetic
.

Impartial

*Experienced As Prosecutor In New District
Court System
*Experienced As Private Practicing Attorney—
*Promise Of Fairness And Impartiality
*Energetic And Dedicated
*Life Long Resident Of Calloway County.
- PAO MB BY TVA UMW TREAS., BIll I. MO IMERRAT,RT.

S
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198O Cy Young Winner Wins First Game Of Year

Canton's Arm Still Strong While He Is Silent
By The Associated Press
Steve Carlton is still the
strong, silent type. That
his left arm is still strong
and Carlton himself is still
silent.
The 1980 National League
Cy Young Award winner
earned his first victory of the
new season Monday night,
scattering nine hits as the
world
champion
Philadelphia Phillies won
their home opener 5-1 ouer
the Pittsburgh Pirates
before a crowd of 60,404.
When we get to talk about
Lefty's (Carlton's) performances they all run
together, they're all so
good," said Manager Dallas
Green. He shut down a

Pirate team that can swing
the bats. And when you do
that, you're
doing
something."
'
In the only other National
League games,the unbeaten
Los Angeles Dodgers edged
the San Francisco Giants 473,
the Atlanta Braves nipped
the winless Houston Astros 21 in 10 innings and the Cincinnati Reds trounced the
San Diego Padres 7-1.
The Phillies received their
gold World Series rings
before the game. Then they
went out and lashed 11 hits to
back Carlton's one-walk,
five-strikeout pitching. He
was in trouble in just one inning, the sixth, but escaped
when right fielder Lonnie

Smith caught a fly ball and throw. Smith forced Carlton
threw out Bill Madlock try- at second but Boone scored
when shortstop Tim Foli,
thinking it was the third out,
flipped the ball to Carlton as
he rounded the bag.
Dodgers 4,Giants 3
Lag to advance to third.
Pinch hitter Jay Johnstone
"He threw wry hard," singled home the tiesaid catcher Bob Boone. breaking run in a three-run
"His slider was very sharp fourth-inning rally. The
tonight."
Dodgers ran their record to
The Phillies took a 3-0 lead 4-0 despite some wildness on
in the second inning against the part of starter Bob Welch
John Candelaria. Manny and three relievers, who
Trillo walked and one out issued eight walks. The
Later -Larry Bowa doubled. triumph went to rookie Dave
Bob Boone singled Trillo Stewart, the first of his mahome, with Bowa going to jor league career. With one
third. Carlton grounded to out in the Los Angeles fourth
first base and Bowa scored and the Dodgers trailing 3-1,
ahead of Bill Robinson's Ron Cey, Pedro Guerrero
•

NL Roundup

and Mike Scioacia got copsecutive. singles off Al
Ripley. Scioacia's single was
an infield hit and Cey scored
from third when second
baseman Joe Morgan threw
wildly past first. Guerrero
went to third on the play and
scored on a wild pitch, and
one out later Johnstone
singled to break the tie. He
was the first pinch hitter used by the Dodgers this
season.
Braves!, Astros 1
Rookie Rufino Linares,
batting .067 with only a bunt
single in 15 previous at-bats,
stroked a two-out, runscoring single in the top of
the 10th inning off Houston
relief ace Joe Sambito to

Double Play Gets Toronto Pitcher Out Of Jam

Mattick Has Special Liking For Clancy

,-T de one
By BRUCE LOW1TT
AP Sports Writer
Toronto Manager Bobby
Mattick says he has a special
liking for Jim Clancy
because ''he's gut guts. He
can throw out of jams."
On Monday, though, Clancy threw into one in the
eighth inning. It was Roy
Lee Jackson who got him out
of it with a double-play pitch
to Bobby Murcer, helping
the Blue Jays beat the New
York Yankees 5-1.
It was the Blue Jays' fifth
home-opening victory in
their five years in the
Ari+riean • League; •In two
other AL games, Baltimore
beat Boston 5-1 and Oakland
edged California 3-2 in the
Angels' home opener.
Detroit's game at Kansas City was rained out.
The Yanks loaded the
bases with one out in the
eighth on a single and twa
walks. So Jackson, acquired
from the New York Mets in
the off-season, replaced
Clancy and lowered the
boom on the Yanks.
"Roy throws a sinker and I
thought it was easier for a

right-hander to pitch to a lef-.
thanded hitter, especially
when he throws a sinker,"
said Mattick. "Jackson did a
real good job."

AL Roundup

You just can't let a pitcher the Red Sox.
grounder. "The ball came
like him get in his groove."
Ken Singleton opened the out of the shadows and I
''I've always been like ninth against rookie Boston .thought it was hit harder
that," said Clancy. "It takes pitcher Steve Crawford with than it was. But I still
me a bit of time to get my a double. Tom Burgmeier thought I had it. It just hit off
rhythm ... In the beginning I took over and got into a the top of the glove and went
was rushing but. Ernie basesloaded jam on an error through."
(Whitt, the Toronto catcher) and Gary Roenicke's infield
A's 3, Angels 2
told me to take my time, pull hit. Burgmeier got two outs
Oakland Manager Billy
my leg back and let my arm before Morales grounded a Martin used a relief pitcher
catch up. When Mattick single under his glove for for a change — the first time
came out he told me to take two runs. Two more scored in five games — and it nearly
it easy,to calm down."
on a double steal and Rich. cost. him. But Tony Armas
Al Woods and Alfredo Grif- Dauer's double.
came through with his third
fin led the Toronto attack.
"I've mastered and ac- home run of the season, a
Wood had a two-run single in complished everything as a two-nui shot in the eighth, to
a threenui fourth inning and pinchhitter," Morales said. give the unbeaten A's their
Griffin tripledkar two runs in "It's not tough for me to
the seventh.
come up in tight situations. I
The Angels went on top 2-1
Orioles 5, Red Sox 1
always prepare myself men- lead in the seventh when
Pinch-hitter Jose Morales' tally. I know what my role is reliever Jeff Jones, one of
two-out bases-loaded single and I work at it. I just want four Oakland pitchers in the
broke a ninth-inning tie aad to hit."
game and the winner, hit
triggered a four-run burst' "I should've had it," Dan Ford with a basesthat carried Baltimore past Burgmeier said of Morales' loaded pitch.

So did Clancy, the first
time he worked his way into
a jam. He'd already given up
one run on Jerry Mumphrey's single and Dave
Winfield's double in the first
inning when two consecutive
walks brought Jim Spencer
to the plate with the bases
toacted and two away. This
time, Clancy took care of
matters,inducing Spencer to
ground to second.
Before .he was yanked,
Clancy checked the Yanks
on four hits in 71-3 innings,
retiring 14 consecutive batters in one stretch.
You've got to get to Clancy early," said Rick Cerone,
new the Yanks' catcher but,
a few years back, Clancy's
batterymate. We just let
him off the hook. We were
only one pitch away from
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
getting him out of the game. Moore High School basketball coach Tommy Finnegan
says he's been fired because
he applied for the coaching
job
at Male High.
1171-1
"
14:1A111
Finnegan, who led Moore
to the Boys' State TournaItalian
Hamburger
ment in 1980 and 1981, claimSpaghetti
& Chopped Steak
ed Monday that Luther
Special
Special!
McDowell, principal at
()nk
Moore, became angry after
he submitted his application
at Male.
McDowell declined to talk
with garlic bread
with reporters.
with
"There would be a lot of
salad 40'
vacancies if every principal
extra
fries
acted that way because they
Fx(P' Sjusc ial For kids
(Male) got about 30 applica141 (II' 11111
'Ill
tions," Finnegan said.
Inside &nine, onh
Free Refills on Drinks
Regional Superintendent
F tee Refills on Drinks
George 'Sauer, who also is
commissioner of the school
WEDNESDAY
system's athletics, said that
4-10 PM.
McDowell had given Finnegan- a letter saying that his
This Good
You Can't Eat.
coaching contract is not beAt Home For This Price
ing renewed.
-The rationale would have

tin)

$1.09

72 Price

Easter Special
Country Ham Sale
' Real Country

H

am

•
•
•

$1 69
lb

13 Lb. 8. Smeller

Real Country

Ham

•

$1 89
lb. •
•

14 Lb. & Up.

Gillaspie Tops
SEC Hitters
BIRMINGHAM,Ala. I AP)
— Mississippi State's Mark
Gillaspie is the leading hitter
in the Southeastern Conference after last weekend's
games.
Florida's Larry Mikesell
and Alabama's Vince Barrentine are at the top of the
pitching statistics compiled
by the commissioner's office.
Gillaspie has 43 hits in 103
trips for a ..413 average. Bill
Sandry of Kentucky has hit
safely 53 times in 132 trips
for .402.
Alabama's David Mgadan
has a .394 'average, followed
by Ron Cardieri of Florida
.386 and Eric Alfredson of
Georgia .383.

Male job -was not all that
great."
Finnegan said that at 9:15
a.m. Monday, McDowell
handed him the letter terminating his coaching at
Moore.
•'His secretary was in
there," said Finnegan. "I
guess he expected an mktburst. I
told him, 'I'm.,
sorry to see,Shat
and walked out."
Finnegan's seven teams at
Moore won 156 games and
lost 56, and his 1980-81 team
was 30-6. Led by Manuel Forrest, Moore won the Seventh
Regional the past two years.
'The Male thing is all it
could be," said Finnegan,
referring to the dismissal.
He pointed out that his teams
won 74 percent of their
Ltaiiies. -Mr. McDowell had
told iiie that he would get me
a good teaching job."
Finnegan teaches at
Moore Middle School which
is being closed. He now has
to look for a teaching job at
another school.
Joe Birks, another coach
who had applied for the Male
job, withdrew his application
Monday and was appointed
head coach at Western High.

22511..325th.
Sides Of Choice Beef $1 29
Guaranteed Tender
1 Lb

•
•

•

;

•

•
•

GIBSON_ HAM CO
107 N. 3rd St.

•

S•00 Mon.-Fri.
Hours 7-00•
'7:.80-12:close
t •

Phone 753-1601

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
N•N%•%%‘•%%N‘‘‘%%%%%%%%%%'"%%"...,s4:4:•,:tv.mw,N,‘,‘‘‘ww4,%‘‘‘‘‘
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Cleveland th..as
a les,: Matlack 0-1 , n
1.10t17,0 • Aerr, b.ioi at Kaman thy
Splitioiff
ni
Oakland
Norris NO • Cal!fornit
Law 1-0 •
.
Miring y4a - K,osinan 0-1, at Seattle
Alk.0
.n.
Arne
, a-taciulcsi
Vrednesda)'s Games
Baltimore at Boston
Mit Ved Ultiee at ChiCago
I'Veland at Texas. ii
New ork at Toronto
Detroit at Kansas City i•
(Ackland at (abbey-kw. I.
MinntIcte .at Seattle.

Sports In Brief
By Ube Associated Press
TENNIS
MONTE CAII1A), Monaco AP Jose Higueras it Spain upsei fifthseeded Jose Luis Clerc of Argentina 76, 6-1 in first-round action at the
1251,000 Manta- Car lo O,kwttnnis tour"-.•
narriPrif- '
In other first-round play Tomas
Stith! 141 Czechosloakia rallied to take
a 1-6, 7-6. 5-2 victory co, er 1900
Wimbledon juin,irs champion Thierry
Tulasne of France and Buster Mot.
train of Britain elinunated Heinz Gunthardt •if Switzerland 6-2,6-0
I 1)S A NG EI.FIS 1 AP — Seventhseeded Terry Moor topped .
unseeded
Butch Walls 6-1, 7-5 to highlight first
round play in the $75,000 Jack Kranier
Open at the 1.os Angeles Tennis Club
Other first-round winners were
Richard Meyer user Toni Gulhicson 75. 6.-2, Phil IJant of AtiSif
over
Francisco Gonzalez of Mexico 6-4. 7-5: •
Walter Redondo over Joao Soares of
Brazil 6-3, 4-6. 6-2. and John II '2 of
Great Bntain over Mart) Dac is 5-7. 64,7-u
CENERAIL
EDINA. Minn 'AP
James
Eason. the Minnesota Vikings'
longtime equipment manager, died
was60
vI
Lasualuid been.equapment MaliafitOr --•
for the Viking of the National Footbal
IA-ague since their first practice in
l*1

COME TO CORN*
AUSTIN'S
EASTER EGG HUNT
*Every Egg Will Have
A Value Inside
*This Value Will Be
0
Subtracted From The
O
eiw Merchandise.
k•
*Egg Values Up To
lettP-m
50% Off
_
•
t;Nei Boy's Dept. will also
•inn-Ors have egg values up to
50% off.
Boy's
Tuesday Thru Saturday Only

suits 200/0 off

Easter Eggs Will Be Hidden Throughout The Day, Every Day.
Don't Forget Every Dollar You Spend With Us Between Now and April 18th You Will
Receive Murray Merchant Bucks. These Are To Be Used To Bid On Donated Items To
Be
Auctioned April 18th. Dan Miller Auctioneer, Murray Downtown Merchants in
cooperation with the Murray Arts Council

1 2.000A

30 Month

Variabk Ceiling
Certificate

Rate Effective April 14 Through April 27

Daily for
Annual
C al Yield Of 12.747%
$500 Minimum
,

•
'
4•'

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

•

Only giunes scheduled

Tisratts - Games
/saltation- • Ii M.r•inio 1s9, at laushin
form 041,
M do:sulker
icti 4,14,1 at hic-ago

1101FE FEDERAL CERTIFICATES
EARN MAXIMUM RATES

•

•
•

Major Leagues At A Glance

hand the defending NL West
champion Astros their fourth
sttaight loss.
By 11se Arnim...Sod Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Rafael Ramirez opened
EAST
the 10th with a single and
W I.
Pet. GB
was sacrificed to second. New York
2 1
2 2
.
With two out, Sambito inten- Philadelphia
Montreal
1
I tionally walked Glenn Hub- St. lasuis
1
l
1
.13.i 1
2
bard but Linares spoiled the Pittsburgh
$21114.11KU
I
.=
strategy by :lacing an 0-2
WEST
pitch to right field for the law Anii00s
4 U 1111.1
Atlanta
3 1
:01 1
game-winning hit.
Cirkinnab
3 2
1110 1 .
"I know I can hit, so I was San Diego
2 3
400 2'
2 3
400 2'.
not worried," Linares said. San Francisco
Houston
0 4
WO 4
"Everyone was telling me I
Sloaday's Games
could do it, so there was no Philadelphia 5, Ptasburgh 1
Atlanta 2, Houston 1, 10 usung,,
reason to worry."
Cincinnati 7. San Diego 1
PilI Niekro, Atlanta's 42- Lim Angeles 4, San Frarinsro
year-old knuckleballer, went Only games scheduled
Mayday's Games
82-3 innings, allowing six hits Chicago (Reuscliel
0-1, at Montreal
and one run. He also singled (Rogers 041
home the Braves'first run in Slows (Martmez 0.01 at New V.Xil
iZachry 1.0)
the second inning.
Atlanta (Walk- 601 at Houston .1
Niekro 0-1), In)
Reds 7,Padres 1
Cincuinati (Pastore 40, at Sari liter,
Johnny Bench slammed a Wirtz 501,• in;
three-run homer and Dan las Angeles (Valenzuela 1-0, at San
Driessen and Rai Knight hit Franasco !Blue POI,
Only pines scheduled
solo shots for Cincinnati. An
Wedneaday's Games
opening-night crowd of Chicago at Morstre.al
StLouis at New York
36,391 in San Diego saw Cin- Patsbtrgh at Philadelphia,
n
cinnati starter Tom Seaver Atlanta at Houston. ,n,
Cincinnati
at
San
Diego,
in,
fan five batters to give him
Los Angeles at San Francisca, in,
2,997 strikeouts for his
ANIERIt'AN LEAGUE
career. He is seeking to
FAS'T
Vi L
Pct. 4;11
become the fifth pitcher in Milwaukee
2 0 Lows —
major league history to Baltimore
.667
2 1
•
2 1
.667
'r
record 3,000 strikeouts. The Detroit
New York
2 2' .500 1
36-year-old Seaver allowed Toronto
2 2
500 1
three hits and one run. in Boston
..2
Cleveland
6 2
MD 2
eight innings.
..WFST
"He's such a master, it's Oakland
5 0 IOW
3 2
.60) 2
tough for these young guys to CalifOrilla
Clucago
1 1
.500 2'2
step up and face a Tom Kansas city
i r .5011 2'
Seaver," said
1 '2
.311 3
Bench. Texas
I 3
.250 3'2
"Seaver always knows what Seattle
Minnesota
0 4
.000
he's doing. He spatted the
Toronto
5,
New
York
1
ball well and started to coast
3allimuce 5...Bustun 1
•
when he got the five-run Detroit
at Kansas Ca),. ppd, rain
Crakland 3, California' 2
lead."

Finnegan Fired From Moore
After Application At Male
to come from his principal,"
said Sauer. •'Coaches, who
work on one-year contracts,
have to be notified prior to
May 15 if they are not being
rehired."
Sauer that said that Finnegan's assistant, Howard
Johnson, also was notified
that his coaching contract is
not being renewed.
Finnegan said that
McDowell had told him that
*'I appreciate the job that
you have done." But Finnegan said that McDowell
called him at home Saturday
t„o ask if a report was true
that he had applied for the
job at Male.
Finnegan said that
McDowell told him that the

SPORTVAT A GLANCE

•
•
•

at
Jackson Tennessee's
Old Hickory Acedinsy
Joao 2-3-4
featuring
CLARK GAINES
New York-hts
CHARLIE JOINER
San Diego Chargers
JAMES LOFTON
Grose Bey Peckers
SIMMS
New Yee* Giants
learn their secrets!
Camp capacity is
limited so
MISTER
CALL
(901)6611-11026 or
(916)244-1970
or write
SPORTSIIAMF USA
MO Tod Caw,
,CA 96091

Federal Regulation Rewires a Substantial Penalty For Early Withdrawal From Certificate Accounts.

13.896A

132 Day
Money Market
Certificate

Rate Effective April 14 Through April 2ff

Federal Regulation
Prohibits Compounding
$10,000 Minimum

HOME FEDERAL
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Hotel Design Ideas for the Home

. Here's the Answer iggi

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newdeatures
From the beautiful arched
doorways to the marble and
carpeted floors, it,was all elegance when the new Parker
Meridien Hotel opened recently
Lee, the
wYo
York.
ahkr
sar
in New

the was they are It depends on
what effect you want. Ti) looking at furniture displays and
noting the differences. Paste
'fillers are usually used on the
coarser-grained woods, liquids
on those with closer grains,
such as birch or maple, but
'eyed in this aspect of wood filling. its a matter of like and
dislike If you use a paste filler.
a sealer is -needed to-prevent-the...filler from becoming dis•-•
14)4,14 when a final finish is applied. I have found that, after a
pate filler is put on and rubbed into the pores according to
directions, the filler must be
allowed to dry even longer than
recommended before applying
the sealer.

;
• • • • pt Mfr..

-

the
ttlat
ttaiot

t:te
s, 4

r the
the

t t;•

,.:.. v.iis

interior designer, could not tell

The techniques of applying
%arnish. lacquer, shellac, stain,
filler, bleach, remover, etc..
are detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet. •'Wood Finishing in the
Home,' which can be obtained
tn sending 50 .cents PLUS a
stamped,- self-addressed
envelope to Know-How, P.O.
Box 47. Huntington, N.Y.
11743 Questions of general interest will be answered in. the
column, but. individual correspondence cannot be underLiken. •

SECOND FLOOR

•E•

I-I I

I Z

• •,,seact

ROMANIAN ARTISTS
CHICAGO (AP) — The
first American tour of the
work of the Romanian artists Ritzi and Peter Jacobi
is being shown at the
Museum of Contemporary
Art through June 14.

•
•

or ...II.
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TREES
tRGREEN & FLOWERING

SHRUBS
JIVING PLANTS
VEGETABLES
FLOWERS
n •iot 8-5 Sun. 1-5

s Landscaping
Landscape Service.
- 40-7-N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky, 42071
Phone 753-1725

ARGILL SEED CORN
TNE HOTTEST ON GROWING

BULK GARDEN SEED
GRASS SEED
PLOW SHARES
CHISEL POINTS

. BEDDING PLANTS
VEGETABLE & FLOWER

FERTILIZER
6-12-12
6-24-24

DON'T JUST
AIR CONDITION!
'

13-13-13
15-15-15
Antonia Nitrate

COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
94E. — 753-7862 — MURRAY, KY.

conceined with getting more
usable apace.
At the. Parker Ileradioa, for
example, the bedrooms, designed by Warren McCurtain,
vice president of Tom Lee Ltd.,
all have wall-mounted and floor
lamps to save table space for
other uses.
McCurtain designed a cabinet
with doors on both sides to accommodate a television set on
a swivel. One set of doors
opens into a sitting aree; the
other faces the bed. That way,
the television set can be concealed from view when not
wanted and is accessible to
both sides of the mai. It's an
idea that adapts well to a large.
bedroom at home, said Mrs.
Lee.
"When I was editor of House
ieautiful, I always used to adwise readers to go and sleep in
their guesP room to see hov
comfortable it was. That's still
a good idea." she said. But
sleeping at a first-class hotel
can also provide some good
ideas.
Some of the niceties for
guests in first-class hotels include a sewing kit, shower cap,
bath oil and foam and two sizes
of soap.
"These little attentions which
don't cost much make a guest
feel so pampered," she concluded.

BEDDING PLANTS

4V1014,
Hoffman's 50
'
For 6

TOMATO-CABBAGE
BROCCOLI,
BRUSSEL SPROUTS

NURSERY &
GREENHOUSE
"TOTALLY" FREE ESTIMATES

759-4512

SPICLIUZED
LANDSCAPING
OPEN 9-5 NON.-SUN.
HE.fillfiltAY, KT.

WI

1st in Features,Performance,Price!
TRS-80 MODEL III

joints, That will be about
enough time for the mortar to
begin to harden.
Joints can be shaped the way
you want, depending on the tool
that is used. The point of a
trowel, for instance, will produce a joint different from that
of the edge of the trowel, but
there are other joints that can
be shaped with a piece of pipe,
a special jointer or wooden
moulding. It is in the shaping
of mortar joints that a little
practice will enable you to give
your job a professional appearance. Or you can make the
simplest joint of all — a flush
joint — by cutting off the excess mortar even with the face
of the bricks. If it fits in with
the surrounding bricks, a
slightly concave joint is easy to
handle and an efficient waterdrainer. Merely run a piece of
pipe along the joint, wiping off
the excess mortar.

• Compact Integrated Design
With Built-in 12" Monitor
Fits Easily on a Desktop
• Over 80 Ready-to-Run Programs
to Choose From, Or Write Your
Own Programs For Business &
Personal Use
• Easy Internal Expansion to 48K
and 2 Disk Drives
• The Perfect Starter Computer
That Grows with Your Needs

$999
From

RADIO SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-80 COMPUTERS
TO FIT EVERYONE'S NEEDS FROM $249 TO $10,000.

AVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES,COMPUTER CENTERS
AND DEALERS, CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR LISTINGS,
A DIV'SION OF TANDY CORPORATION

PRICES MAY VARY AT IND10011AL STORES

Southern States
Make it•Perfect GC Day wIth the WA
warm 1758580 MTh Another GE
Weathertran Hut Pump America's
Sc 1 seihni twat pump

Chances us, our GE
lixscutivs
Wsathertron" hut
pump/air conditioner
can sus snarly dollars
for you.
How does it work° Simple. A heat
pump doesn't make heat. It
moves heatI In summer,It works
Just like an Mr conditioner.
pulling heat out of your home In
winter, it reverses, and pulls
heat from outdoor air into your
home (even at cold winter
temperatures) With this GE
high-efficiency model the same
unit keeps you cool all summer,
warm all winter, and can save
energy dollars. too

SPRING PAINT SALE
No. 5351 Economy
Acrylic Latex
Interior Paint
(satin finish, white)
CS

Acrylic Latex
Interior Paint
Satin Rnish
*1341 gal

*102°

No. 341 Latex
White House
Paint

sieni
2 gals.

gal
Reg. sup. pr.
$11.15

Reg. sup pr.'
$16.20

Reg. sup. pr.
$11.60

No. 5255 Mack
Fence & Barn
Paint(oil base)

$921

No 1901—White
No 1955—Medum
colors

gal

Get more gallons for your
money APRIL 10-18
(and morerim per gallon)

Reg. sup. pr.
$18.130

.4

Uss it by itself, or add
It to your present
- furnace. Whichever
uves nor'.

No. 5301 Economy
Acylic WaN
Paint(flat white)

Naturally, when the weather's
extra-cold. you'll need some '
extra heat. That's why you can
buy this GE heat pump two
ways — With supplemental
electric heaters built-in . or
save money, by attaching the
heat pump to your present
forced air furnace It doesn't
matter what fuel your furnace
uses — gas, oil, propane or
electric

firm

CASH
$50
lUIFUND NOW!
There are lots of ways you can
save with a General Electric
Executive Weathertron heat
pump
But the easiest way is
to buy NOV If you install this
new GE heat pump before our
creinfars busy. GE will send
you a ISO cash refund (To
qualify, installation must be in
a current residence: between
now and May 1, 1981)
A
great way to start the year off
saving
Call today fora free
home energy anal*.

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY
iron

will slide off your trowel slowly
when it is turned sidewise.
Pack the mortar into openings with the tip of the trowel,
doing the horizontal joints first,—
then the adjacent vertical
joints. Quickly slice off the excess mortar and, with a wet
rag, wipe off any that has attached itself to the face of the
brick. Later, tool the joints to
match the surrounding bricks.
This should be done while the
mortar is still damp but has
started to harden. A good way
to determine this is to work on
about 10 or 12 bricks at a time,
then go back and shape the

that look like white kid gloves
because they can be wiped
clean," noted the &Uglier. Individuals decorating such easily-aoiled areas as playrooms
and children's bedrooms should
look into such heavy-duty fabrics, she suggested.
Dark tones are appropriate in
places that are designed to be
cosy and intimate. "In the
Parker Meridien, for aample,
Fe designed a bar with gray
Hamel walls and a dark patterned carpet." The use of stash
"mens-wear fabrics" in a small
den at home could create a
wonderful room for Letting
away from it all, said Mrs.
Lee.
She also advised homeowners
to look into mural wallpaper.
"There are some wonderful
scenic wallpapers available today that work beautifully with
traditional furniture. If you
were to mirror one wall of year
dining room and cover the opposite wall in a mural, you'd
have a stunning room," she
added. It's money-saving device as well, since murals
eliminate the need for paintings.
- WA-public sipaces are expansive in hotels, the bedrooms
are usually much more utilitarian. Bedroom space is precious, and hotel designers are

• atheIhae171:4S-BC)7ACOMPUTERS

HOUSE

Ff-

SPRAYER PARTS
DI!: t BLADES

A simple coating on the
lens of eyeglasses is expected to save 50,000
Americans from developing
cataracts each year. One
type of cataract is caused by
the absorption of too much
ultraviolet light, a component of sunlight, causing the
lens of the eye to turn brown,
cutting out all light. It is
estimated that 500,000
cataract operations are performed annually and 10 percent of the cataracts are the
sunlight type. The new
coating would eliminate this
type of cataract and' the
coating can be worn comfor
tably indoors and outdoors.

ON THE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Repointing is the general
name used for the repairing of
brickwork, but it applies more
specifically to the replacement
of old mortar. between the
joints. While many do-it-yourselfers regard mortar work
with something akin to awe,
feeling it requires specialized
skill, it can be learned fairly
quickly with a knowledge of the
fundamentals and a little practice.
Deteriorating mortar needs
replacement more because neglect can result in further dam-.
age than simply because it offends the eye. If the joints leak,
the wall — or whatever —
leaks. A leak in the wall of a
house will sometimes cause water damage inside the house
many feet from the point of entry.
When assessing a mortar
problem, the first thing to determine is whether the damage
can be corrected without removing any of the bricks or
whether such removal will be
necessary. This decision will be
almost automatic once you
have probed the joint with a
. chisel, which can be a cold
chisel or a mason's chisel.
Your objective will be to get
rid of old mortar, not to break
and dispose of that which is securely in place. -If, however,
.the mortar begins to crumble
as you work, the chances are
you'll have to chip it all away'
and begin over with a complete
cavity. If the brick is in good
condition and you intend to use
it again, be
ptAeZ
c
you don't
damage it
i
tting rid of
the old mortar.
e pieces of
mortar can fly through the air
swiftly, wear goggles or safety
glasses while working.
After clearing the damaged
area of loose chips and dust,
wet it thoroughly to prevent the
surrounding bricks from absorbing the water in the mortar, which would cause the
mortar to dry out too quickly.
These days, premixed mortar
is usually used for such jobs.
Although a bit more expensive,
it saves a lot of trouble. Mix it
with just enough water to make
it workable, A good mixture

RING & SHADE

r II117FTI•

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
THIS SPLIT-LEVEL TRADITIONAL SPANISH.HOME
has a front wallotadobe which encloses a private courtyard.
Inside, there is h family room on the first floor. The second
floor has four bedrooms. Plan HA1198M has 1.043 square
feet on the first floor and 963 on the second floor. For more
information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope — to Master Plan Service, 89 East Jericho Tpke.,
Mineola, N.Y. 11501.
. •
,

To at
cracking or chipping- when driving nails into
a plaster Wall, warm the
nails first.

ZELEAS

•-•
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:172
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PLAN
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The museum says'' the
- Jacottl.,Itilve gained=:world
recognition for their revolutionary use of fiber in threedimensional forms. This exbibition shows the personal
sttuctures and techniques
they have developed over the
since_ .their
u erritrm
rati i,o.44144,p9x-nxii4
rmany.''
,tf

a ''About an hour ago. 500 men
were walking very fast in every
direction," she said wtth a grin.Despite last minute kinks,
seemingly part of all new hotel
openings, the Parker Writhe'
was scheduled to open for bus• ness that very weekend.
After years of no new hotels,
New York has seen the opening
of three (the Harley, the Palace and the Parker Meridian)
and the total refurbishing of an.
other (the Grand Hyatt, formerly the Commodore) this
year. And Mrs. Lee's firm,
Tom Lee Ltd., has designed interiors for three out of the four.
That's not bad for a lady who
started out as an editor and
took over the firm after the
death of her husband in 1971 to

fulfill a contract. Since 1271,
the firm — which specializes in
hotel design — has decorated 24
hotels all over the world.
As a former editor of House
Beautiftd Mag,azine, Mrs. Lee
was no stranger to the field of
decorating when she toot over.
&it, nevertheless, she describes
the past 10 years as a time of
concentrated learning. .
Though homes and hotels are
very different, Mrs. Lee, with a "
toot in both carnps, can see
some similarities.
"A home projects the image
of its occupants: A hotel projects the image of a corporation
seeking to attract a certain
type of clientele," she said.
Nevertheless,in both the aim is
to make those who use the
space feel comfortable.
Since hotel designers go
about their work with considerable attention to detail and
little expense spared, we wondered if there were any decorating ideas in hotel design that
could be useful to home dwellers.
Yes, said Mrs. Lee, some of
the tricks of the trade to create
glamour and comfort are useful
at home. For example, botICPa'rker Meridien and the Palace have considerable amounts
of.mirrored surfaces, often with
bevelatd edges which add
sparkle, expand the space and
lighten a room. She advised
home owners seeking these
qualities to install oversize mirrors or to mirror walls.
Another useful idea to add
night-time glamour is to install
a low-level light at the windows
behind the draperies. At night,
turn the light on behind the
closed draperies for a flowing
and pretty effect.
Once, not too long ago, somber and dark colors that
wouldn't show dirt swatted hotel lobbies.
Today, the use of light-colored fabrics is possible because
of advances in fabrics.
"We find we can use vinyls

RANDY
THORNTON

gal
Reg sup pr
$8.85

Alkyd Quick-dry
Gloss Enamel
(oil base)
s1 3so
loth -woos
No 1055—Medan
colors
Reg. sup. pr.
$16.25

No.601 Osmose
Wood-preserving
Mear Sealer
11940
gal.

Heating fo. Air
'Conditioning
Service

Acrylic Latex
Wad Paint
Rat
r.."-- -- •_,
-- --- , sei
: '`MI
ay 411 gal.
411111111111110

to
—'
No 1401—Wkie
No 1455—Medium
colors
- No 1411—Pastels
Reg sup. pr.
$11.35

No. 301 Acrylic
Latex White
House Paint

c7-

1111

gal.
Reg. sup. pr.
$1510

-"Pr

Medium grey
Reg sup. pr
512.60

'colors
Reg. sug. pr.
$14.35
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No. 756 Aluminum
Metal & Masonry
, Paint

2 gals.
Reg. sup. pr.
$23.05

2 gals
Reg sug pr
$2730

No. 351 Super
Latex White
House Paint
(chalk resistant)

901—White
.
47 NoNo 955—Medium

Reg. sug. pr.
511.85

toolazied

No. 201 White
House Paint
(oil base)
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Alkyd Semi-gloss
-hvtedorPahit
(oil base)
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019"s

112"

No. 502
Porch & Floor
Enamel(oil base)
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No. 271 General
Exterior White
Paint(oil base)

`iitiktP

$1110

9211

Rog. sup. pr.
$13.75

Rep. sup. pr
$15.45
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202 Chestnut-Murray

753-8181

Rt. 11 Industrial Rd.
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REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

SAVE 50C

REVCO COUPON

SAVE 60C

SAVE $2.00

SAVE $1.30

-

I Lysol Spray
II
:scent!8

tftio

ke::o's

low, everyday
discount price
!
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I
II
U.
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Expires 4126/81
Good at parucipating RevCo stores only
Limit one per coupon
MIN

MI

Notacto“

I

I
I

EVtO

discount price $3.19

I

I
I

16 fl. oz.
Revco's low,
evrydaiscount $1.69
price

I
I

YOU PAY

I

Revco(OCHI
Cocoa
Butter
Lotion

I

I

u
•
I
u

Electric Can Opener.

I

With Knife Shiarpener
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $10.99

$
2
59
No EN um

I

I

Expires A26411
Good at participating Revco
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I
I
I
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Sensationed Spring Savings
REVCO FOR
LOW PRICES ON
PRESCRIPTIONS
We urge you to
compare our
prices with the
rest. Give us a
call and well
quote you.our
low, discount
prescription
prices.

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTER
Confidets
Sanitary
Napkins 12's

INDIVIDUAL

DISPOSAL
BAGS

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

59c

4
/1
6

13-oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Paas Egg
Dye Kit

EA TER EGG 5.4 la.t. COLOR KIT

99'

$"

(ARE

Revco's low, everyday
discount price
$14.99
Less Mfr. Rebate: —10.00
four Final Cost $4.99
in rebate forms
•••
• 1...et.ng Revco elONIA)

SAVE $7.00

Mr. Coffee
10 Cup
Coffeemaker

Cream Eggs

you.'
all

th
eREI/C0
you can get

Niostlu
laws

23 gal 16's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$109

Pink Bunnies 16's
OR Yellow Peeps 15's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Foil Wrap 6 pk. 4.5 oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

89

19ea.

e.

BL rsigir

Easter
Basket

Ash Tray
Floor Style
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

pkg.

$399

Plush
Bunny.

Filled
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Casio
Calculator

Asst. 6"
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

FROI$288

#HLf307
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

99'

PNWI'O'S low, everyday
Iise.ount price
$26.95
I .44 Mfr. Rebate: —7.00
fsar Final Cost: PER
tome
• ,• •
RINCO 111015S)

0.7,
..• reserves the right to limit quantities.

'zitus.0R4.*

Exxon Ruff
'N Reddi
'
*11 ›TraA 3ags

Rodda
Marshmallow
Candies

Vaseline
Nit Nsi‘i

r
sm4F,*e
.00
Gillette
Lighted
Zoom Mirror

$
2
99

Revco's low, everyday
discount price .

12 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

ea.

.

Turtle
Extra Paste
Car Wax

690

Solid Milk
Chocolate
Rabbit

Vaseline
Intensive
Care Lotion
10

99°

Hollow Milk Chocolate
Asst. 1.75 oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

ea.
C
89

$109
ea

2 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Busy Bunny

Little TUN ELER

Fruit or Spice '16 oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

16 ff. oz. ea.
Shampoo in Dry,
Normal or Oily
Conditioner in Extra
Body, Reg., Balsam
or Blow Dry
Revco's low, everyday
discount priat

$1 89

Dandy Savings on
Easter Candies
Brach's
Jelly Beans

L'oreal
Hair Care
Products

fl. oz. Reg., Herbal,
Extra Strength
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Tussy
Cream
Deodorant

INSIDE

Available at all Revco Discount Drug Centers including:

•

Items available while quantities last.

$899
Copyright

1981 by Revco D.S..Inc.
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Bel Air Shopping Center • 753-8304
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Downtown Festivities
Set Friday, Saturday
.

.

intlt rLehiatun
111VUtiltiOn ;.',.1Yen by Dr
ldren. April DaVld R us. Presitlent of the
of the ae- N1111Tii -Calloway
wit
h- oed for the Ntutistertal Associatior..
.1t-ts Month
3:03-3:30 Fourth Grad,

t ommuni- I.:atm-American

Fest17,. i

nil Nlurray sponsored by Nturrzi
Sch+ 1tit the two-- :30-4:00 EiLht
.‘ :LI be per- Drania Presenta lain spon. Stillare-A- sored 1.* Nturra. t
.1r; awards Schools.
the High
4 - 15-4:43 Ilurra H:t.:It
tition. •
School Jazz Band
!,:•,--•%-tiatlers, a
-5-5:30 Squa re-A-Naders
..froup. per30-6 -Fri.nt Porch S -

at. 3 pin. and
'111-: at 11 a In.
..are-A-Naders

Children's .‘rea
April 17
.,•59-an1
1
COO3-6 p.m.
%..:ThItt:iy 3i; area
,•rriplirs pr,ic-'
Stories at NI array „troy,.iy
• -ter:: • st -le
ounty Librat.
..r.. twice a
:i • 30-4
NI at.
t -A o,-thheti:of the
W0031Thop
:...
-Murray.
to Theatre
Childre:t s I •-tt:
• trOO of
..7hat
pro‘'ides
.•i

--

18.
ardschool

e art
7 t. eit:to_ates of
a-lso
sport'he \lurra7.,
Arts Coin; tt-partment
1 he jut-h,,,q4.1
': ship CO.111..•
Zt.
1.
ci p.m.-6 p.m.

10a.m.-2
• 10-11 Children's Art
\t- td-kshiTp sponsored by
\ILIITiiy City Schools.
11-12 MSU Sock and

12-12:30 MSU String ProPerformance
:2:30-2 Portraits painted
iiildren by MSU .art
will also be arts and
hooths set up.on both
day
111.e artists and their
ork,
listed below:
Bobby
Wilson-Woodwork, ceramic pins, pillows,
paper
tole:
tille
Buren- Dolls. hlinalitippets,:•
00)1,1 t. Woods-Country
pa litilia n wood, metal,
err . 17hlt -W-ontIS--21(nives:

April is being celebrated as Gallery of the Arts month in.
Murray as the community participates in a national celebration
of the arts.
The American Association of State Colleges and Universities
has encouraged institutions to participate in a celebration of
the arts for one week in April. Murray,State and the MurrayCalloway County Community Arts Committee have decided to
focus on the arts for the entire month.
Activities scheduled include special art exhibits, theatre and
orchestra productions, concerts and visiting lecturers.
According to Dr. Willidm Parsons, dean of the College of
.
cultural events demonstrates that, "Murray is the cultural center of West Kentucky::

Schools Participating
In Gallery Of The Arts
By Alison Gundry

activities are coordinated by
dependent School District Margaret Franklin, gifted
have been preparing their and talented program direc‘
tor, and Mary Ryan, princontribution to Gallery of the
cipal.
Arts
Students
Schools in the Murray In-

Month.
at
An All-County Recorder
Murray High School,
Concert is scheduled the
Calloway County High
evening of April 23 at
School and Middle School,
Calloway County High
,and the elementally schools
School. Students,in the .fotuit
will be participating in a
th, fifth and sixth graag
variety of activities designed
from North, East and
to develop an appreciation of
Southwest
Elementary;
the arts.
•
schools will participate.
Activities range from
The recorder, a flute type
musical and choral concerts
instrument, is used in music
to -- displays
and
demonstrations of student classes as an aide to
teaching note reading. The
art.
highlight proThird and fourth-graders concert will
the classes
made
by
gress
from Carter Elementary
during the year.
School will host a LatinThe Spring Festival at
American Festival on the
Arts Department of the MurHigh School will be
Murray
ray Woman's Club sets a Court Square Thursday, Thursday; April 23. Students
April
16.
A
spanish
play inprofit goal for the Creative
will be working on a variety
cluding songs and dances
Arts Bazaar. Last year's
of art projects during the
will be performed with
profits, according to departevening beginning at 7:30, as
ment chairman Thcirnton, students dressed in native well as exhibiting completed
.ostume.
totaled $520.36.
ks
The festival is the
The 1980 Creative Arts_ itiminatiort_of__aTrimptity_lhe,_CAllniaiw
County HighBa-zaar waS-the-iii9s
be
School Annual Spring Conprogram at Carter Elemenheld in the spring of the year.
cert will be April 26 at 2 p.m.
tarly. Each Friday, students .
The previous bazaars, beginin the high school cafeteria.
have had a one-half hour
ning in 1964, were held prior
Both high school and middle
to Christmas. Proceeds of Spanish class in language, school choirs will perform.
customs and foods. Students
that first bazaar in 1964 went
The Calloway County Midwill prepare a variety of
toward payment on equipSpanish foods at a tasting dle School seventh and eight
-That TAkl.ath•t? Murray
grade choirs will make their
party Friday, April 17, at
Woman's Club. This bazaar
first
appearance at the Sprwas quite a success, paying Carter.
in cooperation
ing
Concert,
Arts Activity Day for
for all the equipment with
school choirs;
with
the
high
pupils in the second grade at
money left over.
Calloway County High
Elementary is
Robertson
Today proceeds go to
School groups performing
scholarship funds. The An- Thursday, April 23. The day will be Columbia Blues, a 15will center in creative ways
nette Schmidt Scholarship
member swing ensemble;
of expressing information
Fund is named inTher honor
Chamber Singers, a
the
students will gather about
for being an outstanding
select group chosen by audiselected
animals. Sponsored
member in the Murray
tion; the Concert Choir, and
by the Murray schools gifted
Woman's Club.
Freshman Choir.
the
and talented program, the

the u
"Bus

Annual Creative Arts Bazaar
To Be Held At Library April 25

ner, a special inexpensive
By Karen Covington
selection
of items suitable
Graduate Student -•
for
children
to purchase for
variety
of unique, handenme Engle - Soft A
tilpture dulls: -Priest-1Y made articles will be their mothers, will be
it I.Vuod items: bread displayed and on sate during grouped together.
The handcrafted items are
x
-botato bins.- -etc.; the 18th annual Creative
priced
by each respective arMarta Manning-Jewelry; Arts Bazaar. The bazaar,
tist.
"We
try not to overprice
!Lirrell - Sugar eggs; scheduled for April 25, willthern'
'
,-----said-riornton. In
Dam.. of
31
a:VC
13LMITT
a
!TT
WiTt
9
be
1Nrn-rt
141e painfact this type work usually
Theatre
Of
; Sherry Crit- held at the Calloway County
sells for much more than we
- 3-3.30 Puppets
Public
Library.
Nliier<ime:
Stories - front The event will continue ask,"she continued.
alit Spinning: Joy
Calloway Count
- Portraits; Senior thxoughout the day, -as long On April 24, the day prior
5:30-6 (Iiildret.'s
if:rue:es. - Group crafts as items remain to be sold. to the Creative Arts Bazaar,
_votiv
Coffee and refreshments will articles will be arranged and
Its Ribsby
orri:ry'rifY-St'lta:- ;;,
(onte.
; Bernard be available at no charge: . displayed at the Library,
• Main Stage
,
.lr. --- Quilts, wall - The Creative Arts Depart- however, no .purchases are
Apr.1 18
0. inkzs, pillows, em- ment of the Murray allowed until the bazaar gets
10 a.m.-3 p. •
Woman's Club sponsors the underway at 9 a.m. the
Keith Hailey
:1-10:30 -MSi
.1)orothy Cook - event which features hand- following morning.
Tt•;:w
arc. Painted wood, crafted items made by the Remembering last year,
30-11
C,
Gene Knight - members themselves. "We Thornton remarked, -It
Litt trus
• Emily Wolfson have so many very talented rained the entire day, but the
pulbic support was great. We
11-12 Square-A- .
lIt'It loin weaving: Pat people in the Creative Arts
were
extremely pleased with
-12-12745. Yin:.., A_ie:':-.
: Candle dipping: Department," states Pam
the
results."
"Guild -of the
_ Art Guild• - Thornton, department chairTheatre
I )pla :ind auctions; Oils, man,"every year they seem Each year the Creative
- 1 2 74 1 15
)1 :
and watercolors; to outdo themselves."
Woman's tfiCh
I >eii:t;, v.k_-eks • --stained
Proceeds from the bazaar
- 1.15-2 CoiutitH a.: hi:
c Ingz Goodman " go to the Annette Schmidt
1.1.1,: .1
.Aar-+l5 Preo-,t
thitno: MSC Art Class • Scholarship Fund which is
Children's Areas
.1
• Paintings & awarded annually to an art
April 18
Drawiri,.
major at Murray State
University. The recipient of
this award is selected in part
by art instructors at MSU.
Additional monies gained
from the Creative Arts
Bazaar go toward scholarships awarded annually to
artistically outstanding high
school students. The scholarships are awarded to one student at each of the two local
high schools and specifically
provide funding for the recipients to enroll in an art
course during the summer
session at MSU.
Some handmade items
featured at the bazaar this
year include needlepoint,
cross stitch pieces, pottery,
ceramics, paintings, stationery and pillows. A few
LATIN AMERICAN DANCE - Carter fourth graders who will be stu ying the art and culture of Latin America
baked goods and house
will perform a Spanish dance during the Gallery of the Arts celebration. In photo, center, Laura Lawson, left,
plants will also be for sale.
Since Mother's Day is and James Payne. Others,from left, Stacey Walker, Chad Gibson, Kim Bandara, Jeff Thompson, Lance Allison,
practically around the cor- Holly Brown, April Lane, Eric Hogancamp.
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pfalifulk flirts with the amorous Sergeant Belcore in the western opera

theater production of Gaetano Donizetti's The Elkir Of love.

'Elixir of Love' A Rare Treat
For

Already
pei

-

ze
those who have1)0flItuI
forgedable works. By taking
The preSentatiop is part of the
experienced the
clever, big conventional,.
*---7-rrrrip-thr,-Tiprrx4ifiascalc-6 Gallery .. of ;goo raw ingrTaTerits
of a courtArts. a rip 3ith-lontt i'tehra;
ip
has fashioned
no
.1
Moil('
arts.
of
the
I
treat will lion
• remendously

••

pri,.,ented to the citizens
of Murray .
Tbe Murray Civic Music
Association, in. Cooperation
with Murray State University and the Western Opera
Ii .411+ %.4 Dressi.it. • plc
delightful • and. elalui ing
Italian Classic, The Elixir
of' Love" by Gaetano

will be presented in Loyett
Auditorium at Murray State
University on- Thursday.
April 30 at 8;15 o
It was 4 delightful tale of
the courtship of a young
Tarnierbo ,
the love of the farm owner,
Adina."The Elixir" is one of

Donizetti's

most

entertaining
show. The work is known for
simplicity, honesty, and'
rich Understanding- of human
behavior. However, the

work's, , warm, gentle,
humanistic side is often said
to lie she key to its enduring
success.
Admissr.tyij is by season
un• ticket or
Student ID.

SIGN WORK - Jim White(above), metal forger, and Bruce Ottway (right) artist,
at work on the uniform street sjgns that will soon grace dowtown Murray.

Design work on the signs, a part Cif a city-wide beautification project, was done
by Joe Rigsby. The sign post, frame and supports are made of mild steel and
hand forged into a traditional configuration of flshtale scrolls, twists and circles.
The entire 13-foot sign is then capped with a large brass ball. A separate sign of
this design will be made to hang curbside of each court square merchant
displaying the name and address of the store and a symtiol representing the type
of goods or service.
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Students To Be Entertained

- Special Daily Programs Are
Being Held At Public Library
Special daily programs
are now in progress at the
Calloway County Public
Library in conjunction with
Gallery of the Arts Month in
Murray.
A "Coming of Age"
celebration for second
graders which began Monday, will continue through
Sunday. Calloway Second
graders in city and county
schools will be bused to the
library during the scheduled
times this week, at which
-/
time they wilthe entertained
K. C. KELLY will play the part of "Bod Decker" in the by "Miss Piggy and Kermit"
puppet shows to acquaint
production at Murray State University of"Bus Stop."
them with the library. During this visit, qualified
students will be issued
library cards.
In the last few weeks,
Library workers have in-

DIANNE THOMPSON will play the part of "Cherie" in
the upcoming production at Murray State University of
"Bus Stop."

ATL Production One
Highlight Of Month

BUS STOP:
A highlight of Gallery of
the Arts month, being
celebrated at Murray State
University will be a performance of "Bus Stop" by Actors Theatre of Louisville.
To be performed in the
University Theatre of the
Pries Doyle- Fine Arts
Center,"Bus Stop" will open
at8 p.m.Friday, April 24,for
one performance.
Sponsored by the College
of Creative Expression and
the Murray-Calloway County Community Arts Committee, the performance is included in the 1981 state tour
of Actors Theatre of
Louisville.
Written by William Inge,
"Bus Stop" is the story of
five weary travelers on a bus
out of Kansas City who
become stranded for the
night at a roadside diner during a howling blizzard.
• A comedy, the story
centers with pretty "Cherie"
who is romantically pursued
by a headstrong young
cowboy inclined to throw her
over his shoulder and carry
her away.
The cowhand finally kidnaps his love. As she's ducking from under his clumsy
but confident embraces, she
pauses to furrow her
forehead and muse,
"Somehow 'deep inside of
me,I got a fun* feeling I'm
gonna end up in Montana."
Playwright Inge was encouraged to begin his writing
career by Tennessee
Williams."Come Back Little
Sheba," "The Dark at the
Top of the Stairs," "Natural
Affection," and the academy
award-winning film "Splendour in the Grass," starring
Warren Beatty and Natalie
Wood, are some of Inge's
hits.
"Bus Stop" was also made
into a film starring Marilyn

tucky, inspired by his move
from Louisville to a farm in
Logan County .
As an actor at Actors
Theatre of Louisville,
Jenkins has performed
leading roles in "Sly Fox,"
"One Flew Over the Cukoo's
-44est,''and- 4-Childe Byron.”
His directing credits include
-The Glass Menagerie,"
"The Lion in Winter," and
"Staircase."
r•P•arillIV
Zil
A*
Playing the role of
"Cherie" will be Dianne
Thompson, an actress who
has appeared at the Hartman Theatre and at the
Eugene O'Neil Theater in
roles such as "Dock Daisy"
in "Arthur° Ui" and -Mina"
-in "Dracula."
The
rambunctious
cowboy, "Bod Decker," will
be portrayed by K. C. Kelly.
Kelly created the role of the
"Ukranian place kicker" in
the Broadway production of
"The Best Little Whorehouse
in Texas," and he has appeared at the Horse Cave
Theatre in "Tobacco Road,"
"Table Manners" and "The
Passion of Dracula."
Other members of the cast
are Herman 0. Arbeit,Susan
Cash, George Kimmel,
Elwood Klaphaak, Terrence
Markovich and Patricia
Sherick.
Production credits for
"Bus Stop" are Paul Owen,
set design; Kurt Wilhelm,costume daign; Karl Hass,
lighting, and Sam Garst and
Sandra Strawn, properties.
Tickets for "Bus Stop" are
$3 adults; $1.50 for children
ages 12 and under. Tickets
VE AN ART WORKSHOP — Ginny Piech, for the April 24 performance
Murray City Schools art teacher, will conduct an art may be reserved beginning
work shop for 10-15 children on the court square Monday, April 20, by
during the Gallery of the Arts celebration. Plans for the telephoning- the University
projects are incomplete but Miss Piech assures,"They Theatre box office,(502) 762will be innovative." Observers are welcome. In photo, 6797.
University Theatre season
Miss Piech begins an art lesson with Robertson first
ticket holders will receive a
graders by reading a poem to them.
$1 discount.

Monroe and Don Murray.
Ken Jenkins, a frequent
guest director and actor of
Actors Theatre of Louisville,
will direct performances of
"Bus Stop" during the current tour.
Jenkills recently cornpleted_working with.the-Ac—
tors Theatre Festival of New
American -Plays as the
playwright and actor for

creased students' library
awareness by visiting second grade classrooms,
presenting puppet shows and
distributing library card applications.
As the applications, which
must be signed by parents,
are returned, the student is
issued a library card and
receives a bookmark containing library information.
This "Coming of Age"
celebration includes
refreshments for the
students and is made possible through work of library
volunteers, library staff,
Friends of the Library,
school personnel and, of
course,the students.
"Coming of Age" refers to
the age requirement
necessary for obtaining a

library card, which is seven
years of age.
According to Margaret
Trevathan, this is the first
special program concentrated on the second
graders. She continued saying, "We would like to set a
precedent for an annual
event of this. nature." This
year there are well over 1000
students inyolved."
A workshop was held at
the library this morning
from 10-noon. The workshop
topics were storytelling and
playwriting for oral history.
A special visit by Lady
Bird Johnson highlighted the
morning. At 11 o'clock, she
toured the library facilities,
reading gardens and the adjacent Library Arts Annex.
Wednesday the library will

"Swop" and "Chug," and as
the director of "A Full
Length Portrait of
America."
"Swop," co-winner of Actors Theatre of Louisville's
Great American Play Contest
explores
the
nneunderstantings'-of
rural Kentucky wife, her
husband and grandfather. It
is Jenkins' tribute to Ken-

present three regularly
scheduled story hours of
puppet shows, movies and
presentations by costumed
storytellers. The story hours
featuring
"Muppet
characters" are scheduled
at°9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m. and
3:30p.m.
Friday, the library staff
and volunteers will present a
"Miss Piggy" -puppet show
in a continuation of library
card promotion. This event
will take place at the
children's area of the
downtown celebration on the
court square. Shows are
scheduled for 3 and 5 p.m.
The Calloway County
Public Library is ode of nine
member groups of the Community Arts Committee and
is under the direction of
Margaret Trevathan.

ca

SOUNDS OF JAZZ — The Court Square will come alive with the sounds of music by the Murray High School
Jazz Band directed by Charles Cobb. The concert will be 4:15 p.m. Friday.
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Join The Celebration
This Friday Si Saturday
April 17th St 18th
RED FOX/SECOND HANGIN'— Frankie Taylor, Gary Slemp and Don Baker from
the Roadside Theatre performance.

Play Provides History Of Folklore
The history and folklore of The red-haired, redCentral Appalachia came to beared Taylor was a popular
life last night during the preacher, medical doctor,
Roadside Theater produc- herh__ doctor, rg1igi0g3
tion of "Red Fox/Second mystic, and U. S. marshall,
Hanel)" at the University'hanged in 1893 for the amTheater. An enthusiastic au- -bush murder Of a moondience greeted Frankie spiner and his gang. The
Taylor,Gary Slemp and Don story takes place during
Baker, the players and tale- Central Appalachia's. first
tellers in the informative coal boom. The tale was
and entertaining program. pieced together from history
The three men'blended tall books, old newspaper actides, interpretation, music counts,theretofore lost court
and visual aids, in relating records, and from conversethe story of M. B. "Doc" tiors with people who
Tayitir.
remembered Taylor, or had

memorized stories passed
down by kin. Last night the
show proved itself to be what
the "Atlanta Journal" has
Ta. learning
called" '
perience that history cannot
approach."
In addition to their performance last night, Roadside
conducted
Theater
workshops in "Storytelling"
and "Play Writing from Oral
History" at the Calloway
County Public Library this
morning. The works hops
were sponsored by the
library and Murray Ante

University Speech and
Theater Department, and
partiallf funded by several
foundatiOns. The workshops
presented story-telling using
local folklore and historical
events.
Margaret Trevathan, the
Librarian at the Calloway
County Public Library, said
the workshops were of
special interest to "people
interested in oral history
projects, working with
drama groups, church
groups, and young people,
who attended."

• Watch Thursday's
Milierray Ledger & Times
For
Individual
Merchants Specials
Helping To Celebrate
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liAts 'ts CLASSIFIED ADS!

Believers Face Trials Today As Did Masters
under (Twist among fellow prisoners,
etlIrt..- executions and how the church holds weekly prayer services for its conmartial in fined leaders.
1281,1, with
Under Taiwan's 30 years of
ted
martial LAW. j.a one-party Kou3.
the Hey rnintang regards any dissent
st general from its claim to represent all
,
4114 ISINti-lifef11of China as sedition, and also
1,
4‘. •',141*-ui,th * .lItift ti iii so regards any expressed sup4aruliica.fein.17
tr
"
•
(!•412.1(' rt..111t.al"
thodox pr1t 3,t r.,:t
port for indePendent legal stet1,ait
,chr I.
us and an indigenous Taiwatattb71 for nese government.
!us
I ..
I .ht1 v. hat 1
do th I ‘4t•el, I ' ,44.
Kao, long under 24-hour
.IIc Cfeitted la)
lice
art- riot jiortoit t ,rev(
surveillance for the
,iightt', and huULU rct.t IS
Ii
church's human-rights statewell I will be waiting t
ments, and the other church
oh
hL- lithle in his workers were convicted of harI he lit %
141! :7;17
.
! :he mt. ring of boring or failing to report a potheugh st111
wino.
.1,
:toggling litical dissenter, editor Shih
ondoi tg.,I
-c 9 ! man Milt Ming-ten of the now-banned
stimulating dialogue 34...!!,
'Formosa Magazine.
.e.trot ting
.old t t •
Ile was imprisoned for life
,,ine into
k 014 1 rf,'44.1:.,
t -,d pi IA
and seven others given long tries as Albania, where religion
: 1., It
-at
,1:11.'NS to the
prt
7.1' t.Net: s'
't
erv nine terms in connection with the so- is prohibited and manifestsbet
I Is .i1
tions_t
oiltmiiiy
( al led Kaohsiung inc.idpi.;',
i e,wnistied,.
. _tIe Art,th [wars
I tt31. stihsequv' _
•
treotint
'.•
•
sci„f fai- inan-rightst y that became a 1980 survey c
reports of 1,.:esl Chrtsl
Liod , riot when troops opened fire 550 political prisoners in Argentina, 10,000 in Ethiopia, 491 in
t
•ri,•, J1/11C J. 1980: to with tear gas.
Kan, at his trial, testified he Smith Africa, 1,000 in Uruguay,
r
t .it
Three
hadn't even known Shih person- estimates of up to 100,000 in
rj,1!, tt .1 , 1l'I 1, inally, nor had hidden him, but China, as many as 150,000 in
Istot
the
had been told of his where- North Korea, a "quite large"
II •• ],4.haIIIIt•ge,
abouts and sent word advising but uncertain number in South
.111 pastor, ktere
t '
two to five him to give himself up. "I Korea, 960 in the Philippines,
knew Shih didn't advocate vio- 24,000 to 200,000 in Vietnamese
lence,. .1 decided to sacrifice -re-education" camps, 5,000 in
tht.
f tioahle,
41
e
.
,
.
•If. cop.
Mrs rtao myself, but not to sell him. As Syria, 2,000 to 10,000 in the SoIt. :.
fetter
to
U
S a Christian, lam to find those viet Union.
trIok!..•:
There, in that officially atheIs, thing how who are lost, and ask them to
t#i
ist, communist domain which
v„,:- I:N(11114 -new i-epent."
.lesus of,ti
- He read from his Bible to the forbids any religious charitable
to.r witnessing"- to
court, quoting Jesus in Mat- or envangelical activity, which
thew 11:28, "Come to me, all bars religious training of chitwho are heavy laden, and I will dr•en and which
restricts magive you rest." And from Mat- festation of religion
solely to
thew 26 about the needy and worship in the
prisoners,"As you did it to one the Dudko sanctuaries, Fadeclared in a serof the least of these my breth- mon on the eve
of Epiphany, 12
ren, you did it to me."
days before his arrest:
• rippled
In our-days
wortt-per-thtlugh
secutes and rejects Christ by
'Ma
dicule
„*depravity, by its race after
panied Jesus' trial.
wealth andpraver. It persecutes
the
"Here
Pilate
man!"
is
C.
0
M
A
F,
' e •
scoffed as Jesus, bruised and and crucifies Christ. But the al•
bound, was led out before a leged wisdom of the perf3
-•jeering
crowd of pro-Roman secution turns out to be a stu••t-',,-•
collaboratal7
"Here is your pidity -that leads to its own
44 ',vet
Ei T
downfall. .. Wisdom begins with
-king!"
A..:S•••1 .
•
C
ma•sanT;
"We have no king but Cae- the fear of God. Those who fear
T
SrM
God fear nothing in this
17
sar!"
CAN
OCES
()f the countless contempo- world."
oREG044
A balding, intellectually probtiof-43,-.
rary prisoners of Conscience in
7 2 Cfst 4
the world, statistical projec- ing man with a long white
ea Ira'--.
tions of samplings of known beard and a flair for give-andcases
indicate an estimated 50,- take exchange, Dudko had stir29 Nea.
000
in
the past decade have red something of a religious up10 '..Ve
surge around Moscow by his
been
religious
personnel and
32' Dgeo...11.2
that 20,000 other religrous.work- open "dialogues" with all
13
ers have been slain in pursuing corners, believers and unbelievtheir commitmerits,'either offi- ers, beginning in the early
37 (o-dt
cially or by unofficial terrorist 1970s at Moscow's St. NikOlas
38
.
parish.
40 0,-,
bands.
-Only atheists try to imagine
-42 Crea.! 3nt7
"The church is persecuted
43 .."-;trfri;
because it spealcs the truth, the God as a material being," he
truth which irritates the pow- told a questioner. "But then
erful," sys El Salvador's Ro- they don't know anything but
49
"man Catholic Bishop Arturo matter, so to them God must
Rivera Damas, who replaced be material. Thus, when they
cou,s0,
the
late Archbishop Oscar RO- refute God, it's not our God
54
_Xllero
gunned down at a wor- they refute, but their own 5.7 ,5-.1.3no4z
one they've created in their
ship service March 24, 1980.
5r
own image and
60 i•-•.,1
-The church is persecuted ess. . .They're fighting likentheir
berause it has taken a prefer- own shadow."
ential option for the poor."
His church soon
In some authoritarian coun- its capacity, young overflowed
63
tries, right and left, political demicians, the people, acadevout and
arrests and imprisonments, in- skeptics. Uneasy
church auv*: N
cluding
those
of
obscure
church
1 001.4.,..
thorities, doubtlessly prodded
workers,
often
are
kept covert by the state, transferred -him in
2 7,
and undisclosed, especially in 1974 to St. Nikita the
such rigidly repressive coun- Church in Koban0v0, Martyr
4 Scner
50 Miles
tic,
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NOTICE TO BIDDERS

--

.

CROSSWORD P.UZZILER

1.Ugal%Ike

Staled prspa.air will he received by lhe Murray Public
SchooleBoard of Education at the Office of the Board. Poplar at
9th Street, Murray Kerauckylimlii 12:00 Noon, CST, Thursday,
April 23, 10$1,for Ihe furnishing of all labor, materials, services,
and equipment required to complete 1911 Alternations to Murray
Public Schools. Murray, Kentucky. At the appointed time and
Place all PropoquIs will be opened and read.
Plans and specifications will be on file at the Office of the
Board of Education and the Architects: at the plan room of
Nashville.Coneactors Association.
Proposals shall be in accordance with the Kentucky Procurement Code, KM 45A.345 to 45A.460 and the award shall be made
on the basis of the lowest bid price. There will be no competitive
negotiation. In the event that the lowest bid exceeds the available
funds all bids will be rejected.
The Murray Board of Education reserves the right to any and
all bids and to waive any informalities therein.
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• 60.
from Moscow, but the capital's
curious still flocked there. -"If atheism '
a nega•
it-should
lose its sliiiTlcnce as religiati
disappears," he responded to a
questioner. "But atheism is still
around, a parasite living off reheron. . It doesn't take much to
become an atheist today. Master a few rote phrases, swim
with the current and you're an
atheist! To be a believer you
have to know a lot. You have to
bear difficulties. You have to
swim against the current."
Question: "What can I say?
Should I stop doing God's work
out of fear? Why is it written in
the gospel, 'the good shepherd
lays down his life for the
sheep'.-It won't do any good
to threaten me...I don't go out
on the street corners. I spe.ak
inside the church. The atheists
can speak anywhere
in the
papers, in the movies, in
the
clubs. But we - can't we even
speak in the church?"
-waiittaiti thiftefftri19711;
this time to a smaller parish in
Grebnevo, 20 miles from Moscow. Still the mixed crowds
came as the end drew near in
1980, with several. priest colleagues arrested and sentenced
to prison, his apartment repeatedly searched.
Dudko, who in his seminary
days had spent eight years in a
Siberian labor camp, was held
in prison for two months after
his 1980 arrest. Then he was
"treated" for four months in a
psychiatric hospital, apparently
with powerful drugs, before
being presented June 20, 1980,
on Soviet television to read,
from a printed statement, a
monotone confession that hehad slandered the state.
He was allowed to return to
an out-of-the-way parish where
some of his "spiritual children"
managed to visit him. They reported he would appear at the
door in his underwear, fail to
acknowledge them and lean on
the wall as if asleep.
"His somnolence and peculiar
conduct lasted two weeks,"
says a report received from
Moscow by the New York-based
Research Center for Religious
and Human Rights in Closed
Societies, after which he began
acting more normally but refused to talk of his confession
or detention.
He was assigned an official
"secretary" who accompanies
him wherever he goes, even to
medical appointments, opens
all his mail and watches his
contacts, the report says, adding that the "secretary" has
been seen conferring in a local
restaurant with a known KGB
(secret police) agent.
It's another sort of "trial"
and the Soviet use of psychiatric conditioning has
stepped up greatly in recent
times. The U.S. State Department estimates 1,000 Soviet dissenters in "psychiatric incarceration" in 1980.
"Do you not know that I have
power to release you, and power to crucify you," Pilate
threatened Jesus, who mostly
stood silent, ignoring the intimidation and charges of "perverting the nation."
Along with such methods,
prisons and labor camps remain a regular Soviet punishment for outspoken priests and
a steady succession of independent Baptist and Pentecostal believers who refuse to register, Jewish "refusniks" and
academic dissenters.
Soviet Article 70 of the criminal code authorizes up to seven
years in prison and five more
of exile for "anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda." Sometimes charges of "par a sitism"
or "hooliganism" are used
against believers. Article 222
provides up to five years in
prison for infringements "under
appearance of performing religious ceremonies."
"There's been a terrible increase in Soviet persecution of
unregistered churches," says
the Rev. Blahoslav Hruby,
Czech-born Presbyterian, a
World War II OSS man and.editor of the monthly Religion in
Communist Dominated Areas,
with contacts throughout eastern Europe.
"Pastors and members are
being harassed, beaten, their
meetings broken up, hounded
off their jobs, some of their
children taken over by the state
because they're being taught
religion and there is a wave of
imprisonments of church leaders."
The New York office of the
International-teem for Human Rights reports known imprisonments of Christians in the
Soviet increased from IN in
1979 to 254 in 1900, including 40
Russian Orthodox, 25 other Orthodox churchmen, 63
39 Peitecostals,36 Seventh
B
Adventists, 23 Roman Catholics
and various other believers.
In dealing
their forerunner and Lord, Pilate annoyedly
broke off questioning of Jesus
and ordered his troops to flog
and then Crucify him.
TOMORROW: The tortures.
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NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed proposals will be received by the Murray Public
Schools Boar4 of Education at the Office of the Board, Poplar at
9th Street, Murray, Kentucky until 12:00 Noon, CST, Thursday,
April 23, 1901, for the furnishing of all labor, materials, services.
and equipment required to complete Roof Repair, Murray High
School, Murray, Kentucky. At the appointed time and place all
proposals will be publicly opened and read.
Plans and specifications will be on file at the Office of the
Board of -Education ---..."•..--liorillichvoiakihs:Oteri room of
Nashville Contractors Associati
Proposals shall be based on roofing systems equal to Grace
Construction Products CHM or Carlisle Tire and Aubber Company SURE-SEAL.
Proposals shall be received in accordance with the Kentucky
Procurement Code K RS 45A.345 to 45A.460 and the award shall be
made on the basis of the lowest evaluated bid price as set out in
K RS 45A.365.
The Murray Board of Education reserves the right to reject

People needed to start work
now. Factory recommended
training. Bonuses, paid
vacation. 753-6050.
Salesmen - See our ad
under Business Opportunities. Snap-On Tools Corporation.
Wanted: Someone with a
trailer to live on lot and
take care of yard and
garden, lots, stock barn,
pond, and lot. All rent free.
436-2405.

1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted

1981-1982 City Auto Stickers ar •
now on sale, City -Clerk's Office,
City Hall Building.

10. Bus. OpportunA_

NOTICE

2. Notice

2. Notice

-freikli
Sliver
Paw.
Shop
_

Lady for general restaursant,
work, part time,. Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. Call
Cypress Springs Resort,
436-5496 for appointment.

Handyman will do the odd
jobs you have been putting
off. Call 753-3058 or 7624352 after 5 pm.
Will break ..and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751,

any and all bids and b. waive any nfri.iaIities therein

I-

6. Help Wanted

Olympic Plaza

PAWN - MIT SELL - TRADE
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
753-7113

Repossessed • 1976
Volvo Station Wagon.
Accepting bids. 7535573.

Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.

Saddles, English A
Western Soles Repairs - Custom
Work - Teats and Boat
Corers made.
TAYLOR
LEATHER CO.
116 S. 6t6 kloyfiold
1-247-3934

SHOE
BIZZ /R.
Children's Shoes
Bet-Apr
Shopping (enter

Moving? Spring cleaning?
Have items you don't want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn. We will pickup, sell,
and mail you a check. Call
436-5353.

t

BEDDING
PLANTS

6 for 904
Flowers
vegetables.,
NEW CONCORD
GROCERY
New Concord, By:
436-5353

3. Card of Thanks

We wish to express our
thanks to the friends,
relatives, and neighbors for
food, flowers, cards, and
, prayers. A special thanks to
Rev. James Garrett and Rev.
Charles Westfall, and james
Fulton; the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
church choir.
May God •bless each and
everyone of you
The family of
Filbeck Triplette.

Debbie

S. Lost & Found
Found near Stella, 2 bird
dogs, Pointers. R.B.
Morgan, 489-2352.

6. Help Wanted
Deli worker needed. Experience preferred. Apply in
person Owen's Food
Market. No phone calls
please.
Help Wanted: Reliable person with a small van, .or
pickup to make air freight
deliveries for Sunbird
Airlines. 489-2199.
Help wanted, days and
nights. Apply in person at
McDonalds. No phone calls
please.

NEED A JOB? Qualifications

Bill's Fish
Market
CATFISH
Miele .h.$1.70
Steaks...
Boneless .lb. $1.00
BUFFALO
Whole
lb SO'
Cat Up
lb 90'
607 S. 411

753-9381

We
do
repair.

camera

Carter Studio
3.04 Ma,

753 8298

K & N Fish Market, 94 East,
Industrial Road, Murray,
KY. Fresh Kentucky Lake
Catfish, wholesale and
retail. Hours 2 to 6 daily.
474-2701.

Vorma's
Wester
stir.
Olympic Plaza

Leather Vests
new $49.95
Reg. 1100.00
'pow 11 am.to p.m.
753-7113

16-21 years of age. No H.S.
.diploma or G.E.D.
Unemployed. A school dropout for at 'least 9 months.
Call Dan Walker, -Job Coordinator, Nikki Blanchard,
Counselor, 753-9378 or
753-3033. Calloway. County
YETP Program.

DIRECTOR OF
NURSING
Challenging positW
for RN with demonstrative supervisory
ability. Please forward mime to
Park View
Convalescense
544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, Ky. 42001

Log Homes, Factory Direct,
Dealership Available, Investment
Required,
Unlimited Income PotentiaL Call Mr Stacey 1-_811(1:_
438-9528.
Snap-on Tools Corporation
has a dealership available.
If you can meet our
qualifications, you may be
awarded a territory in the
Murray-Mayfield area. There
is no charge for a dealership, but it is necessary to
maintain an inventory. This
is your chance to become
an independent business
man and have the advantage of a strong proven
sales program behind you.
Interested parties should
already be in the $25,000$35,000 income bracket
with qualified sales experience. For further information contact: Dean
Driver, 611 Idlewood Drive,
Clarksville, TN 37040.(615)
647-9292.
Western Auto has an excellent opportunity for a
store in Fulton, KY. Prime
location, nominal investment with partial financing
available from Western
Auto. Full details available
from Froyd Hanna at 618993-5392.

11. Instructions
• Guitar lessons in my home.
Have references. 753-3686
from 9AM to 3:30PM,
Monday-Friday.
If your name is Mr. John
Hyneman of Shady Oaks
Trailer Court, Murray, KY,
you are a winner of a free
classified ad! Call 7531916 today!
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13. For Sale or Trade
You are a winner Mr. Ben
Nix of Rt.2, Murray, KY!
Call in today for a free
classified ad, 753-1916.

dGard
iffe

14. Want To Buy

$39.!

Ford 6 cylinder, 250 motor.
Call 474-2737 ask for Smitty.
Used swing set in goof' condition, for 3 year old, 7538076.
Want to buy: Used card
table. tall 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm.

15. Articles For Sale
For sale: Craig indash AMFM 8-track; 2 -Craig 6x9
flush mount speakers; a
Realistic 40 watt power
booster; Sharp 23 channel
mobile C.B. with slide
mount, coax, and bumper
mount antenna; Coloeco
head to head baseball
tame. All in excellent condition. Call 753-0398 after
2 pm.
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PUBLIC NOTICE *.
Pursuant to Section 1.580 of the Federcli Communications Commission Rules and Regulations,
notice is hereby given that on March 23, 1981. on
application was filed on FCC Form 346, with the
FCC, Washington, D.C., requelting a construction
permit to build a new Television Translator Station
with low Power Origination Features on Channel 13
in Murray, Kentucky.
•
Transmitter-is to be located at 36 degrees 55'18"
M- 88 degrees 05'50" W. The applicant is Michael
R. Freeland, d/b/o Carroll Broadcasting Corporation, who lives at 421 Paris Avenue, McKenzie, Tennessee, 38201. A copy of the application is
available at the city Administration Building for

Public Inspection during normal business hours:

Application was prepared by Edward M. Johnson &
Assoc., Inc., of Knoxville, Tennessee.
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X Houses For Rent 43. Real Estate
43. Real-Es-fate
52.Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered
47. Motorcyttes
For
3
rent bedroom house,
For sale: Easter rabbit. Call
Assume monthly payment
commercial office
weecesarectod,
Kawasaki 175, -on and off' Crownime 14 pleasike Hutching Sales Route 5
1 bath, large great room, For sale
only factory
femme fres, 2 bedroom
four private
with
on a new Magnavox tv.. lice size
building
753-3723, Paul Bailey, Utthe
road, less than 250 boat, 65 hp Mercury motor Box 2221 The
per
$250
kitchen,
for Filter
dealer
authorized
home
1
/
1
oa
2
of
saes
Med
489-2602.
large reception
paying only $7.96 down.
terback Road.
miles, $425. Kawasaki 80,
month, Panorama Shores. offices,
service in
and
with over 400 ft. of higisales
Queen
I
the
in
V.,
&
Music
Leach's
room,
conference
room,
on
ott
and
the
road, 225. 53. Services Offered
RN sale: Leather coat. size
way instep. 94 Test.
13-6068
shopping- 1-924-5421 or 1-924-5307
Jim-Adams
toiage room, one and a
753-9521
12; Queen size box springs
Roamed to $13,500.
nthigishtsar4e346-2D3a6ys7
bath,
Three
2
bedroom,
IN.
Pans.
center.
good
baths,
f
h
garage,
and
Copy
and mattress. 759-4145.
Suzuki 185 street bike,
den, Venlig room, kitchen
Handyman will do the odd
bon, zoned for business
Restoration by
T'hree bedroom home its
start, luggage rack,
electric
Galvanized clothes line
dining combination. fenced (62). Ken Shores Estates,
jobs you have been putting
2saes wiSis imolai hest
/
11
Rents
Home
Mob.
Studio
sissy
28.
bars,
Carter
1500
miles,
posts. . 2"x84", holds 7
backyard with tall hedge for 1111 Sycamore. 753-7531
oft Call 753-3058 or 762
soil air Misted NW of
$550. Call Steve 161-2918
7 5 3 8 29 8
lines, $16.99 a pair. Wallin
i 04 Nom
and
patio
concrete
privacy,
Merrily. Also Wielded is•2
after 5 pm
4352
or
753-0101.
For rent- 2 bedroom trailer,
weekdays.
Hardware, Paris.
air shop wired for comgrill.
Excellent
12x60, furnished, clean,
K 1 K Stump Removal. Do
Hey! Hey! Want a garden
pressor. lasalasad se TVA
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
Like new, Craig AM -FM
near Murray. No pets. Call neighborhood, on quiet and a place for a horse? We
you need stumps removed
Steelier*. Priced to sell st
in
1S-250,
Suzuki
1974
year
One
street
M.S.U.
near
Of vinyl siding and trim
SAVE
stereo, 8-track, turn table,
have it! A 11
2 tract with 3
/
from
your yard Of land.
489-2118.
$25,500.
753good
shape. $275.
lease required, $400 per
Aluminum trim for brick cleared of stumps" We can
and speakers. $125. Also a
Save /
15 of new pike
barn
home,
brick
bedroom
8428
Furnished 1 bedroom apart- month. Available June 1,
houses Jack Glover, 753- remove stumps up to 24'
Craig AM-FM stereo,- 8on this repossessed
ment. close to M.S.U. 1981. Call 753-5805 after with 8 stalls and fenced
track, turn table, and
1979 Suzuki GS-550, 5600 1873'
piano. Less than 1
below the ground. leaving
additional
An
pasture.
Private. Coleman Real 5.30 PM.
Aterrey-Collowey
speakers, $50. Also a small
miles, excellent condition, Aluminum Service Co
only
year old. Take up
sawdust and chips is
VA
feature
assumable
Estate.
753-9898'.
Coonty Novelty
coffee table. $10. Call 753plexiglass fairing, travel aluminum and vinyl siding Call for free estimate. Bob
- Farms For Rent
15.
loan with small equity and
onthly payments.
(502)7534146
8465.
trunk and adiustable back custom
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
work
trim
10 Acres near Blood River low interest rate. Let us
753-7575
I 2x60 trailer for rent. See
304N. 12th St
rest. Cal after 5 pm. 753- References Call Will Ed Kemp: Jr 435-4319
investgreat
a
you
show
Moving sale! Refrigerator,
Nierrey, Ky. 42071
Brandon Dill at DIN Trailer lake, has access to public
9567
2
/
Bailey. 753-0689
small deep freeze, 11
Licensed electrician and
Court, located Murray Drive- road and water. 436-2427. ment. You'll be glad you
Anion Gomm -434 1430
Priced
did.
in.the
Of,
$40's.
horse Sears boat motor. usYamaha
5725
XS-1100
1979
DSOS
0,100104
.installation heating in. .
gas
In entrance.
ancrparkAsphalt
driveways
rent.
for
15 Acres farm land
Louise Mug - 7S324
fered by CENTURY 21 Loreted tires and other sma(1, PIANO. Excellent Spinet special. Low mileage, must ing lots sealed by Sears For stallatton and repairs Call
SineT111114041- 753-3043
Call
Cornet.
Cherry
to
Close
bedroom
Two
mobile
home.
ta Jobs, Realtors, 753items. 753-8780 or can be Console. May be seen localsell. Call before 6 pm, 492- free estimates call 753- 753-7203.
Terry 1640404k4r, Aactioraw
2miles 753-6564.
/
7534314
1492.
seen at 641 South, Midway, ly. Party with good credit _fully furnished, 21
8507
-2310
ley A. 11••••Alle•Or
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
can make payments at big from town. Coleman Real 37. Livestock-Supplies
David Boyd's Used Cars
48. Auto. Services
Estate. 753-9898.
Bob's Home Improvement Commercial and residen306 No. 137savings.
-Write
immediately.
Oregan chain saw chains,
45 Holstein heifers, approx_, 51 Acres. Good older home on
BEFORE you buy your next Service. Remodeling. pain- tial Also patching sealing,
Midwest Piano Co., 1713 E Two bedroom furnished
3/8" pitch for 16" bar,
•property offers 7 rooms with 1
imately 350 lbs. Call 5er
Purlieus 4 Thome] set of
tires, CHECK our ting, cement work, general and striping. For estimates
Sunshine,
Springfield.
trailer. $130 per month... 856-3837.
plus baths. Has den, utility
$7.99; for 20" bar, $8.99.
Insurnace &
home mamtenenace and in- call 753-1537
c si Economy Tire & Serroom, carport. Electric wood
Missouri
65804.
Call
deposit
753-5750
$50
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
good inReal Estate
spections. Free estimates
vice, 753-8500
Mr. Max Underwood of Rt. heat, hardwood flows,well
and
fireplace,
AI'S Super Shell
SmotbsIde Court Sq.
753-4501.
Riding lawn mower, 5 ho,
8, Murray, KY is a winner of sulation,
pump.Stock barn is here and shisk you could play
49. Used Cars
153South 4th Street
Call
ad!
manual start, good condi- the organ? But have
Kentucky
classified
the
on
free
TVA
Worm,
borders
Land
ed.
30. Business Rental
Carpenter Service New
Murray
Kentucky Lake for about 1550 ft.
•
.
tion, $125. Can be seen at
today!
1916
753-4451
remodeling.
homes,
furWe'll
would make excellent
Auto
Complete
good
Colt,
ISodge
74
1504 Canterbury Drive, no organ?
cabinets, decks, anything
Rabbits for sale. Call 492- homesites I, also had long road
Mull
I
nish the organ in your
with
tube
Free
Repair.
escp.
IN
COME
condition,
THINGS
BEST
753-9217.
THE
by
frontage. Nice lawn shade;
with ',stood. quality work.
8205.
Worohooso
home at no charge you
large oak trees, excellent place SMALL PACKAGES. Small
and filter ehange.
oil
gas
good
clean,
Phone 753-0565.
Snapper mower blades
pay only for the
alue!! In town, 2_
753-7896.
Storage Space I REE MAR ARABIANS, or a garden. On school bus
mileage26", 28", 30" or 33",
Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
fore.
Purebreds
South
$18,500.
lessons.
,
767-4441.
isrlr:!FCrlerins.
Sale!
ce
Quick
Roof
For
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardfor your furniture needs_ Need work on your trees'
and started. 753-6126 or
CLAYTONS
of town, remodeled, .2
STROUT REALTY
ware, Paris.
753-4758
from thousands of Topping, pruning, shaping
Choose
Visitors
753-6100.
bedroom, $21.300. East of
753-7575
Joe L. Kennon Broker
Typewriters for sale IBM
welcome.
1912 Coldwater Rd.
town, 3 bedroom with 1969 Buick Skylark. ex- durable scotchguard cloths complete removal and
Arlylinle
Executive Model D; Royal
acreage, $17.100. Near cellent condition. Call 436- and naughyde vinyl. Behind more. Call BOYER'S TREE
Registered horse. Racking, 753-0186
Miscellaneous
24.
SelecSERVICE for professional
Dairy Queen. 153-8085.
5000 Selectrix, IBM
lake, 3 bedroom with 1 2289 after 5 pm.
2 year old, broke, black.
tree_care.
home..
a
lifetime
irLa
Once
trix Corrector. Lile Real Aluminum Martin house*
acre 411500_ Look,..them. 1970Rental space for retail
lkytark,- -make -COLDWATER -- LAWN- - &-The
ilini
comes
likellus
S a .e, iffOra747422-71-7-. Lynn Grove Market, 2135to
time
the
Now's
over.
SHOP. Professional painting
GARDEN
store in Dixieland
Registered saddlebred colt, grounds of_this- stately two buy! Call Spann Realty good work car, will sell
4111
paperhanging, paneling
Roto-tillers.
Lawnmowers,
after
Phone
5:30
cheaP.
16. Home Furnishings
Shopping Center on
11 months old, chestnut story solid brick home gives Associates, 753-7724.
Commercial or residential
saws,
expertly
chain
753-0014.
pm
nylon
and
21
Brownell
No.
next
t
Sire(
Chestnut
Commodes, white A-grade.
753-9521
.the illusin of a private
repaired
Pickup and 20 year experience Free
to Murray State
$43.99. Wallin Hardware, 24, $3.29 lb.; No. 9. $3.98
1976 Chevrolet, high delivery available 489- estimates' 759-1981.
"estate" within the city
registered
old
year
Two
McMahon
Berkley
lb.;
Paris.
University. Call 753mileage, extra clean, power 2853, 8 AM to 5 PM
black Angus bull. Also one limits. From the entry hill,
Professional painting, in-'
swivels, $2.45 per 100;
steering, brakes, windows,
3018.
4-row Ford planter. Call to your right is a warm
For sale: Used furniture. Mustad hooks 1/10,
tenor and exterior. 14 years
WEST
locks. $2000. Can be seen
spacious living room with
489-2104,"
2 odds and ends. Phone 753- $11.50 per 1000. East Y
"
experience. Free estimates
Sycamore.
1510
at
left
is a
fireplace, to your
KENTUCKY
3029.
Grocery, 753-8786.
38. Pets-Supplies
Call 489-2139 after 2
charming library with floor
ASPHALT
1966 Chevrolet Malibu
Rattan couch, chair, table, Congradulations! Mr. Danny 31. Want To Rent
and
Coating
AKC registered Poodle pup- to ceiling bookcases, to the
• Sharpen hand saws and
runs good, good gas
table lamp. floor lamp, arm Toad of 504 N 6th St., Murseal ng
pies for sale, very small, rear is the formal dining
skill saws. Call 753-4656
ANOTHER NEW
mileage, $250 Call 436chair, and ottoman. Call ray your name has been Want to rent pasture for reasonable. Call 492-8974. room and compact kitchen
753 8163
LISTING
2547
Will haul driveway white
753-1928.
drawn as one. 'of our cattle Call 437-4573 after AKC German Shepherd pup- with storage in every cor3
Attractive
c-kbloc7.771and
Concrete
and Ag time, also have
rock
1973 Ford LTD. 4-door.
floor,
4 pm
bedroom, 2 bath
Basements.. any type of brown or white
work.
19. Farm Equipment Classified Ad winners!
pies, 28 champions, 5 ner. On the second
753Call
condition.
good
discover three
home approximately
driveways, storm cellars. pea gravel. Also do backhoe
For sale: 1970 Case 870 Expert front end alignment.
generations. Regiftered you will
3710 after 6 pm.
bedrooms with
bright
airy
porches. 20 years ex- work Call Roger Hodson
one year old. Located
32.
For
Apts.
Rent
and
Serweights,
&
with duals
American Eskimo Spitz
$15. Economy Tire
the master bedroom having
1967 Nova, 2-door, hard- perience. 753-5416.
in small subdivision
puppies. 502-554-2153.
753-4545 or/53-6763
$6000; 1969 John Deere vice. Call for appointment.
it's own fireplace. This
top, acetylene cutting and
Apartments for rent, near
between
halfway
95G with floating cutterbar 753-8500.
portable
Spencer's
Dale
for
classes
Dog obedience
charm of
welding outfit with extra
and
Murray
and 28L tires, $6000; 1969 Four heavy duty life time downtown Murray. 753- AKC competition or more home has thecomforts of
sand blasting and- painting
the
yesterday,
153-1841.
tanks.
4109.
old
year
Ford F-600 truck, 2
in
Offered
:pert car and home
Mayfield.
st
Call 753-6626 or 753-5198 I
Boarding
comobediant pet.
shocks, installed, $49
today and the conveniences
hoist and bed, new motor, plete. Where? Economy Tire For, rent: 2 bedroom covered runs. 436-2858.
wagon. 5Toyota
1978
with
$40's
mid
the
ereo repair.
of tomorrow.. Won't you
DEPENDABLE LAWN MOW$4500; 11' Shultz chisel & Service, 753-8500.
753-6379.
Call
speed.
loan.
assumable
WORLD Of SOUND
townhouse apartment,
Free
come and let us _give you
References
ING
plow, high clearance, extra
Phone 753-1222, Koprefrigerator, Ducklings and parakeets. your private tour today? Call
range,
carpet,222 S. 12th St
753at
Mike
Call
estimates
heavy, 2 years old, $1400: For sale: 100 amp service disposer, dishwasher, Paradise Kennels. 753for
Realty
perud
753-5865
759-1492. Offered by CEN1979 Olds Delta
8877
John blue anhydrous ap- pole. 437-4418.
washer-dryer hookup, cen- 4106.
Real Service in Real
Jobs,
Loretta
21
TURY
Coupe.
88, Royal
-plicator. 9 'shank. 21', Lawn mower batteries, 12 tral heat and air. Call 753- 4L-Public Sale
Experienced carpenter.
Estate!
Realtors.
Power and air.
hydraulic fold, 1 year old, volt, 24 month guarantee. 7559 or 753-7550.
and additions. Warning! Dont read this
remodeling
APARTMENT
-UNIT
4
Garage sale, 1531 London
local.
owner,
One
other unless you're in need of
BUILDING
BWA
14'
Deere
John
consider
$3500;
Will
$21.99. Wallin Hardware,
Swing
AM.
7
Friday,
Drive,
furnished
room
3
rent:
For
Business
for
sole,
work roofing, carpentry. or elec."
Good rate of return
disk, $500; International 6- Paris.
miscellaneous
• $5,350.00.
trical work. New or repair.
apartment, carpet, garbage set, training bicycle,
good
grossin
759-4815
Call
6" semi-mounted plow,
References
on
story,
this 2
4 unit
•
PURDOM
and teens clothes.
children
Red
fishing"
goclosets.
All guaranteed. Call Joe.
"Let's
of
lots
disposal,
business. Owners out
$2500. Call 153-4003.
rental property.
FLOOR SANDING. Staining 753-9226 for free estimate.
worms. Nite crawlers, fresh Can be seen at Owen Food Yard sale the 15th, 16th,
OLDSMOBILE
side
interest
is
reaso
Priced in the $50's.
Fast farm tire service. from bed to box. Free gift. Market, 1401 W Main.
and finishing. Call 3542 miles north
/
and '17th, - 21
Wet basement' We make
for selling. Ladies Ap
PONTIAC
Assumable loan and
Economy Tire , & Service. Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6, Box
6121.
wet basements dry. work
Garage apartment. 2 of Almo Heights on old 641,
parol,
CADILLAC
good
owner
financing
location.
Call 753-8500.
325 (Irvan Cobb Road), bedroom, wall to wall from 9am-5pm.
Fence sales at Sears now completely guarenteed Call
753-5315
availa.bAe,
Shroat.
For sale: One small 2-wheel Murray, KY 42071. Phone carpet, water furnished,
Call Sears, 753-2310 for or write Morgan Con43. Real Estate
reasonable terms.
trailer and one lawn roller. 436-5894.
free estimate for your struction Co.. Route 2. Box
Waldrop
yard mowed, garden
Phone 753-1222, Kop50. Used Trucks Ideal size for small garden Oregan bars for Homelite: privilages. 753-5733.
needs
409A, Paducah, KY 42001.
4 Bedroom, 2 both,
perud Realty.
Estate
Real
tractor. Call 153-4502.
or call day or night, 1-442Poulan; or Echo chain saws,
4-wheel
SE,
Dodge
1978
airplumbing.,
For
brick veneer, close to
New 2 bedroom duplex, all
drive, maroon and red low conditioning. painting, roof- 7026.
Lots
44.
Sale
For
1973 8600 Ford, 830 16". $16.99; 20", $19.99. kitchen appliances, outside
town with a separpte
mileage, loaded 489-2644
ing, and carpentry. Call' Will do lawn mower, garden
hours 16½' disc, five 16" Wallin Hardware, Paris.
storage, - - references,
24 x 30 garage THE PRICE WILL NEVER BE Must sell! 1 large wooded
153-9822:
P1o\er502-424-5237 after Purple Martin houses. 6 deposit. No pets. 753-0814.
tiller and chain-saw repair
4Deluxe,
F-150
Ford
LOWER for lake front pro- lake lot in Blood River Sub- 1978
workshop on a 9/1
9 pm or before? am.
Quality work, pickup and
motor,
351
drive,
wheel
Sears
room, $24.99; 12 room, One bedroom furnished
Sears.
and
by
bus
will
school
Owner
Guttering
on
finance
division,
perty.
cre lot. Coleman
rails, sliding window, super continous gutters installed delivery available Call 753running
mail
has
11%.
route,
just
at
tract
acre
28
Garden plows with wood $36.99; 18 room. $49.99; apartment, one block from
eal Estate, 753Build your own private water. Can finance, 10% tuner Pioneer stereo, per your specifications Call 4162 of 753-9952 anytime.
handles, double pointed 24 room, $59.99. Wallin M.S.U., couples only, no
898.
,
Paris.
28,000 miles, $4100. Call Sears 753-2310 for free YATES ROOFING. Shingle
Hardware,
in this beautiful down. Call 436-2427.
retreat
shovel, mouldboard, and 5water
and
heat
pets, gas
753-0195 after 4 pm.
-MS
753
advantake
or
setting
lake
estimate.
prongffultiva4ori,
roofs, new or re-roofing; old
AUNTS. Garden, bedding, furnished. Available April
46. Homes For Sale
tage of -an excellent investWllin Hardware, Paris.
roof removed, replaced. or
base
wheel
short
GMC
1978
houseplants, fruit trees and 1st. $150. Gall 753-1203.
•
repair.
home
General
1.4
ment. Priced to sell quick- By owner: 3 bedroom brick, pickup. 6 cylinder, straight
Garden seeder, plants 21 shrubs. Open 830-2100,
repaired, hot asphalt built
work.
Concrete
Carpentry,
furnished
ly. Ask for Wendy at Spann 2 baths, lots of storage, shift, topper, AM-FM plumbing, roofing, siding, up roofs: metal roofs
different 'vegetable seeds, mornings, 5-7 PM evenings, One bedroom • newly
& PROPERTY MAN
apartment,
air,
Realty Associates, 753- central heat and
painted, root coatings: and
$39.99. Wallin Hardware, Monday through Friday. 8-5
cassette stereo, good gas
redecorated, private en'carpeted, 1721 Keenland. mileage. $3300. Phone window and door in- roll roofing. All types roof
7724.
Paris.
Saturday. Sunny Acres trance, near University. Call
estimates.
Free
stallation.
Call 753-4965 for appoint- 901-247-5439
No job too small. Call 474- repair. References furnishTillers, 5 hp, chain drive. Nursery, 901 Johnny 753-7418 after 3 pm.
ment.
ed. 18 years experience, all
753-3619
road.
Robertson
2359 or 474-2276.
Briggs & Stratton engines.
51.
Campers
bedroom furnished
One
brick
Remodeled
owner
work guaranteed. Call "The
By
'Marine,
Sport
Murray
and
Hardware,
Wallin
$239.99.
apartment, central heat
home near University. Of- 1966 Starcraft pop-up Heating, refrigeration. and Professionals'', 753-4596
718 South 4th. 753-7400.
Paris.
Bob's
and air, low utilities, near
feted in- low $30's. For ap- camper, sleeps 8, has stove, electrical repair.
or 901-6424158 collect_
SerVice.
BOYD-MAJOR
refrigerator, and sink. Call Refrigeration
Wheelbarrows. $19.99: VW engine and trans axle, University, $120 per moilh.
pointment, 753-3942.
Free Column
56.
$375.
condition,
good
or
498-8370
Hazel, KY,
,REAL ESTATE
alter 5 pm,474-8020.
$29.99; $42.99; and 69.99.
753-7114.
2
bedroom,
3
Owner:
By
436-5869.
Phone
Lockhart.
Bobby
753-7829.
753-8080
•
Free
appliances to anyone
Pans.
Wallin Hardware,
Two bedroom furnished
bath brick home. Wooded 1967 Stepup van converted
GOOD INVESTwill
who
pickup. Call 753'Professional Services
HOOFING
lot/garden area, attached .nto a camper. Will sell or
20. Sports Equipment 25. Business Services apartment, $150 and
MENT
0473.
The
With
Friendly
Touch"
Call
753-6206.
greenhouse, and deck. Well trade.
Ihrift4lp & Shimpliss
The Pistol People: Invest in HODGE'S TAX SERVICE. deposit. No pets. No
Three bedroom brick
Mr. Steven Grahagi-of 1316
Noforesimis. All with
insulated, central air, gas
a feeling of security, largest April 15th is almost here! children. 1319 Olive Blvd.
BETTER BUY!!
within walking
FOR
Duigiud Dr.. Murray, KY you
Fr••
1••d.
.
753stove.
wood
and
heat,
variety, lowest priced, no 759-1425.
Good location - closf
Two bedroom -aftrtment for
distance of the
es▪ timines.
are a winner!! Call 753SALE
1362 before 5 or 753-9866
registration or red tape in
oven, to
shopping.
rent.
Range,
This
University.
Coll 739-1149 or
TV-Radio
26.
1916 today tor a free
pm.
5
after
Kentucky. Country Boy
for
bed
Topper
short
refrigerator. dishwasher. Remodeled 11
2 story
/
could be g'ood
7
house
classified
ad'
perResponsible
Wanted:
Store, 9 miles west of
truck and 18,000 BTU
disposer, washer and dryer
For sale by owner 2
brick home with big
investment property
Hopkinsville junction KY son to take up small mon- hookup. air, carpet. No comfortable rooms bedroom brick duplex, cenair conditioner. Call
as a rental, or would
Now Taking Applications
164-HT Hours 8-5. Sunday thly payment on 25" color pets. 1 .year lease. $225 2 large bedrooms
tral heat and air, gas heat,
753-9331
young
a
for
ideal
be
t.v. Warranted. 753-7575.
12-5.(502)885-5914.
For
deposit required. $225 per
down, 2 bedrooms
couple's first home. stove, refrigerator, washer
NEN
month. Call 753-2622 or
and dryer hookup, near 52. Boats and Motors
up. Located in Hazel
Price just lowered
753-3865.
shopping and church. Low
on a 75 x 140 lot, nice
$3000 to $32,000.
19' Deacraft, 85 hp
753-8631.
$40's.
Two bedroom duplex, all
variety of fruit trees
KopPhone 753-1222,
motor, used
(Amide
appliances furnished. And
Moving out of state, must
and garden area.
perud Realty.
hours.
10
than
less
bath,
2
1 bedroom furnished apartbedroom,
sell:
3
at
Very affordable
THE OLD
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
HATCHER
ment. Call 753-2967 after 5 just $29,900. Take acbrick home. Large kitchen
COUNTRY STORE
SALES
AUTO
economical
pm.
built-ins,
with
tion - call today!!
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
Lots of good property
Also housthold, lawn,indoors
753-4961
central gas heat and air, atCOMMERCIAL
and lots of good
Two bedroom duplex. fully
handicapped units.
tached garage. redwood
"
and outdoors!
PROPERTY
memories go with
carpeted, close to M.S.U.,
subnicer
deck
In
back.
in
boat
Foot
bass
Crosby
15
air- Grocery story with
heat,
electric
this unusual listing.
to 1 p.m.
Apply Mon.• Fri. 11
division in 'Southwest with trailer, 50 hp Mercury
conditioned. Call 753-2792. all stock and equipTurn of the century
school district. $43,500. motor. May be seen at
The Village, 641 North
General Store with
Two bedroom apartment, ment (well establishProfessional Post Control
753-9259.
East.
Darnell
94
Marine,
all the old display
502-437-4151'
208 South 15th Days call ed business), 2 car
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath: log MARINE SERVICE. Evinrude
cases and many old
753-1953. nights call 489- clean up shop now
pluol H, ,
home on nice /coded lot in
Johnson - Mercury, OMC
rented, 2 second
furnishings included
2854
Oakwood Terrace Subdivi- Stem:hive and Metcruiser.
floor,3rm.apts. with •
in sale. Located in
appliances, gas'Olirie
33. Rooms for Rent
old Almo, property - siorf Low $40's. 611753- Murray Sport & Marine,
6855 or 753-6774
718 South 4th, 753-7400.
Located in
includes a full city
Rooms for boys, finnished,
Motorcycles
47,
busy
for
on
Ideal
town
block.
23 P s.s. prop for 150 outkitchen facilities' central
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Command,Center)
highway. An exrestaurant or any
board Mercury. Will trade
for
available
heat,
and
air
and
street
1972
125
Honda
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
Specializing in Senior Citizens
type retail business
summer and fall semester. cellent opportunity trail, blinkers, mirror and for 1910 21 s.s. prop. Call
home but Myer think abouftermites - they cause
present
its
901-479-3429.
details
including
for
today
Call
One block from campus,
horn. Excellent condition,
Open Hours
the most damage next to fire. Hove your home
use as a General
1626 Hamilton. Phone 753- and private inless than 5000 miles. '85 1978, 19' Youngblood totreated nowl 753-39'14, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Store, $394500. Phone
spection.
8512 or 436-5419.
plus mpg. New tires. 489- hull jet boat, 454 Chevrolet,
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY,
Realty,
Kopperud
pm.
3:30
after
2825
8-12753-3685
330 hp Berkly pump, extra
Rooms for rent, one block
Over 33 _years experience. Home owned and
the
all
for
753-1222
condition
excellent
sharp,
from University. Call 753350 Honda, in excellent
For Appointment
operated.
details.
435-4597
1812 or 753-6933.
condition. Call 753-7785.
15. Articles For Sale

20. Sports Equipment
Remington 243„scope and
case, $190. Kenmorerange:- $t25, washer and
dryer, $300. Call 753-6910
after 4-30.
22. Musical
New and used Baldwin
piano and organs. lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
Post Office, Paris. TN

26. N-Radio

-753

r

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

WaN
TERMITES

FOR DEPENDABLE

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, line:-

'fla OppOt ttIllit y

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-8080
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BEAUTIFICATION — (Above) An artist's drawing illustrates the downtown beautification program that was
presented to the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce last August. (Below, left) Lady Bird Johnson (left) met with sel,eral people this morning at the Murray Woman's,Clublicuse. She also planted a
dogwood tree in the yard. Elizabeth Thomason (middle), a member of the Delta Department of the Murray
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Woman's Club; and Mrs. Art Jewell, of the Poppy Shoppe which donated the tree to be planted, talked with
Mrs. Johnson.(Below, right) A walking tour of the downtown area, led by A.W. Simmons Jr., also was on
today's agenda.
Photos By Jennie Gordon
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On Tax,Spending Cuts
Rites Scheduled Woodrow Smith's Mrs. Grooms Dies
On Wednesday For Funeral Services At Hospital With
Mrs. Mamie Bogard Held Here Today Rites On Monday
Fu'neral services for Mrs.
Marie Bogard. South 15th
Street. Murray, will be held
Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock('oleman Funeral Home with
to Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
and the Rev. G. T.Moody of:ft-la:tug. J. W. and Toni
Jones will provide the music.
Pallbearers will be Royce
Darnell, David Majors, Dennis Sharpe. Mark Starks,
Turry Butler, and. DOug
Da% is. Burial will follow in
t he
Sinking
Spring
-emetery
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m. today. Tuesday
Mrs. Bogard, 76, died Monday at 5:45 a.m. at the
- ---7-vlorray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her ..husband,
Nomon Bogard, die-d.July 11,
•
Silk.; is survived by three
.-,i ,ns
Billy Max Darnell,
'Oomph's, Tenn., 'Gene
Bogard. Tampa, Fla., and
Pat Bogard, Murray; S X
.Jandchildren.

Mrs. Holt's Rites
Conducted Monday
rites for Mrs. Gertie
Holt. widow of Robert
Holt of Hazel, were held
Monday at 2 p.m. at the
haiwi ii the _Miller FUneraj
Ionic. Hazel. with the Rev.
.J.0 , Gardner officiating and
oneida White as
pianist.
Pallbearer were John
-atimer. rvin. Curtis', and
Hinton Craig, Winburn
•\iton, and Glen Kelso.
Burial a as in the Mt. Plearit I etiieterr in Henry
ount. . Tenn.
Mrs. Holt, 82, died Saturilay at the Life ('are Center
in Paducah She is survived.
by two sons, P. J. StubhIefield, Paducah', and D. C.
Stubblefield. Hazel Route 2;
:0 grandchildren: 14 great
grandchildren; one great
rat grandchild.

Mrs. Walter lElizabeth
Services for Taylor
Woodrow Smith of 1625 Coll Webb) Grooms, mother -of
lege Farm Road, Murray. Mrs. Wilma Burnett of
are being held. today at 1 Kirksey, died Friday,at 5:30
p.m. at the chapel of the p.m. at the Community
Blalock-Coleman Funeral HOspital, Mayfield.
Home with Ed Davis of- She was 78 years of age, a
resident of the Mayfield Perficiating.
Pallbears are Willie sonal Care Home, and a
Smith, Tommy Hamlin, former employee of the AnClyde Hill, John Richard dover.Plant, May field.
Hendon, Earl Byerly, Larry Survivors include her husSuiter, Neil Osburn, and Bill band, Walter; three
Osburn. Burial will follow in daughters — Mrs. Burnett,
Memorial Kirksey, and Mrs. Mary H.
the Murray
Rogers and Mrs. Linda
Gardens.
Mr. Smith died March 24. Glover, Mayfield; one sister,
His body was found Saturday Mrs. Grace Key, Wall Lake,
morning in Kentucky Lake Mich.: 26 grandchildren; six
great grandchildren.
near Kenlake State Park.
He is survived by his wife, The funeral was held MonMrs. Billie Mathis Smith; day at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
mother, Mrs. Ada Smith, the Roberts Funeral Home.
Murray: three stepsons — Mayfield, with the Rev.
Bill Osburn, Murray. Gene Wallace. Smith officiating.
Osburn, Columbia, S. C., and Burial was in the Maplewood
Neil Osburn, Michigan; one Cemetery there.
sister, Mrs. Howard Jewell,
Murray Route 8: six grandChildren.

Officials Sing No Compromises

Funeral Is Today "
By DAVID ESPO
At Local Chapel
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — From
For Mrs. Carson
President Reagan on down, officials

The funeral for Mrs. Bobby i Shirleyt Carson of Route
2, Buchanan, Tenn., will be
held today at 3•3013.m. at the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Daniel Tucker officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will
be Phillip Williams, Harold
Allen, Jerry Fuchs, Bob
Seward, William EdVidrds,
and Wallace Johnson. Burial
will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Carson, 55, died Sunday at 8 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
, She is survived by her husband. Bobby Carson;
mother-in-law, Mrs. Edith
Carson, Murray; one
daughter, Mrs. Jerry Bolf,
Estacada, . Oregon; three
sons — Mike Alvarez,
Portland, Oregon,and David
and Joe Alvarez, Beaverton,
Oregon; two grandchildren.

Youth Employment Underway

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Rogers
The funeral services for
Mrs. Eugene Emma Lee )
Rogers'of Murray ,Route 7,
I.ynn Grove community,
were held today at 11 a.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Julian Warren officiating and music by Judy,
Janey,and Fay Nell Kelso.
Pallbearers were James
Fain, Mike Rogers, Carroll
M. Rogers, Roger Burt, Coldie Caldwell, and Donald
Crawford. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Rogers, 63, died Sunday at 8:10 a.m. at her home.
She is survived by her hus7
band, Eugene Rogers; one
daughter, Mrs. Ed Bach,
Paducah; one son, Max
Rogers, Mayfield Route 7;
three grandchildren — Eric
and Emily Bach and Mrs.
Roy Dye; uncle, Luck Burt,
Murray Route 7.

Farmers Buy Cryts Soybean Interesis.
SIKF:STON, Mo. 1AP) — "equity" in about 100
'in a show of solidarity and bushels of soybeans to raise
support for a beleaguered -,wouey toelaot spring crops
said he expected sales to
colleague, Midwest farmers
•
have begun buying interests pick up today..
"This is one of the most unin 31.000 bushels of soybeans
that sixth-generation farmer just things I've ever been inWayne Cryts had stored in volved in," said the stocky,
the bankrupt Ristine Grab'. 36-year-old farmer. "If we
don't do something, we're
Elevator.
going to lose everything my
By late Monday, Cryts had Mom and Dad and my whole
sold what he called his family has worked for."

It is once again time for
the Summer Youth Employment Program to get underway. The program is designed to provide eligible youth
useful, meaningful, structured, well supervised onthe-job training that will provide income to participants
who, without assistance,

What prompted Reagan, Bush and
Regan to speak out was a statement
Sunday by Rep. James Jones, DOkla., chairman of the House Budget
Committee. Jones said administration officials appeared willing to drop

Lady Bird•

••
- I Continued From Page I)

ed into a traditional configuration of
fishtail scrolls, twists and circles. The
entire 13-foot sign is capped with a
large brass ball.
In the court square renovation proposal, a separate sign of this design
will.be made to hang curbside of each
court square merchant. It will display
the name of the store, its address, and
a symbol representing the goods for
purchase.
Mrs. Johnson is in the second day of
her Kentucky visit. Monday she
toured the Headley-Whitley Museum
with Kentucky's first lady, Phyllis
George Brown, and the two had lunch
at the Brown's mansion, Cave Hill.
Mrs. Johnson said she was not worried about traveling when asked by
reporters if she was concerned about
her safety after the attempt on President Reagan's life. "I see smiles and
goodwill everywhere I go,"she said.
Mrs. Johnson, who served as first
lady from Nov. 22, 1963, through Jan.
20, 1969, termed the assassination attempt a "dirty thing" and said she felt
"great anger arid"revulsion that this
could happen in our country.
,"I feel sympathy and concern for

would not be able to attend
or return to school.
Eligibility requirements
for enrollment are: 16-21
years of age and economically disadvantaged. Handicapped youth who can effectively participant are eligible:
Participants will be placed
with Public and Private NonProfit Agencies in accordance with the participant's
interest and the availability
jobs. A tentative starting
time is June 1, 1981.
Applications must be completed before May 1, 1981,
and are available at your
school or at the Department
for Human Resources,
The Goshen - United a.m. with the pastor, the
Bureau for Manpower Services office, 203 South 6th Methodist Church will have Rev. Julian Warren as
pre-Easter worship services speaker. He will be assisted
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
April 15-17 at 7:30 p.m. with by Dan Wood, layman of the
a visiting speaker for each week.
There will be special
Prices if stocks of focal interest at 11 night.
.1 ni local time today,furnished by First
Wednesday, April 15, the music for each of these serof Michigan Corp , of Murray
speaker will be Joe Green, vices.
. -3.60
Industrial Average .
Everyone is invited to atlay member of Church
Air Products
435.-31
Methodist tend, a church spokesman
American Motors
inc Grove United
Ashland
Church, Benton. This will be said.
Amen( an Telephone
55'..+15
.
Chrysler
614-4 youth night with the youth
Ford Motor.
, 2131-,4 members of the church in
I.Federal-State Market News Service..
GAY ..........
charge.
• April 14, 1511
General Dynamic ....
Speaker for • Thursday, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
General Motors
General Tire— zitai7 Apc1146, will _be_.Ree,_ "
Re
Jr
!
eAct
iudes
. 6 iring Statwns _
251 at. 830 Barrows &
Goodrich
25,.- 4
Gilts
fully
.25
lower Sows uneven
Charles
Morris,
pastor of
Goodyear
11Ps+
under 500 lbs. .5041.00 lower over 500
Gulf Oil
33./-14 Christ United
Methodist Ibir steady tO $1.00 higher
Heublein
US 1-2210-240 lbs.
639.00-39.50
Church, Mayfield.
59-14-11.
IBM
US 2210-250 lbs
0.75-39.25
On
Friday,
April
17,
the US 2-3 240-200 lbs
Jero
24b. 24'aa
ic
637.75-38.75
Kmart
n4-78 speaker will be Chester US 2-4 250-270 lbs.
Kuhn's Big K
SW*
314-141
•
Pennwalt
831.00-33.00
34-12 Reeder, lay member of OS 1-2 270-350 Ws
$32.00-34.00
Quaker Oats
33,7+% Goshen U.. M.Church, who is US 1-3300.430 lbs.
US
1-3406400
lbs.
134.0047.00
Texaco
35'1+1
. now
living in Dalton,Ga.
US 1-3560430 lbs.
137.00-30.50
U.S. Tobacco
36'1 unc
son*
39.50
Easter
Sunday, April 19,
17astr, Inta
Wendy's
r. 431.00-32.00
US 24310-509 lbs.
14.110 worship services will be at 11 Bears 211.011-30.00
C.E.F. Fund

Strike Forces NBC
To Suspend 'Tonight'of
Show Production
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — In
a move that TV and movie
script writers proclaimed a
victory for their four-day
strike, NBC has suspended
production on "The Tonight
Show" and said it will show
reruns indefinitely.
"If Johnny Carson has
taken 'this stand, it
represents a great tribute by
one of our top performers to
the value of writers in this industry," Writers Guild
Melville
President
Shavelson said Monday.:
But it remained unclear
whether the suspension
resulted-frem Carson's support of the striking writers.
Neither Carson's publicist
nor the show's producer
returned telephone calls
Monday night.
NBC spokesman Carol
Fleischer announced the
suspension, but would not
elaborate on the reasons for
it.

are singing a chorus of "no compromises with Congress" on elements
of the administration's program of
tax and spending cuts.
.
But at the same time, the president's spokesman is taking care to
avoid saying the president will never
make a deal with the House and
Senate on his economic package.
"I am convinced the American people strongly support my program and
do not want it watered down," a
.recuperating president was quoted as
telling his closest aides at the White
House on Monday.
One day after a key House member
said middle-level officials were indicating unofficially they were willing
to make a deal for a one-year tax cut
instead of a three-year plan, Reagan's
spokesman volunteered the word that
president said he "had authorized no
one in his administration to offer
..
legislative compromise."
But asked if that meant the president would never compromise on his,
program,. deputy White House press
secretary Larry ,Speakes told
reporters: "Well, I never say never
from this podium,I hope."
And congressional aides said the administration's firm rejection of a
compromise was predictable, at least
until they can gauge their support in
preliminary votes.
But for now, Reagan's own comments set the tone.
Vice President George Bush, appearing' before a group of trade
association executives at the White
House, said, "The president is not
about to feel that we need to compromise."
"I don't know who's putting out that
there's a compromise irt the wind. But
I haven't heard it here and it's much
more important that the person
upstairs hasn't heard it," he added,

Reagan's multiyear plan for a oneyear tax cut and a congressional
pledge to consider tax cuts in 1982 and
again in 1983 if federal spending were
under control.
Jones conceded he lad no "official
statements" to that effect.
But official reaction came swiftly at
the White House, where Speakes said
talk of compromise "does not come
from the president of the United
States, who is the head of the administration."
' Jones, however, insisted later Monday that some "sub-Cabinet officials"
met with him last Friday to discuss
the tax bill and "clearly indicated to
me they were flexible."

standing a few floors beneath the living quarters where Reagan is
recovering from a gunshot wound suffered in an assassination attempt
March 30.
Treasury Secretary Donald T.
Regan, meanwhile, declared that a
one-year tax cut is "totally inadequate" and vowed the administration
"will continue to press for the president's proposal."

Prokaster Services Slated At Church

the president and his family," Mrs.
Johnson said. "Somehow or another,
we've got to get.a rein on this," she
continued.
When asked how she thought her
husband would feel about today's landing of the space shuttle, Mrs.
Johnson said, "He would be so proud
of our country and proud to have been
a part of it as an individual."
Command control for the space
shuttle is Johnson Space Center in
Houston, named for the late president.
Following her .court square tour,
Mrs. Johnson toured the garden site of
the Calloway County Public Library
and the Library Arts Annex. She also
toured the Murray-Calloway County
Park and planted a dogwood tree near
the park's entrance. A private luncheon followed in the Commonwealth
Room of the Murray State University
Student Center,
Mrs. Johnson will speak tonight at 7
at the University School Auditorium.
Her speech, which is open to the
public, will be followed by a public
reception and receiving line in the lobby of the auditorium.

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

Stock Market

Hog Market -

1979 Pontiac Trams Am
Gold w/gold interior; power steering,
power brakits, air conditioning, AM/FM
cassette, Tilt wheel, cruise, T-Top, 38,xxx
miles.

-

7,477.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
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West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center
Friday, April 17, 1981
Saturday, April 18, 1981
7:30 p.m. each night
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky
A Special Section of The Murray Ledger & Times, Tuesday, April 14, 1981
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club welcomes you to the sixth annual
Kentucky Charity Horse Show. We have endeavored to make this one of the finest horse
shows in the South. Our show has exceeded our expectations and we shall try to make it
better each year.
With the proceeds from our shows, the Sigma Department has contributed to the Mental
Health Association, the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, the Murray Community
Theatre, and the Glenda Boone Memorial Scholarship Fund among others. The proceeds of
this year's show will be used to- help pay for the "Jaws of Life," a vital piece of life-saving
equipment, which the Sigmas purchased for Murray and Calloway County.
We want to thank each sponsor, patron, exhibitor, spectator, and everyone who contributed to our show in any way. We appreciate your support and hope you enjoy the
show.
Sue M. Spann, Chairman
Sigma Department
Murray Woman's Club

It is with pleasure that I welcome you to the Sixth Annual Charity Horse Show. We take
pride in presenting for you one of the finest horse shows in this area performed inside an
excellent facility.
Your support of this show is deeply appreciated. Through your support of this charity
program, the Murray Rotary Club contributes to several worthy projects and activities.
Major among these is that of a Jaws of Life for rescuing entrapped victims. Others include
scholarships, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, American Red Cross, Murray Swim Association, and.
Community Theatre.
I hope that you truly enjoy the show.
Eugene M. Schanbacher
President
Murray Rotary Club
I.

•

HORSE SHOW OFFICIALS
Show Chairmen
Mrs. Tom Muehleman, Sigma Department, Murray Woman's Club
Mrs. Charles Walston, Murray Rotary Club
WALKING HORSE JUDGE
Mr. Bill Bailey, Russell Springs, Kentucky
GAITED JUDGE
Mr. Billy Walsh, Kennesaw, Georgia
ANNOUNCER
Mr. Bob Jennings, Nashville, Tennessee
ORGANIST
Mr. Jim Elder, Paducah, Kentucky
,RINGMASTER
Mr. James E. Cole, Jackson, Tennessee
PHOTOGRAPHER
Mr. Doug Shiflet, Asheboro, North Carolina
OFFICIAL VETERINARIAN
Westside Veterinary Service, Murray, Kentucky
OFFICIAL FARRIER
Mr. James H. Fleming, Hopkinsville, Kentucky
SPONSORED BY
SigmaDepartment, Murray Woman's Club
Murray Rotary Club
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

LET'S FOLLOW THE SHOW
Here's a description.of the types of horses you'll see, their gaits, points considered in judging, other details.

AMATEUR: One who rides or drives for the love of
the sport and not a profession or for profit.

JUNIOR: Any horse four years old and under is
classified as a Junior horse.

APPOINTMENTS: The correct bridling, saddlery,
harnessing, vehicles, etc., used with each type of
horse, which have been standardized by custom.

OPEN CLASS: One in which any horse of the
specified breed is eligible, regardless of age, sex,
number of first, or amateur or professional status of
the rider.

BIKE: The modern racing sulky with two bicycle
type wheels, driven to a roadster horse which goes
at the trot.
CANTER: A three-beat gait which is a slow
collected gallop.
—CONFORMA—tro-N: The comparison as to physical
characteristics of a given horse to an ideal specimen
of his particular breed.
FINE HARNESS CLASS: Composed of American
Saddlebred horses shown in a light road show
wagon at two gaits only, the walk and park trot.
Great speed is penalized, but extreme action is very
desirable.
GAITED HORSE: An American Saddlebred horse
which has been schooled to the artificial as well as
the natural gaits. He execLites, in addition to walk,
trot and canter, the man-made rack and slow gait.
The five-gaited type should be distinguised from
three gaited which is shown only at tie walk, trot
and canter:
GAITS: The natural gaits of the horse are the walk,
trot and canter, while the rack and slow gaits are
artificial.
HABIT: Refers to the costume worn by the rider,
which has been standardized custom according to
time of day and type of horse being shown.
HAND: The unit by which a horse is measured. A
hand is four inches.
SQUARE: In all classes, gaits of the horse must be
even, natural and balanced as well as true, and
these constitute the qualities of squareness.
TIE: To rate the horse as he finishes in a class, as
1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.
FLAT-FOOTED WALK: A true, square, flat-footed
walk. One of the three gaits of the Tennessee
Walking Horse.
HOCKS AND HOCK ACTION: The "elbows" of the
rear leg are designated anatomically as the hocks.
Hock action refers to the use of these rear leg joints.

QUARTER BOOTS: The white protective boots
worn by gaited horses to prevent damage to the
front feet duet° overstepping by the back feet.
RACK: One of the gaits of the fixe-gaited.saddier-T---ih—faiirbeat cadence, each foot
striking the ground separately. It is very fast and
smooth with much elevation.
RIBBON COLORS: First place, blue; second, red;
third, yellow; fourth, white; fifth, pink.
ROAD GAIT: A moderately rapid trot performed by
the road horse or roadster, at a speed designed to
cover long distances without unduly tiring/the
horse. Considerable speed should be available when
called for, however.
ROAD HORSE OR ROADSTER: A horse driven to a
bike or racing sulky whose outstanding characteristic is speed at the trot. Other points, however, are
also considered in judging.
SLOW GAIT: A stepping pace or slow rack which is
performed as one of the artificial gaits of the
five-gaited horse.
SOUNDNESS: PhysicaL44tness of the horse. A
sound horse is free from physical defects of any
type.
STAKE: A Championship or preliminary to a
Championship class.
WALK-TROT: To distinguish a three-gaiter from a
five-gaiter, this term refers. to an American Saddlebred horse that walks, trots, and canters only.
RUNNING WALK: A quick, four beat gait, similar
to the ' rack, but much slower and with less
elevation.
CHALLENGE TROPHIES: Trophy to remain in
possession of the winner for one year. For permanent possession it must be won three times by the
same exhibitor.
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CHARITY HORSE SW)

Patrons For 1981
Charity Horse Show
Mr. and Mrs. Eli M. Alexander
Dr. Rex Alexander
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Alexander
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Allbritten
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Anderson
Stanford and Laurine Andrus
A.T.C.—Piedmont Region
Dr. Clegg Austin
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Babb
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Bacsik
E.M. Bailey Distributing Company—Paducah
- —Mr. an-a-Mrs. Craig Banks
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Banks—Plainview Stables
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Barksdale
Frank and Cheryl Beamer
Mr. and Mrs. Brad Belcher
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Belcher
M. Wayne Bennett and Associates, Ltd.
Mr. and Mrs. Cedric Benson
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Benton
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Berry
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Billington
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Billington
Owen and Elvre Billington
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Billington
Dr. and Mrs. Bailey Bmford
C.O. Bondurant, Realty
Mr. Jerry Bowden
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Bradshaw
Mr. and Mrs. Max H. Brandon
Mr. and Mrs. J. Donald Brock
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Brooks
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Brown
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Bryan
Dr. and Mrs. James M. Byrn
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Burkett
Billy Burtoo
Richard and Charlene Butwell
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Byars
Dr. James B. Carlin
Mr. and Mrs. Darnley Chamberlain
Mr. and Mrs. H. Ed Chrisman
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Mr. and Mrs. Will Ed Clark
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Conagra, Inc.
Dr. and Mrs. Gene Cook
Mr. Bennie L. Cooper
Mrs. Jo Crass
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Nix Crawford
Mr. and Mrs. Nix Crawford
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Crouch
Deana Cunningham
Dr. and Mrs. Constantine Curris
Mr. and Mrs. W. Paul Dailey, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Delaney
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Dennison
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dick
Mr. Frank Doran
Mr. Harold G. Doran
Mr. and Mrs. H. Glenn Doran
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Dunn
Mr. Randy Dunn
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Dunn
Mr. Ronnie Dunn
Judge and Mrs. Sid Easley
1: L. Eckerdt
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eldridge
Mr. and Mrs. Herman K. Ellis
_Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Erwin
Rev. and Mrs. Robert E. Farless

Mr. and Mrs. John R. Farrell
Or. and Mrs. Richard W. Farrell
Ada Farris
Mr. Buddy Farris
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Farris
Dan Farris
Mr. and Mrs. Don Faughn
U.S. Senator and Mrs. Wendell H. Ford
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Foster
Mr. James H. Foster
Dr. and Mrs. James H. Frank
—VC A. and Margaret Franklin
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Gantt
Robert and Marjorie Garland
Mr. and Mrs. James Garrison
Mr. and Mrs. MC. Garrott
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Gore
Marshall and Annette Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Greer
Mr. and Mrs. John Gregory
Carolyn Hale
Mr. and Mrs. lames Harmon
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Harrell
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Harris
Bill and Susan Hart
Mrs. George Hart
Dr. and Mrs. James C. Hart
Terry and Leah Hart
Gary and Linda Haverstock
Mr. and Mrs. Van Haverstock
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hays
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hendon
Dr. Melvin Henley
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hewlett
Harlan and Helen Hodges
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hogancamp
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Hogancamp
Holland Drugs
Holton, Melugin and Haverstock Insurance
M. and Mrs. Mike Holton
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoke
Anne-Marie Hoke
Rebecca Hoke
Mrs. Maurine J. Hopson
Dr. and Mrs. L. J. Hortin
MI. and Mrs. Samuel Housden
Dr. and Mrs. Hal E. Houston
Dr. and Mrs. Russell E. Howard
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Howe, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Howton
U.S. Rep. and Mrs. Carroll Hubbard
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Hughes
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Humphrey
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hunt
Buford and Stella Hurt
Harold T. Hurt
Jean S. Hurt
Catherine Hurt
Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Hurt
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar lglehart
Intro Creative Communications
Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd P. Jacks
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat James
Robert G. and Glenda Jeffrey
Dr. and Mrs. Conrad Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. Jones
Dr. and Mrs. Donald E. Jones
Richard and Vicki Jones
Dr. and Mrs. Walter W. Jones
Ray and Sabrina Karraker
Carl Keeslar
Kurt Keeslar

Don and Lois Keller
Mike and Debbie Keller
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L Key
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kiesow
Dr. and Mrs. Roy Kirk
Dr. and Mrs. Phillip B. Klapper
Dr. and Mrs. kil._Kopperud
Mr. and Mrs. Bill kopperud
Mr. Clayton Lamb
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Landoll
Landoll Ltd.
George D. Landoll
-fudge and-11%. lames M. Lassiter
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Lassiter
Mr. and Mrs. G.T. Lilly
Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Lowry
Mr. and Mrs. Don Lovette
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Major
Mr. and Mrs. lames Majors
Dr. and Mrs. R. Gary Marquardt
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Michelson
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Miller
Judge and Mrs. Robert 0. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Tip Miller
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Mischke
Dr. and Mrs. Ray Mofield
Dr. and Mrs. Allen Moffitt
Mary S. Moyer
Robert E. Moyer
Mr. J's Men's Clothing—Benton
Mr. l's Men's Clothing—Mayfield
Tom and Judy Muehleman
Murray Cablevision
Murray Datsun, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McCoy
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. McCuiston
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McCuiston
Mr. and Mrs. Greg McKeel
Mr. and Mrs. Phil McKnelly
Sue and Paul McNeary
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Newton
J. P. Nesbitt's Gifts and Accessories
J. Nichols Shoe Service and
Center—Benton
Dr. Hugh Noffsinger
Dr. and Mrs. George Oakley
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley
John and Kathy O'Brien
Charles and Miriam Olree
Richard Orr Distributing Co.
Dr. J. D. Outland
Loam Overbey
Pace Farms—Union City
David and Martha Parker
James and Charlotte Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Parker
Max and Gail Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Lubie Parrish
Dr. and Mrs. William Parsons
It. Col. John 0. Pasco
Dr. and Mrs. Charles C. Patterson
Mr. Bill Phillips
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Pickens
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pierce
Mr. Mike Pierce
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Poston
Mr. and Mrs. I. Wells Purdom, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr.
Or. and Mrs. John C. Quertermous
Dr. and Mrs. John R. Quertermous
Dr. and Mrs. Roger E. Reichmuth
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Richardson

Footwear

Dr. and Mrs. Michael T. Ridley
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Rorlden
Dr. and Mrs. David Roos
Dr. and Mrs. Jack Rose
Joe and Trina Ross
Capt. and Mrs. Ronald L. Rowlette
Jennie Rowlette
Wesley Rowlette
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Russell
Mr. Tommy Rushing
Mr. Tommy Sanders
Dr. Eugene Schanbacher
Scott Drugs
•
F. T. Seargent and Associates •
Security Federal Savings and Loan
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Howard L Shaw
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Shipley
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shirley
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Shinners
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr
Mrs. Jane Sisk
Mr. and Mrs. Richard R. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. W. Hunt Smock
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hal Spann
Harry and Lois Sparks
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Stahler, Ill
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Steely
Mr. and Mrt. Doug Stephens
Dr. and Mrs. Chad Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C. Strohecker
Dr. and Mrs. Shashi K. Tandon
J. E. and Roberta Tarry
Mr. and Mrs. Tommye D. Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L Tebbetts
Bill and Liz Teuton t5.,
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Titsworth
Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Thomas
Col. and Mrs. John Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Toon
Mr. and Mrs. David Travis
Ben and Margaret Trevathan
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Trotter
Douglas and Evelyn Tucker
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Tucker
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Tutt
Mr. and Mrs. lack Uddberg
Mr. and Mrs. Van D. Valentine
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Veech
Mr. and Mrs. Mancil Vinson
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Waldrop
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walston
Mr. and Mrs. Michael D. Ward
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Ward
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Henry 0. Warren
Susy Wells
Mr. Jimmy Wheeler
Julie Whitford
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Williams
Dr. and Mrs. Robert T. Williams
Dr. and Mrs. William R. Wilson
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Winters
Mrs. Jenny Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyce Wrather
Mr. and Mrs. Larry D. Wright
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Young
Dr. and Mrs. Burton R. Young
Mr. Steve Zea
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

Schedule of Classes
FRIDAY NIGHT-APRIL 17, 1981
Class 1

$150 Two Year Old Walking Fillies

Class 2

$150 Amateur Three-Gaited Horse

Class 3

$150 Ladies Amateur Walking Horse, mare or gelding

Class 4

$100 Amateur Roadster PoriV-to-bike

Class 5

Jr. Exhibitor

Five-Gaited Horse, riders 17 years and under

Class 6

$100 Slow Racking Horse

Class 7 .

$150 Three Year Old Walking Fillies

Class 8

Jr. Exhibitor Three-Gaited Horse, riders 17 years and under

Class 9

$100 Amateur Harness Pony — 50" and under, four wheel vehicle

Class 1-0—

Three Year Old Walking Stallions and Geldings

Class 11

$150 Show Pleasure Walking Horse

Class 12

$150 Junior Five-Gaited Horse — 4 years old and under

Class 13

$100 Open Fox Trot Horse

Class 14

xx-i-s.,..+t>1-7
,
1fir"e•ort

___$150 Walking Horses 15.2 or under — open

Class 15

$150 Amateur Five-Gaited Horse

Class 16

Open Englis;, Pleasure Horse

SATURDAY NIGHT-APRIL 18, 1981
Class 17

$100 Open Novice Five-Gaited Horse

Class 18

$150 American Saddlebred Three-Gaited Pleasure Horse

Class 19

$150 Two Year Old Walking Stallions and Geldings

Class 20

$150 Open Roadster Pony —50" and under

Class 21

$150 Amateur Walking Horse Open

Class 22

$150 American Saddlebred Five-Gaited Pleasure Horse — Mare or Gelding

Class 23

$150 Style Racking Horse — English Equipment

Class 24

$150 Open Fine Harness Pony —50" and under, four wheel vehicle

Class 25

$100 Juvenile Walking Horse, Mare or Gelding

Class 26

Aged Walking Mares

Class 27

$500 Open Three-Gaited Horse

Class 28

$150 Four Year Old Walking Horse

Class 29

$150 Fine Harness Horse —4 wheel vehicle

Class 30

$225 Open Racking Horse — English Equipment

Class 31

$150 Road Horse to Bike

Class 32

$500 Openi Walking Horse

Class 33

$500 Open Five-Gaited Horse

1WFVerroNrr,
71711VAPTI4WP
.2.1.
,
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

FRIDAY NIGHT-APRIL 17 1981
BLACKFORD HOUSE GALLERY
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
TWO YEAR OLD WALKING FILLIES

Class 1

To be shown at a flat walk and running walk; canter not required.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Century 21, Loretta Jobs, Realtors,
Murray, Kentucky.
My
Choice

-

Judges
Choice

TFophy $60 • $40 $25 $15

10 Ribbons

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
AMATEUR THREE-GAITED HORSE

Class 2

To be ridden by an amateur. Roached man and tail. To be shown
at a walk, trot, and
canter. To be judged on performance, quality, and manners.
The Dr. G. C. McClain Memoriiil Trophy and Ribbons donated by Betsy's Hallmark
Card and Gift Shop, Benton, Kentucky
My
Choice

Judges
Choice

Class 3

Trophy—$60—$40--$25—$15—$10—Ribbons

THEMURRAY LEDGERAND
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
LADIES AMATEUR WALKING HORSE
(mare or gelding)
Riders 18 years and c:wer. To be shown at a flat walk, running walk, and canter.

My
Choice

Trophy and Ribbons donated by Murray Lumber Co., Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$60--$40—$25—$15-10—Ribbons
Judges
Choice
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CHARffY HORSE SHOW

FRIDAY NIGHT-APRIL 17 1981
CLINIC PHARMACY
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
AMATEUR ROADSTER -PONY TO BIKE

aims 4

50" and under, to be shown by an amateur. To be shown at a jog trot, road gait,
and speed. Colors up.
Trophy and Ribbons donated By The Murray Theatres, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$45—$33—$22—$15—$10—Ribbons
My
Choice

Judges
Choke

•

VERNON'S WESTERN-ENGLISH
STORE AND SHOE REPAIR, INC.
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
JUNIOR EXHIBITOR FIVE GAITED HORSE

Chess

Riders 17 years old and under. More or gelding, any age, to be ridden by a Junior
exhibitor. To be shown at the walk, trot, canter, slow gait and rack and to be
judged on manners, quality and performance.
_

9•

Trophy and Ribbons donated by PSR Computer Services, Murray, Kentdcky
My
Choice

Judges
Choice

Trophy—$45—$33—$25—$15—$10—Ribbons

BELCH ER OIL COMPANY
Mayfield and Murray, Ky.
—presents-SLOW RACKING HORSE

aus 6

•
To be judged at a walk, and a slow rack gait.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Seven Seas Restaurant, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$45—$33—$22—$15—$10—Ribbons
My
Chaos

Judges
Moe
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FRIDAY NIGHT-APRIL 17 1981
Class 7

TED BILLINGTON CONSULTING ENGINEERS
AND
THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
THREE YEAR OLD WALKING HORSE
To be shown at a flat walk and running walk; canter not required.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Thurman Furniture, Murray, Kentucky.
My
Choice

Trophy—$60--$40—$25—$15—$10—Ribbons

Judges
Choice

•

MURRAY BRANCHES OF
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
•
—presents—
JUNIOR EXHIBITOR THREE-GAITED HORSE
Riders 17 years and under. Mare or gelding, over 14.2, any age, to be ridden by a
junior exhibitor, 17 years old or younger. To be shown at the walk, trot and canter, and judged on manners, quality and performance.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Ellis Popcorn Company, Murray, Kentucky.
My
Choice

Judges
Chaim,

Class 9

Trophy—$45—$33—$22—$15—$10—Ribbons

PARKER POPCORN COMPANY,INC.
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
AMATEUR HARNESS PONY
To be shown by an amateur, pony to be 50" and under, 4
wheel vehicle. To be
shown at an animated park trot, extreme speed to be
penalized; and animated
walk.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Boone's Laundry and Cleaners, Murray, Kentucky.
My
Choice

Judges
010‘00

Trophy—$45—$33—$22—$15—$10—Ribbons

CHARITY HORSE SHOW

SECURITY FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray, Kentucky
—presents-THREE YEAR OLD WALKING STALLIONS AND GELDINGS
To be shown at a flat walk and running walk; canter not required.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Vinson Tractor Company, Murray, Kentucky.
Tropny:!-)o0--$40--$25—$15—$10—Ribbons

HOLIDAY INN OF MURRAY
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
SHOW PLEASURE WALKING HORSE

To be ridden by an amateur. To be shown at a flat walk, running walk, and canter. The horse should be well mannered, should stand quietly, and back readily.
Set tails and boots or action devices are prohibited. Pads. are permitted.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by The Bob Hibbard's, Knoxville,

Tennessee
Trophy—$60—$40—$25—$15—$10—Ribbons
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

FRIDAY NIGHT-APRIL 17 1981

Class 12

DR. BILLY P'POOLE AND FAMILY
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—.
JUNIOR FIVE-GAITED HORSE
Four years old and under. To be shown at a walk, trot, slow gait, rack and canter.
The DR. and MRS. ROB MASON MEMORIAL CHALLENGE TROPHY donated by Captain U.S.N. (Retired) and Mrs. Gaylord Forrest. Won in 1978 by Watch Out, owned
by Young's Development Company, Harrisburg, Illinois. Won in 1979 by Famed
Comedian, owned by Helen Bogard, Danville, Kentucky. Won in 1980 by Peg-0My-Heart, owned by Hayfield Stables, JiMpsonville, Kentucky. Replica Trophy
and Ribbons donated by Enix Interiors, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy $60 $40 $25 $15 $10 Ribbons
My
Choice

Judges
Choice
-t•-•

Class 13

EMERINE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.
• Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
OPEN FOX TROT HORSE
To be shown at a walk and fox trot.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Owen's Food Market, Murray, Kentucky
-My Choice

- Judges
Choice

Ribbons

DAKOTA FEED AND GRAIN RESTAURANT
and
PAGLIAI'S PIZZA and ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
WALKING HORSES 15.2 or UNDER OPEN

Class 14

• OM

My
Choice

Trophy $45 $33 $22 $15 $10

To be shown at a flat walk, running walk, and canter.
- Trophy and Ribbons donated by Buckingham-Ray LTD and Graham
And Jackson,
:Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$60—$40—$25—$15—$10—Ribbons
Judges
Choice
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SUE AND CHARLIE'S RESTAURANT
Aurora, Kentucky
—presents—
AMATEUR FIVE-GAITED HORSE
To be shown by an amateur. To be shown at a walk, trot, canter, slow-gait and
rack both ways of the ring.
The DR. F. E. CRAWFORD MEMORIAL CHALLENGE TROPHY donated by Mrs. Finney Crawford, Murray, Kentucky. Won in 1978 by Day-For-Night, owned by Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Shepard, Beverly Hills, California. Won in 1979 by Night Moves,
owned by Mr. and Mts. Bill Lendberger, Elizabethtown, Kentucky. Won in 1980 by
Roger's Blue Diamond, owned by Rogers Jewelry Store, Evansville, Indiana.
Replica Trophy and Ribbons donated in Memory of Dr. F.E. Crawford by Dr. and
Mrs. Philip Crawford, Lexington, Kentucky.

KING-LAN DOLT INSURANCE AGENCY
Murray, Ky.
—presents-OPEN ENGLISH PLEASURE HORSE
No set tails or boots, any-age, walk, canter and favorite gait. Entries not eligible
for class 18.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Pier I Imports, Belair Center, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$60—$40—$25—$15—$10—Ribbons

CHARITY HORSE SHOW
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Red Oak Farm
Presents

BLYTHEWOOD'S PRECIOUS MEMORIES
Bloodlines
By Volley View Supreme 36275
Hide-A-Way's Firefly Supreme 41647
Grandsire

Sire Fire Lone

Dixiana's Spring Cheer 33536

1

13y Genius Bourbon King 26232
Diana Goy 38978

By Bourbon Genius 13411
Princess Firefly 17915
Reg. No. 46363

By The Genius 14709

By King's Genius 9500
Kate HaineS 18526

Spelling Bee 18420

By King Vine 6824
Not Regstered By Red Light 2d 2272

Rosemary Lone 39130
Sire's Dam

py Rex Firefly 10683

Reg. No.68322
Name of this Entry

King Coe 18200

Blythewood's Precious Memories
Blythewood's Precious Memories

Patsy Patricia 15852

Dom co.'s Congo Princess
No, 71839

By_Ridgefields" Genius 22806
Congo Princess 50585
2nd Dom

By Rex Peayine 1796
Golden Firefly 9268
By Easter Cloud 4128
Molly Ball 1289)
By King's Genius 9500
Abie's irish Rose 17230 .
By King's Genius'9500

Charlene's Dream 27764

.

CUT

1

•

Charlene Y 18262
4th Dom

This is a beautiful 16 hand copper chestnut standing his first season as a breeding horse. We are very,
proud of him and feel has an excellent future. He is a half brother to HAVING A GOOD TIME, FIRE
STORM, OLYMPIC FLAME AND OTHER GREAT SHOW HORSES. Excellent more care.
Introductory Fee $300.00
Mr. and Mrs. DavidI. Dou0as
Rt. 1
Booz, Ky. 42027
(502)554-4926

'
, •

_
cHARITY HORSESHOW
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•

„ STANDING AT STUD
:,
74 1:11

.0

STARHEART'S DECISION
Son of StarheArt Stonewall and a Command Decision mare
Sire of

STARHEART'S MORNING MIST
1975 Reserve World Champion Junior 5-Gaited Mare
1975 Reserve All-American Junior 5-Gaited Mare
1978 Reserve World Champion Juvenile 5-Gaited Mare

STARHEART'S MAGIC MOTION
1972 Reserve ANSA High Point
Juvenile 3-Gaited Champion

RHYMIN' SIMON
1978 West Coast All-American 3-Gaited
Pleasure Gelding
1979 USA Zone 9 High Point Pleasure Driving Champion
and 3-Gaited Pleasure Champion

Standing at:
GOLDEN MEADOWS FARM
Paducah, Kentucky
James Nichols, Manager
(502) 443-2151

Owned by:
Debbie Hagerman
ANNANDALE FARM
Versailles, Kentucky

•41,
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

SATURDAY NIGHT-APRIL 18, 1981
HUTSON COMPANY,INC.
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
OPEN NOVICE FIVE7GAITED HORSE
(a horse that has not won three blue ribbons)

Goss 17

To be shown at a walk, trot, canter, and slow rack. To be judged on manners and
quality of performance.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Holton, Melugin and Haverstock Insurance Agency , Murray, Kentucky
a
Silver and $60,$40,$25,$15,i10
Entry fee $10.00

••••
-0

COCA COLA BOTTLING CO.
Paducah, Kentucky
—presents—
AMERICAN SADDLEBRED THREE-GAITED PLEASURE HORSE
(mare or gelding)

Gess 18

Amateur or junior exhibitor. To be shown at a flat walk, square trot, and canter
both ways of the ring. Stand quietly and back readily. To be judged on manners,
performance, and conformation and neatness of attire.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Southern States Co-Op, Murray, Kentucky.
Choice

Choice

Cuss 19

Trophy—$60—$40--$25—$15—$10—ribbons

DAIRYMANS SUPPLY, INC.
Mayfield,Kentucky
and
,
MR. GATTI'S OF MURRAY AND PADUCAH, KY.
—presents-TWO YEAR OLD WALKING STALLIONS AND GELDINGS
To be shown at a flat walk and running walk; canter ot required.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by ConAgra Grain Co., Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$60—$40—$25—$15—$10—Ribbons

My
Choice

11,

Judges
Choice
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

SATURDAY NIGHT-APRIL 18, 1981
Retirement of Roadster Pony "Mr. Kandu”
owned by
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Tutt, Murray, Ky.
Class 20

HUTSON'S AG SERVICE, INC.
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
OPEN ROADSTER PONY
(50" and under)
To be shown at a jog, road gait and at speed.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Lassiter Plaster, Co., Inc.

My
Choice

Judges
Choice

Trophy $60 $40 $25 $15 $10

Class 21

•

Judges
Choice

Ribbons

E. M. BAILEY DISTRIBUTING CO.
Paduccth, Kentucky
—presents—
AMATEUR WALKING HORSE OPEN

To be ridden by an amateur. To be shown dt a flat walk, running walk,
and a canter.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by J. P. Nesbitt's Gifts and Accessor
ies, Murray,
Kentucky.
Trophy $60 $40 $25 $15 .$10 Ribbons
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CHARM HORSESHOW

SATURDAY NIGHT-APRIL 18 1981
J.H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
and
WELLS ELECTRIC
Murray, KentiEicky
—presents—
AMERICAN SADDLEBRED FIVE-GAITED PLEASURE HORSE
(mare or gelding)

Chas 22

Amateur or junior exhibitor. To be shown at a flat walk, square trot,
slow-gait,
moderate rack and canter both ways of the ring., To stand quietly
and bock
readily. To be judged on performance, manners, conformation and
neatness of
attire.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Cleaver Construction Company,
Inc., Murray,
Kentucky.
MY
Choke

Judges
Choice

Trophy—$60—$46-$25—$15— $10—Ribbons

7 --

Ons 23

FISHER PRICE TOYS
Murray, Kentucky
—presents-STYLE RACKING HORSE
English equipment, to be shown at a walk and rack, with emphasis on style and
performance.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Purdom and Thurman Real Estate, Murray, Ky.

My
Choke

Trophy $60 $40 $25 $15 $10—Ribbons

Judges
Choke

THE HOKE COMPANY, INC.
Beaver Dam, Kentucky
—presents—
OPEN FINE HARNESS PONY

Class 24

50" and under to be shown at an animated park trot, extreme speed to be
penalized: and an animated walk. Ponies to be exhibited to an appropriate 4
wheel vehicle.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by The Cherry s Murray and Paducali, Kentucky.
Trophy $60 $40 $25 .$15 $10—Ribbons
My
Choice

Judges
Choice
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CHARITY HORSE SIC:1W

SATURDAY NIGHT-APRIL 18, 1981
FRIEND OF KENTUCKY CHARITY HORSE SHOW
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
JUVENILE WALKING HORSE
(mare or gelding)

Cless 25

.
s

To be ridden by an exhibitor 17 years or under. To be shown
at a flat walk, running walk and canter.

•

My
Choice

Trophy and Ribbons donated by Murray Lumber Company,
Inc., Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy $45 $33 $22 $15 $10 Ribbons
Judges
Choice

WSJP RADIO STATION
Murray, Kentucky

Gni 26

presents—

FOUR -AR OLD WALKING MARES
To be shown at a flat walk, running walk and canter.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Twin Lakes Office Products, Inc., Murray: Kentucky.
My
Choice

Judges
Choice

Trophy—$60—$40 $25—$15—$10—Ribbons
1

aoss 27

PEOPLES BANK
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
$500 OPEN THREE-GAITED HORSE
Roached mane and tail. To be shown at a walk, trot, and canter both ways of the
ring.
The SIMMONS CHALLENGE TROPHY donated by Mr. and Mrs. Audrey W. Simmons, Sr. Won ,in 1978 By Dream Street Dude, owned by Debbie Hagerman,
Owensboro, Kentucky. Won in 1979 by Fox Glove owned by Gordon Jenkins and
Ray Pittman, Harrodsburg, Kentucky. Won in 1980 by The Firestorm, Emerald
Ridge Farm, Grand Rivers, Kentucky. Replica Trophy and Ribbons donated by
Picken's Supply Company, Murray, Ky.

I.

Trophy—$180—$140—$100—$60—$20—Ribbons

• 1.

CHARITY HORSE SHOW
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SATURDAY NIGHT-APRIL 18, 1981
asu 23
414444014
•tr,
'

•
fig

MR. AND MRS. JOHN WILLIAMS
Pciducah, Kentucky
—presents—
FOUR YEAR OLD WALKING HORSE

To be shown at a flat walk, running walk, and canter.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Carroll Volkswagen-Audi-Mazda, Inc., Murray,
Kentucky.
Trophy—$60—$40—$25—$15—$10—Fibbons
Judges
Choice

My
Choice

Chess 29

FREED COTHAM COMPANY
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
FINE HARNESS HORSE

•••

To be shown to an appropriate 4 wheel vehicle, to be shown at an animated park
trot and an animated walk.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Ward-Elkins, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$60—$40—$25—$15—$10—Ribbons
My
Choice

Judges
Choke

EMERINE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,INC.
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
OPEN RACKING HORSE
English equipment, protective boots permitted.
The GEORGE S. HART MEMORIAL CHALLENGE TROPHY donated by Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Landoll. Won in 1978 by Shadow's Danny Boy, owned by Donnie Little, Kenton, Tennessee. Won in 1979 by Midnight's Special owned by Joe Carter, Marion,
Illinois. Won in 1980 by Shadow's Danny Boy, owned by Donnie Little, Kenton,
Tennessee. Replica Trophy and Ribbons donated by Landolt, LTD., Murray, Kentucky.
Troph y—$85—$60—$40— $25 $15 Ribbons
My
Choice

Judges
Choice
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

SATURDAY NIGHT-APRIL 18, 1981
Class 31

HOME FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
of Paducah and Murray, Kentucky
—presents
ROAD HORSE '0 BIKE
To be shown at a jog, road gait, and at speed. Colors up.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Corn-Aus4en Company, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$60 $40 $25 $15 $10

Ribbons
a**11PC'poie,et

My
Choice

Class 32

BANK OF MURRAY
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
OPEN WALKING HORSE
To be shown at a flat walk, running walk, and canter.
The MORGAN E. SISK MEMORIAL CHALLENGE TROPHY won in 1979 by Copy's Unforgettable owned by Jackie McConnell Tanner, Union City, Tenn. Won in 1980 by
Copy's Caper, owned by Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Roberson, Eldorado, Arkansas.
Replica Trophy and Ribbons donated by Stokes Tractor and Implement Company,
Murray, Kentucky.
My

Judges

Choice

Choice

Class 33

Troahv—$180—$140—$100—$60—$20—Ribbons

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
$500 OPEN FIVE-GAITED HORSE

My

Choke

To be shown at a walk, trot, canter, slow gait and rack both ways of the ring.
The FRANK A. STUBBLEFIELD MEMORIAL CHALLENGE CUPdonated by the family.
Won in 1977 and 1978 by Attache, owned by Mr. and Mrs. Julian B. Thomas,
Mayfield, Ky. Won in 1979 by Skyline Commander owned by Helen Bogard, Danville, Kentucky. Won in 1980 by April Hill's Red Gold, owned by Top Hat Stables,
Greenville, Kentucky. Replica Trophy and Ribbons donated by Don Faughn Enterprises, Inc., Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$180—$140—$100—$60—$20—Ribbons
JUdgee
Shoicie
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We extend our special thanks to the
Jones Landscaping and Juanita's Flowers,Inc.
for their generous contribution
toward the beauty and success of this year's event.

Captain D's
111 No. 12th St.,
Murray, Ky. — 753-9383
(Seafood and Hamburg s)

Holiday Inn of Murray
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky. — 753-598
(Chinese Food)

Pizza Hut
Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
(Pan Pizza)

Dakota Feed & Grain
1510 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky. — 759-4455
(Prime Rib & Steaks)

Mr. Gatti's
804 Chestnut St..
Murray, Ky. 753-6656
(Pizza)

_Sue & Eharliei,s
Aurora Rd.
Aurora, Ky. — 474-2202
(Fish)

1201 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.-753-1314
(Stealc'& Pizza)
-

Wendy's Old Fashioned Ham bur
1111 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky. — 759-4695
(Hamburgers)

